
It seems as if it was only yesterday when we sataround a table discussing the concept of a
training course, which would come to be known

as “fromWoodland to Workshop” (W2W).
I find it amazing to believe that before this year

ends, our 100th student will have graduated from
our course. And what a brilliant bunch of students
they have been! Our very talented and
knowledgeable course tutors have inspired them,
but more interestingly, the students have also
inspired our tutors.
A huge amount of effort and research goes into

selecting our W2W participants. For the three days
to work best for all concerned, we either need
people who are experts in forestry, but who know
little about cabinet making; or, we need someone
who is a talented furniture designer and maker,
who doesn’t fully understand that the wood he
works with has been air dried, kilned to a specific
moisture content and then carefully milled before
he has even set eyes on it. With apologies in
advance to all concerned – we seek to tackle this
ignorance within the wood chain.
Our espoused aim is to “unite the tree grower

with the wood user” and where possible, also to
encourage “locally grown and locally used”. 
If we are to achieve this, then we need to

encourage all parties to engage through our Forum
and Website www.woodlandheritage.org.uk
So, why not visit our website and the W2W alumni
page and read about the progress of some of these
dedicated young people ? 

The next step: Our restriction is that the
classroom takes only 12 people, plus tutors:
a maximum of 24 students a year. Further, the
dynamic of the course and its interactive nature
would be impaired and devalued if the
number of participants was increased. 
So, how do we “scale it”?

Only by filming extracts of the
course which we plan to do.
Our problem currently
is that demand always
exceeds supply and we
could fill the course
many times over. 

Why is demand outstripping supply?
Quite simply, our students are talking. They are
telling others how good the W2W course is and
how much they get out of it. We are not aware of
any other course like this, which connects
individuals from all parts of the wood chain and
succeeds by adding value, regardless of their place
in the industry.

Encouragement and support ! We are especially
delighted to be able to announce a new annual
award, which will be presented to an outstanding
young person who has attended our W2W course.
Our Patron, His Royal Highness The Prince of
Wales, is generously giving a trophy, which will be
known as ‘The Prince of Wales Award’ (see page 7).
His continued encouragement and support for our
valuable work is truly inspiring and very much
appreciated. Our first winner has been chosen and
we hope you will all be able to meet him at our
Field Weekend in June (see page 2) when we will
present the trophy.
And last, but by no means least… All that

remains is to thank you, our Members and Trustees,
for the tremendous support which each and
every one of you continues to give to our unique
charity. I do hope that this year’s Journal also will
inspire and encourage others to join us.
Please spread the word! Lewis Scott

Editor
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Our 2011 Field Weekend

NORFOLK & SUFFOLK
Friday 10th June

Berry Hall Woodlands, Honingham, Norfolk
By kind permission of the Meynell family.

We will be shown some small but beautifully managed woodlands by a family who are born
foresters. Specialising in prime Sycamore, Sweet Chestnut and Oak for the veneer markets, the family
also experiments with Walnuts and Christmas trees. These woodlands are a profitable enterprise.

Saturday 11th June
The Sotterley Estate, near Beccles, Suffolk

By kind permission of Miles Barne and his family.
Sotterley is famous for growing some of the finest pedunculate Oak in Britain (see back cover).

Miles has replanted with many varieties of European provenance which will be discussed with Sven
de Vries. We will examine Oaks with Acute Oak Decline and be updated by Dr Sandra Denman

from Forest Research on her latest work. Sotterley has a magnificent ancient parkland and we will be
given a tour by Dr Tom Williamson whose knowledge of the landscape is unmatched. The day will

end with a visit to the estate’s sawmill which is now run by Sutton Timber.

Sunday 12th June
The Weasenham Estate, near Fakenham, Norfolk

By kind permission of Mr Toby Coke.
We will revisit New Wood, the site of our very first Field Day fourteen years ago when Major Richard
Coke, our late patron, gave us a fascinating tour. Considered by many to be Britain’s finest mixed,

uneven-aged woodland, it is a riot of colour in May and June when the Rhododendrons and Azaleas
are in full bloom. Magnificent tall softwoods predominate on what was a bare heathland site in the
late 19th century. The Coke family have skillfully managed to create a microclimate which produces

astonishing growth rates.

Members and their guests will be very welcome
To book, please contact Woodland Heritage on 01428 652159

or enquiries@woodlandheritage.org.uk

Woodland Heritage does not, as a body, hold itself responsible for statements made or opinions expressed in this Journal; nor does the editorial content
necessarily express the official opinion of Woodland Heritage.

All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including
photocopying, recording or any other information storage and retrieval system, without prior written permission from Woodland Heritage.

Woodland Heritage, PO Box 168, Haslemere, Surrey GU27 1XQ
Woodland Heritage is a Registered Charity (No. 1041611) and a non-profit making organisation (Company Limited by Guarantee)

Printed by Alphaprint (Colchester) Ltd on Managed Forest Paper



The Peter Savill Award
For a significant contribution to the 

British Forest Industry
The Prize
Each year Woodland Heritage awards a prize to recognise the contribution of an individual who has

significantly benefited British forestry.

Criteria
The contribution to forestry made by the selected individual must be in sympathy with the objectives

of Woodland Heritage, and in one of the following areas of forestry: silviculture; research; marketing;
wood processing; education.
Normally the prize will focus on a contribution to one of the above areas with an emphasis on Britain,

broadleaves and lowland forestry, although not exclusively so.
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The 2010 Joint Winners
Will Bullough and Gavin Munro
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In July 2000, Woodland Heritage was invited to puton a display in the Forestry Pavilion at The Great
Yorkshire Show. There, I was fortunate to meet up

with Keith Rawling again. He was one of my “heroes”
and was in charge of the Forestry Section, so we had
a good pitch !
I will never forget how Keith took group after group

of school children for tours around the woodland area
which he had created for such a purpose. Keith gently
explained the importance of trees and their timber in
our lives. He used his Yorkshire humour to emphasise
the need for the children to spread the word – that
forestry was a vital way of providing the wood we
need and the environment which we can enjoy.
I watched from a short distance as the children hung
on his every word. That is a rare gift. Happily, the show
organisers recognised Keith’s work of many years and
presented him with their Long Service award.
Keith started his career at Farnley Hall Estate near

Otley in 1953. Later, he moved to Otley Chevin and
the Danefield Estate to be involved in the design and
layout of the re-afforestation of the estate, combining
production with conservation, recreation and
landscaping. During 1959 he spent some weeks at
Chatsworth Estate to obtain a Forestry Commission
Certificate and later he obtained a Certificate in
Practical Arboriculture. In 1973 he was awarded the
James Cup by the Royal Forestry Society for an article
on Sycamore disease.
In 1979, Keith became Head Forestry Officer for

Leeds City Council where he was responsible for its

woodlands and trees and he had a staff of 30 who
carried out all aspects of tree work. He built a
sawmill and treatment plant to utilise timber which
was available from management schemes, together
with a joiner’s shop where seats, gates and tables
were made. During this period, up to 1990, he was
Chairman of the Royal Forestry Society (Yorkshire
Division) for two years.
In addition, in 1988-1989, Keith was Junior, then

Senior Judge for the Royal Show in the Woodlands
Competitions. He was also asked to lecture at
universities and colleges on forestry, as well as
to conduct training days for students in woodland
areas.
In 1990 Keith left Leeds City Council and went full

circle – back to manage the woodlands at Farnley
Hall Estate, as well as those at Ingleborough Estate,
Denton Park Estate and several others across
Yorkshire – even finding time to do consultancy work
for estate agents ! In 2002, the owner of Farnley Hall,
Nicholas Horton-Fawkes, invited Woodland Heritage
there for our Field Day and Keith gave our members
a memorable time among some of his famed
Sycamore stands.
Some woodlands under Keith’s management have

won awards in the R.A.S.E. competitions – the last
being Low Bank Wood at Stainburn, the final one in
his 53 years in forestry. Retirement does not bring the
curtain down on someone as passionate as Keith, so
we often ask him to write articles for our Journals.
They are always thought-provoking – from one who
considers Otley to be “The Centre of the Earth…”
When I asked Keith to give me his philosophy of

woodland management, he summed it up as follows:
“Throughout the whole of my career, I have

emphasised and conducted woodland management
on the principle of multi-purpose use, involving mixed
species woodlands of uneven age structures to produce
high quality timber, being mindful of the fact (which
all foresters should be) that, as in all things, one must
consider the end ! Forestry is a long term enterprise
and constancy of management is the grand essential
in all aspects of it.”
The trustees of Woodland Heritage are proud to

make this prestigious award to Keith Rawling. He has
been at both ends of the wood chain – from running a
sawmill and joinery shop, to creating vibrant and
productive woodlands – always willing to give his
advice freely and confidently. His educational skills
have enriched many a young life and those of us
fortunate enough to have heard his views on forestry
owe him a massive vote of thanks. S

Peter Goodwin

KEITH RAWLING
WINNER OF THE 2011 PETER SAVILL AWARD



Welcome to our new Trustees

Graham Taylor BSc. MICFor

Following a forestry degree at Bangor, Graham moved to
Herefordshire in 1990. In 1993 he joined Pryor & Rickett
Silviculture as a forester, becoming a Director in 1998 on

incorporation. He is personally responsible for over 4000ha of
forested land in Wales and the Marches and has overseen the
wider growth of the company in recent years. 
His fundamental passion is the growth of high quality

broadleaved timbers, utilising all manner of silvicultural systems
and nurses to achieve this end. He has been highly supportive and
protective of the craftsmen who are the backbone of the forestry
industry, helping to instigate the FC pilot Apprenticeship Schemes
in the Marches and South West England and lobbying hard for a
more formal national scheme to be set up. 
He believes that the transfer of skills to the next generation of

craftsmen is vital for the long-term health of the forestry and
sawmilling sectors, and the shortage of skilled operatives is the
largest hurdle the industry faces in redeveloping itself in response to new market opportunities. Like all
foresters worth their salt, he has an extremely healthy hatred of the grey pest. 
Graham has also been one of the Woodland Heritage tutors on our ‘From Woodland to Workshop’

courses from the very first course in May 2008 and we are delighted to welcome him to our Board of
Trustees. His knowledge, expertise and rapport with both the tree growers and end users and from the
individuals to the larger organisations, is highly respected. 

Simon Burvill

Simon trained in sustainable woodland management and furniture design at Hooke Park College,
part of John Makepeace’s Parnham Trust in Dorset.  In 1992 he co-founded Gaze Burvill with the
aim of creating the finest outdoor furniture, without damaging the environment. 

His consideration for the environment was one of his original concerns and, whilst determined not to
compromise on the quality and durability of their output, he was unwilling to use material which did
not come from a sustainable resource. Simon selects only the finest timber and with an honest
commitment to design integrity and comfort, each piece is hand-built by craftsmen at his workshop
tucked away in farm buildings in Hampshire.  

He believes that responsible furniture makers, and other
timber users, can promote good woodland management, as
concern for good timber sources and correct environmental
credentials increase.
Simon has regularly exhibited at The Chelsea Flower Show

and over the past 17 years Gaze Burvill has won several
furniture design awards. They are recipients of the Worshipful
Company of Furniture Makers prestigious ‘Manufacturing
Guildmark’ for excellence in design, materials, workmanship
and function in their field. 
Simon has been a committed founder member and ambassador

for Woodland Heritage since 1995. We are delighted to welcome
him to our Board of Trustees, along with his knowledge and
expertise in the field of design and furniture making.
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BFSA was founded by Martin
Price and James Walmsley, 
two former forestry students

from the University of Wales,
Bangor, to benefit students,
graduates, distant learning students
and staff.
Members include undergraduates and

postgraduates, and we are proud to count amongst
our members a number of international exchange
students of forestry and related subjects. The Society
is made up of a mix of students of forestry and
students of environmental science and conservation.
As such we try to represent the needs of our
diverse membership in the events and opportunities
that we organise.  
We host a regular series of talks by guest speakers

as diverse as apple tree growers, chartered foresters
and environmental research bodies, held each
month in the department.
We have enabled student participation in tree

planting at the university farm as part of the “Better
Woodlands for Wales”, and we are hoping to run
practical woodland workshops at Treborth Botanic

Garden which our members help to
maintain at monthly work parties.
Later this year we will be visiting

Grizedale Forest in the North West
of England, where we will meet
with FC staff and learn more about

the practicalities of forestry work, and the future of
the Forestry Commission!
We are also hoping to become more involved

with the community woodlands organisation
“Llais y Goedwig”, by exchanging practical and
management skills in the work of community
forest groups in the North Wales region.
For further information, please e-mail:

forestry@undeb.bangor.ac.uk

Editor’s Note: Over the years we have been particularly
impressed by the enthusiasm and quality of students
who have attended our Field Weekends, received WH
Bursaries to undertake Study Tours and participated
in our ‘From Woodland to Workshop’ Courses in
Herefordshire. Many continue to keep in touch with
Woodland Heritage as their careers progress.

S

Bangor Forestry Students Association
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Woodland Heritage Travel Bursary 2011
With the climate in the south of England

predicted to rise by 3 to 5°C by 2050,
researchers are asking how our trees will

cope with this, and other climate related changes,
while foresters are asking which
provenances, and indeed, which
species they should be planting to
ensure a robust forest resource.   
Jo Clark has been awarded a

Woodland Heritage Travel Bursary
this year to help with investigating
the timing of budburst in a series of
research trials in France and the UK.
These trials were established in 2008
by Jo as part of her PhD looking at
adaptation of Ash to climate change.
Trials are located at five sites from
Inverness to the Pyrenees. While they
are measured each year for survival
and growth, the timing of bud burst
in spring tells us more about how
provenances respond to climate.
There are ten provenances in the
trials, two from each of northern
Scotland, Yorkshire, southern

England, northern France and southern France. Each
provenance is planted at each site; hence the trials are
fully reciprocal. We can then see how each
provenance responds to each climatic situation, for

example, how Ash from southern
England responds to the climate in
southern France and vice versa.
Jo is the Forestry Research

Manager at the Northmoor Trust
(www.northmoortrust.co.uk), located
in southern Oxfordshire.  The
Northmoor Trust’s research wood –
Paradise Wood – is home to the
largest collection of broadleaved tree
improvement trials in the UK.
Research includes both provenance
and progeny trials, and some
silviculture research. Jo is also
Secretary of BIHIP, as well as
secretary of the Walnut, Ash and Oak
BIHIP research programmes.
We look forward to reading about

Jo’s work in the next issue of our
Journal. S

Peter Savill
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The Royal Forestry Society’s James Cup

Each year the Royal Forestry Society (RFS)
awards the James Cup to the author of the best
article published in their Quarterly Journal of

Forestry (QJF).
A panel comprising ten RFS members are asked to

nominate a list of their five favourite authors and the
results are combined to decide the overall winner.
We are delighted to hear that Dr Scott McG. Wilson

has been declared the winner for his ‘Minor Conifers
in Britain – potential for
silviculture and timber
utilisation’ which was
published in the QJF January
2010 issue. His research project
was proudly supported and
funded by Woodland Heritage.
Scott is a forestry consultant
based in Aberdeen, who
pursues science-based research

and development work in support of the productive
and sustainable management of forests across Britain.
We would also like to congratulate WH Trustee,

Dr Peter Savill and Karen Russell, Lockhart Garratt.
Their article, ‘The roles of tree breeding and
silviculture in disease control’ published in the July
issue shared second place, along with Helen Read et
al for ‘The current status of ancient Pollard Beech
trees in Burnham Beeches’ published in the April
issue.
The James Cup will be presented at an appropriate

RFS event later this year.         S
For a complimentary copy of the

RFS QJF Volume 104 No. 1, please
contact: 

The Royal Forestry Society
01442 822028

rfshq@rfs.org.uk
www.rfs.org.uk

The Trustees of Woodland Heritage are
delighted to announce that our Patron,
His Royal Highness The Prince of Wales,

is generously giving a trophy to our charity,
‘The Prince of Wales Award’ , which will be
presented annually at our Field Weekend, to an
outstanding young person who has attended
the ‘From Woodland to Workshop’ course. 
We have now entered the fourth year of our

courses and by the end of this
year over 100 individuals will
have benefited from this
unique experience. The tutors
are delighted with how well
the course has been received
and are particularly encouraged
by the enthusiasm of those
taking part. It gives us great
hope for the future! 
‘The Prince of Wales Award’

will serve as yet another
excellent incentive to encourage
our aspiring neophytes.
It is never easy picking a

winner, but the tutors
unanimously chose Luke
Hemmings as the first person
to be presented with this
award. 
Luke attended the W2W

course in May 2010 and

impressed everyone with his enthusiasm to learn all
he could about every subject he encountered.
Coming from Northumberland, Luke is currently in
his final year of a Forestry & Woodland Management
degree course at Newton Rigg. He is keen to work
as a practical forester and to gain experience in all
aspects of the job, both in this country and abroad.
With a keen interest in green woodworking and
Continuous Cover Forestry, he would also like to

add skills from others areas,
such as horse logging and
timber framing.
The Prince of Wales has

asked that his warmest
congratulations be conveyed to
Luke. The Trustees of
Woodland Heritage and the
W2W course tutors also
congratulate Luke and wish
him every success in the
future. S
Geraint Richards

The Prince of Wales Award



Dubbed in times past ‘poor man’s
Oak’, today, at last, Sweet
Chestnut (Castanea sativa) is

getting the recognition it deserves as
both tree and timber. 
Just over a decade ago the Duchy of

Cornwall purchased a sizeable area of land in
Herefordshire which included over 500 hectares of
high quality, mostly broadleaved woodland. Although
these woods are dominated by Oak and Ash there is a
significant amount of Sweet Chestnut scattered across
the estate. Some of this Sweet Chestnut is in the form
of coppice but there are also standards (single stem
timber trees), often growing amongst the Oak and
Ash. For the past ten years the Duchy has been trying
to improve the quality and the value of this resource.
With regard to the Sweet Chestnut coppice, largely

through the efforts of the estate woodsmen, the
Duchy has been re-instigating a regular coppice cycle
and adding-value to the harvested material by making
cleft fencing materials. Although much of this fencing
is used on the Duchy’s estate, either for ‘normal’
stock fencing or for more decorative purposes around
residences, there is undoubtedly a wider market for
this material amongst those who are looking for
naturally durable fencing material, free from treatment
with preservatives.
Most of the standards that the Duchy has felled

over the past decade have been taken to Will
Bullough’s Whitney Sawmill for conversion into
boards. Will himself is incredibly enthusiastic about
Sweet Chestnut as a timber and, in conjunction with
the Duchy, has sought to get greater recognition for
this species. The Duchy has used its own Sweet
Chestnut timber, sawn and stored at Will’s sawmill, in
some of its own building restoration projects, even
for flooring (which, by the way, looks fantastic).
Other opportunities to promote this species, outside
our own organisations, have also been sought and
one extremely exciting initiative involves Simon
Burvill of Gaze Burvill. 
Will and I first met Simon when he attended a

Woodland Heritage ‘From Woodland to Workshop’
course and he struck us as man with an enlightened
view! Knowing that his furniture-making business
largely used Oak, we visited him at his Hampshire
workshop and showed him a piece of garden
furniture made using Sweet Chestnut. After further
discussions Simon decided to begin the process of
developing a new range of furniture made from
Sweet Chestnut. At this point I hand over to Simon to
continue the story…..

Like anyone who has studied woodland
management and timber technology, I
already knew that Sweet Chestnut had
the right properties of durability and
strength to make outdoor furniture, and

Michael Simmonds, our Production Director
and head craftsman, who has been with Gaze

Burvill for 15 years, knew it well from the days when
he worked as a cabinet maker in Portugal where it
has a much more prestigious reputation. However we
have always shied away from it for simplicity’s sake,
preferring to keep to Oak that we know so well and
not to complicate further the challenges which face
our small business by using two types of timber for
our furniture.
Participating in the ‘Woodland to Workshop

Course’, meeting Will and Geraint in person, being
shown round the wonderful Aconbury wood,
superbly managed by Geraint and his team, and
seeing the air-dried Chestnut beautifully stacked at
Will’s sawmill made me think again. Here I was
seeing properly managed timber grown in the UK,
locally and expertly sawn and seasoned. Also, in the
serendipitous way of these things, I had what turned
out to be the perfect job for it.
We had been working for some time on a project

with the National Trust to develop a collection of
furniture for the National Trust Garden Collection.
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A Sweet Species
by Geraint Richards (Head Forester, Duchy of Cornwall) & Simon Burvill
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The challenge was to make a collection of outdoor
furniture in as environmentally sound a manner as
possible, using British timber, manufacturing in the
UK, and yet still competing with the imported tropical
hardwood products which flood into this country
every year from the Far East.
We knew we had to come up with something rather

original. Norwegian boat builder turned cabinetmaker,
Petter Southall (www.itre.co.uk), whom I have known
for many years, came up with a simple but ingenious
solution: A ‘seat-that-turns-into-a-table’. The simplicity
of the Seat/Table, and of the Bench/Table, which we
have designed to go with it, lend themselves to using
Sweet Chestnut which often comes in narrower board
widths than the Oak that we get from France. We
have also decided on a scrubbed and fumed finish
straight off the saw, thereby dramatically reducing the
waste and energy put into the production of this
furniture. 

Finally, the fact that Sweet Chestnut is cheaper than
Oak, and that we have set ourselves up to sell this
collection ‘direct’ from our works using a webstore,
instead of via retailers, allows us to sell at a more
affordable price. Nevertheless, these pieces, like all
our work, benefit from the same ‘no compromise’
approach to build quality – for example, all the slats
are individually morticed and tenoned and we use
Oak dowels for pegging all the joints.

Originally I had thought that this might be an
opportunity to use National Trust timber for these
National Trust products – after all they have over
65,000 acres of woodland under their management.
This would demonstrate to the public the validity of
the link between grower and user, a virtuous
production cycle, and the important role that quality
hardwood production can play in the future of our
forests, as it did in their past, without the loss of their
environmental and amenity value.
However the difficulties of sourcing timber from the

National Trust exceeded my expectations even though
it is still something I would like to work towards in
the future. 

Our customers always show a strong interest in
where we source our wood so I am pleased to be
directing them to such a good set-up in a beautiful
corner of England. In the future, with other projects
in the pipeline, and the need to expand our National
Trust Collection timber requirements, we look
forward to working more and more with the Duchy
and Whitney Sawmill and, who knows, perhaps with
National Trust forests too. S

Sweet Chestnut planking air drying at Whitney Sawmills.

Footnote:
Both Geraint Richards and Simon Burvill are
Trustees of Woodland Heritage. Geraint is also
chairman of BIHIP’s Sweet Chestnut species group,
of which Will Bullough is also a member.
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Celebration of Craftsmanship & Design is the
largest selling exhibition of bespoke, designer-
maker furniture in the UK and is the best

place to see new work from some of the finest
craftspeople working in the UK today. It is run and
owned by Jason Heap – a contemporary, talented
and committed young furniture designer and maker
in his own right.  www.jasonheapfurniture.com

Every year the exhibition attracts visitors from
across the country to Cheltenham for a ten-day event
that showcases the work of some 70 talented
designer-makers with around 300 exhibits, many
having been produced from British timber.
After the success of the annual Chair Competition

for professional makers in 2010, another new award
is being launched this year, which is specifically
aimed at encouraging the next generation of furniture
designer-makers. 
The Alan Peters Award for Excellence will be

awarded annually to three outstanding individuals
and offer them a unique opportunity to exhibit their
work alongside some of the most respected names in
the industry at Celebration of Craftsmanship &
Design. The late Alan Peters was a furniture maker
and one of the last links to the Arts and Crafts
Movement having worked at the Edward Barnsley
Workshops.
The 2011 exhibition runs from 20th-29th August at

Thirlestaine Long Gallery in Cheltenham and will be
open from 10 to 4 daily including Sundays and the
Bank Holiday. Admission: £6. S

For more information please visit
www.celebrationofcraftsmanship.com

Jason Heap
07966 889 656 

info@celebrationofcraftsmanship.com 

MJ Cabinet Makers - ‘Arum’ Cabinet.

Barnsley Workshop -
Library Steps.

Kwerk - ‘Ripples’ Tables.
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Bringing Building Back into the Community
by Maddy Harland

Ben Law and his roundwood
framers and apprentices built
a woodland classroom at

The Sustainability Centre in Hampshire
in 2010. The classroom’s frame and its
steam bent roof rafters are made from
Lawson Cypress, a softwood that is
usually pulped for paper or chipped for
biomass boilers. Ben had never built
with this timber before but it is
abundant here and he uses whatever
is available on site whenever possible.
He tells me the wood is a pleasure to
work with. 
Each frame is individually constructed

by hand in the woods and is moved into position for

the frame to be raised. They sit on padstones, each
carefully sited, and after raising they are anchored to
the earth, literally. The floor joists are Douglas Fir and
roof shingles are Western Red Cedar, another
abundant fast growing wood that can be substituted
for Oak. The Cedar comes from the Cowdray Estate,
just over the border in Sussex.

The building itself – sited at the
former HMS Mercury, a Royal Navy
training centre that is better known for
its bomb-resistant, rather brutal 1960s
buildings – is a beautiful landmark.
It is a celebration space as well as
classroom with a magnificent shingle
roof that curves over the building like
the hull of a great ship. The northern
end holds an energy-efficient Rumford
fireplace surrounded by rammed earth,
cordwood walls and a bench, plus an
earth floor sealed with linseed oil. The
rest of the floor is boarded Western
Red Cedar. The walls are open to the

elements (a feature that allows for more lenient
planning permission and building regulations) and the
southern end opens up into a large veranda, soaring
out into the woodland.
What characterises Ben’s buildings, besides their

beauty and functionality, is community involvement.
Ben wants to relocalise building in two ways. Firstly
he wants to use timber in the round grown as near to
the site as possible. This minimises transport, uses a
resource that is regarded as low value and which is
often pulped or burnt and it reduces the need to mill.
He also wants to build locally himself and is actively
training timber framers from all over Britain and
further afield to work in their own localities. S

www.ben-law.co.uk

The Rumsford fireplace surrounded by a cordwood
and cob wall. Picture © Penny Rose

Looking up from inside. Picture © Tim Harland

The sloping site makes the structure appear to float
above the ground. Picture © Tim Harland

Ben Law. Picture © Penny Rose

Maddy Harland is the Editor of Permauclture
Magazine and co-founded The Sustainability
Centre. She writes a regular blog at:
www.permaculture.co.uk/writers/maddy-harland
For more details about Ben’s Roundwood

Timber Framing book and DVD:
01730 823311  www.green-shopping.co.uk 
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Diminishing supplies of tropical hardwoods,
ethical concerns about importing them, and
a shortage of a dark coloured home-grown

timber for fine furniture making and gunstocks have
helped to push the prices of Walnut (Juglans regia)
timber and veneer to high levels. Alexander Hunt, of
“Kentish Cobnuts”, recently acquired The Walnut Tree
Company (WTC) with the aim of bringing together
two businesses that could improve English nut
growers’ influence in the market and help to displace
some of the imported timber and nuts.

Walnuts for nut production
While all Walnut trees will produce both timber and

nuts, achieving both from the same trees involves
compromises. For nuts, recognised varieties are
usually raised, entailing grafting. The WTC currently
recommends six French varieties, including
Franquette. Grafting Walnuts is particularly difficult
and consequently expensive. Growing for both timber

and nuts generally means producing short butt
lengths of, say, eight feet (2.5 m) but at maturity this
is still perfect for furniture making. The graft junction
of nut-producing trees often produces burrs,
especially if the rootstock is Black Walnut (Juglnas
nigra). These can be valuable for veneer, and a
bonus to growers when they eventually fell an
orchard. Planting nut-bearing trees in “hedgerows” is
said to yield an impressive 7t/ha/year. Shelled Walnut
halves can fetch up to £12/kg wholesale.
Health-conscious consumers are said to be the

cause of the nut market rising by 7% annually.

Walnut for timber production
There has been a recent increased interest in

growing Walnut for timber. Karen Russell of
Lockhart Garratt says that “Well over 100 ha of
Walnut have been planted in the last decade which
is more than in the previous ten years.” She, while
working at East Malling Research, in collaboration
with Gabriel Hemery (then of the Northmoor Trust)
was involved in establishing the Jaguar Cars Walnut
tree project in the National Forest which has
pioneered the biggest single British plantation for
many years. Jaguar’s ultimate aim is to substitute
Italian and American Walnut trim with highly
decorative English-grown veneer.
Unlike nut production, Walnuts grown for timber

should be raised from seed, ideally collected from
trees of good form, such as those that the Northmoor

A five-year-old hybrid Walnut tree growing at Little
Wittenham, Oxfordshire, in mixture with Elaeagnus
and Italian Alder.

Gabriel Hemery and Jo Clark in a Walnut plantation
in the National Forest during the 2009 Woodland
Heritage Field Weekend.

Growing Walnut trees 
with climate change in mind
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Trust and British and Irish Hardwoods Improvement
Programme (BIHIP) will eventually be producing
when their seed orchards are a bit older.
European Walnut is a tree that will benefit from a

warmer climate than currently experienced in most of
Britain. The South East of England offers some of the
best growing conditions and with climate change they
are likely to improve. However, throughout its range,
Walnut has the reputation of being difficult to
establish, prone to frost damage and often of poor
form. By combining good site selection, plant material
from breeding programmes and proper silviculture,
this is changing.
Trees for timber are normally sold as one or two-

year old bare rooted stock. They can be difficult to
transplant successfully but success at a fraction of the
cost can often be achieved by sowing a seed inside a
tree shelter at each planting spot. In no species is
proper silviculture more important for well formed
trees. Pruning is normally essential.
Walnut can be one of the most economically

attractive trees. British planking grade Walnut wood is
said to fetch up to £900/m3 and veneer up to
£2,700/m3. Walnut trees need to be planted widely.
Research at the Northmoor Trust has shown that
where nurses are established between Walnuts, they
can generate limited additional revenue, and
significantly improve Walnut form. 

However, to achieve a good length of straight and
branch free stem, as well as rapid early growth,
planting with a nurse of the nitrogen fixing autumn
olive (Elaeagnus umbellata) has been found to be
very effective. 
Typical rotation lengths for British timber crops are

around 80 years, depending on the growing system,
but hybrids might achieve this in 55 to 60 years if
early performance is maintained. In general, the
bigger the dimensions and consequently the longer
the rotation, the more profitable the trees. S

A direct seeded Walnut - these trees were taller
than planted two-year-old seedlings, two years after
sowing.

A Walnut plantation in Greece. Pruning young
Walnut trees is essential if high quality timber is to be
obtained.

The WTC is one of very few suppliers of high quality
Walnut seedlings and advice for the garden, orchard, forest

and amenity/landscape use. 

Besides normal seedlings, the WTC can also supply two
types of hybrids from French breeding programmes. Both

have good form and excellent vigour: NG 23 hybrids: Juglans
nigra x J. regia (Black Walnut x Common Walnut) and MJ209

hybrids: J. major x J. regia (Arizona Walnut x Common
Walnut). A good variety for northern European conditions is
J. regia ‘Lozeronne’. It is vigorous, late flushing and has

reasonable form. Juglans nigra (the American Black Walnut)
seedlings are also available.

For further information 
www.walnuttrees.co.uk

01732 - 882734 
awjhunt@btconnect.com

www.kentishcobnuts.com

The
Walnut

Tree
Company

The
Walnut

Tree
Company

The
Walnut

Tree
Company
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News from Lorne Forest Mill 
– your west coast hardwood outpost!

by Kate Tuer

Itrust you have all weathered thewinter storms and are looking
forward to another year of timber

trading, craftsmanship and spreading
the home grown timber word...
Here at Lorne Forest Mill, Forestry

Commission Scotland’s two-man
specialist timber harvesting and
marketing unit in north-west Scotland,
we are preparing for a hard working
January to start the year. Finally securing
planning permission to crown thin a
1900-planting, SSSI scheduled, Oak woodland in Glen
Creran will get us off to a good start with 100m3 of
butt, beam and fencing being felled and extracted
between now and March. The heavy frosts, as low as
-10°C for a few weeks, and lingering snow have
played havoc with our trusty timber hauliers in the
forest and we had to cancel our December
production run. To keep up with the bulging order
book though we have scheduled an extra run in
January, and are preparing to sand the yard and the
access road if ice prevails.
We will be milling green Oak

beams, Oak cladding (shiplap),
large dimension Douglas Fir
beams, Douglas floor boards,
Larch cladding, square Spruce
pillars, Cedar cladding and the
last of our surprise Sweet
Chestnut haul from 2009. 
Owing to our indoctrination

from Will Boullough during the
Woodland to Workshop course,
an offer of 30m3 ‘dangerous trees’
was identified as mixed quality
Sweet Chestnut. Some of it was
rapidly turned into perfect 8" x 8"
x 20' beams for a local green
‘Oak’ frame building and a
surprisingly good quality burr
will one day be table tops in
Aberdeenshire. As I write, the
rather less good portion of the haul is burning merrily
in the grate...!
Firewood demand has, as I am sure most of you

have found, gone through the roof this winter.
The yard’s minimal infrastructure has now been
complemented by (most of) a firewood drying shed –
target completion date Christmas 2009! We are also
proud to supply our local potteries wood-fired kiln
this year – a very size-specific order but a large

volume which should help keep the piles
of backs down to a manageable height.
The yard has been extended further

this year with extra stacking bays for
sawn and round timber – we’re still
somewhat constrained by working from
a commandeered road junction, so either
a new location or a great expansion is
required in 2011. Demand would also
suggest an expansion of services is
required – and to this end we have
welcomed FC Scotland’s new Chief

Executive on a visit, as well as the Association of
Scottish Hardwood Sawmillers (ASHS) AGM – and
premium timber sales may well become a more
mainstream activity for the organisation in the future.
Other foresters have also been to visit, and we have
been to them on an exchange visit, to look at
potential production sites for European Larch,
Douglas Fir, Oak, Nothofagus and any amount of
lovely Western Hemlock, Cedar and Sequoia.
In 2011 we will be running six production weeks –

up from our usual four – at the sawmill, and aim to
sell about 300m3 of roundwood
from roadside in the forest. As
usual our roundwood products’
forecast includes European,
Hybrid and Japanese Larches,
good quality Oak, Douglas Fir,
Sitka Spruce, Western Red Cedar
and Western Hemlock. Our
timber valuing services are more
in demand these days too –
grading standing hardwood on
the Estate especially – and we
hope this indicates that more of
this material should be reaching
the small and medium size
sawmilling sector across Scotland
in future. 
Peter and I continue to learn

from Woodland Heritage alumni
and instructors – especially Gavin

Munro on his rare visits north of the Highland line
(come on up Gavin, you know we have the best bitter
up here!). We are planning to take some time to
visit completed building projects and customers’
sawmills around the country as well, though with
current civil service cut-backs this is taking a severe
toll... Slainte! S

Kate and Peter at Lorne Forest Mill, Barcaldine
kate.tuer@forestry.gsi.gov.uk.

Our Wood Mizer portable bandmill
at work.
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Woodland Heritage – my view
by Luke Hughes

Luke Hughes and Company is a Founder Member of Woodland Heritage

Immediately it began in 1994, it was clear to methat Woodland Heritage might help bridge some of
the chasms in the fragmented home-grown UK

timber industry.
Since moving my original craft workshop to Covent

Garden 30 years ago (where the design studio is still
located), the company has designed and supplied
nearly £40m worth of furniture; 99% of it made in the
UK. Regrettably, only a fraction of this was made
from home-grown timber. More than two-thirds used
hardwoods (the remainder being metals, glass, resins
and aluminium), predominantly Ash, Beech, Cherry,
Maple, Oak and Walnut. The most important timbers
have been European Oak (mostly sourced from
France and Slovenia), American Black Walnut and
American Cherry. 
Why have we used so few English hardwoods?

In general, because of the lack of a consistent or
reliable supply – you never seem to be able to find
them when you need them, at a price that makes
commercial sense (that does not necessarily mean
the cheapest).
As a boy, I grew up where I still live, at the edge of

a medieval deer-park, dominated by the ruins of Old
Wardour Castle, next to a lake, surrounded by woods
– a landscape that is at once scenic, historic and
romantic. At an early age I was struck by how little
commercial hardwood was growing there and how
young it appeared to be. That was long before I
learned how the impact of both world wars,
combined with the distortions from government
subsidies, had taken such a toll on Britain’s high
quality timber supply. The surrounding woodland at
Wardour was mostly planted in the 1940s, much of it
quite inappropriately with conifers (with great
swathes leased to the Forestry Commission) which
has had a devastating impact on an outstanding
landscape that had been maintained as such for well
over 800 years. 
As a professional furniture designer and maker,

I have always been amazed that the price landowners
can expect to get for their timber is about a tenth of
that I have to pay to a timber-yard, the difference
being eaten up by extraction, haulage, conversion
and all the overheads and profit-margins along the
way. Surely there has to be a way of paying more to
the landowner and less for the timber, to the benefit
of both?
There appeared to be no effective market to enable

this – at least not before the arrival of digital cameras

and the internet (about which more below). I say
‘effective’ since the prevailing platitude ‘there’s no
money in timber’ is palpable nonsense. There is a
lot of money in timber; it’s just that the profits go to
the wrong places and the growers tend not to talk to,
or to be able to contact, the end-users. So when
Woodland Heritage began, there seemed a chance
that this might change. 
Change takes time. I have taken comfort in the

progress of American forestry since the end of the
American Civil War. It is, unequivocally, a success
story: American hardwood stocks have doubled since
1953, and tripled since 1870; 90% of US hard-wood
timber production comes from privately owned land,
mostly from small lots (less than 200ha) owned by
non-professional landowners. Further enquiry reveals
that 60 to 70% of those landowners say they own it
for handing on to their heirs or for reasons of scenic
appreciation and amenity, rather than specifically for
timber production. 
Most of the growth has come from natural

regeneration, rather than planting. Progress is helped,
of course, by the fact that hardwoods grow fast,
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yielding a broad-leaf crop from 60 to 80 years.
Nevertheless, the American example offers an object
lesson in how a long view pays off, even within a
fragmented industry. Think how, if the Chinese were
to take a similar view, the problems of global
deforestation could be reversed within a generation.
Think how, if landowners and users were better at
communicating, the UK timber trade could benefit.
One of the biggest obstacles to contact between

growers and users is the lack of dissemination of
knowledge – how to grow, how to buy, how to specify.
Over the last 25 years, I have lectured about
designing with timber to architects and engineers
around the world. The levels of ignorance about one
of the world’s most important building materials
(and the only one that is permanently renewable)
never cease to astonish. 
Similar levels of ignorance, peppered with a high

degree of myth, can be found amongst landowners
about the value and means of husbandry of their
own timber crop. There is little excuse for this –
the knowledge is freely available. It is just that,
somehow, it is neither disseminated nor read. Field-
Marshall Rommel was once asked by a journalist how
on earth he was able to defeat the British at Tobruk.
He is said to have replied ‘the British Army has the
best military manuals in the world; it is my good
fortune that they don’t always read them’. For army,
read timber industry.
With newsletters, courses, visits and websites,

Woodland Heritage has managed to position itself as
the hub of a much larger wheel. It is not necessary to
communicate with the world at large but it is desirable
to link up ‘those who need to know’. A quick glance

down the membership list of Woodland Heritage is
proof positive that it is on the right track. Bravo so far.
So how shall we use digital cameras and the

internet? Well, one of the problems for a buyer is
lack of trust in the source. Small and medium-sized
businesses make up the vast majority of timber
users in the country and even large timber yards
will admit that most of their invoices are for values
of £1,500 or less. Many a small workshop will know
that it is only too easy to buy in a load of oak boards
and then to find them riddled with knots, shakes,
stain, warp or sapwood. 
So you tend to select in person and, because time is

pressing, you tend to buy from a local yard. The yard
then gets bought by a group, run by accountants,
who, having eliminated the local competition, push
up the prices. The group gets into financial difficulty
(because there are too many accountants and not
enough people with knowledge) and sells off the
yard’s site for development. Result? No local timber
supplier. And yet all over the neighbourhood you
know there are estates with excellent stands of timber
– but you do not know how to make contact. 
The internet has the potential to change all that. It

is now easy for landowners to take digital images of
butts in log or stick (and even of individual boards)
and post the information on the internet. Whether or
not any image is quite as good as seeing the board
for oneself, you can at least instantly make an
assessment as to whether it is worth jumping in the
car to have a look. Farm shops have transformed
community shopping, especially in rural areas; the
same thing could happen with the timber industry.
Keep it local, keep it convenient… the price becomes
less important.
One of my dreams is that the momentum already

established by Woodland Heritage could one day lead
to growers and workshops being able to contact each
other (and even trade) without all the middle-men.
Let’s all keep dreaming. It might actually happen.

S

www.lukehughes.co.uk
+44 (0)20 7404 5995St George’s Chapel, Windsor.
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Linking Tree Growers With Wood Users
by Alistair Yeomans, Director of Forestry, SYLVA Foundation

Throughout history trees have formed an
intrinsic part of our cultural landscape. Since
antiquity woodlands have been managed and

worked by woodsmen supplying timber, the most
noble of building materials, and firewood for heating
homes and cooking food. 
Growing trees and using their wood is increasingly

recognised as one of the most environmentally
sustainable land uses. Yet, in recent decades our
relationship with our trees and woodlands has
waned, with the UK importing an estimated 80% of its
timber, whilst only 20% of the country’s woods are
actively managed. 
The University of Cambridge’s Department of Land

Economy has been running a long-term study
investigating trends in the management of private
woodlands on traditional estates in England and
Wales. The study commenced in
1963, continued through the 80s
and 90s, and the findings from the
latest survey in 2006 strongly
suggested that there has been a
deterioration of the financial
performance of many estate
woodlands to the point where
management has been reduced or
even suspended. 
WH Auden wrote ‘a culture is no

better than its woods’ and it is with
the revival of our ‘woodculture’ in
mind that the SYLVA Foundation has
launched the myForest website
www.myForest.org.uk. This online
forestry service provides a range of
tools and resources with a view to supporting
woodland owners and managers in managing their
woods and creating links with local and regional
wood-using businesses and craftsmen. 
The principle behind myForest is simple; for a

sustainable forestry sector to thrive in the UK, we
need to know the species and quality of the trees that
are growing in our woodlands.
This is not a new idea: the importance of

mapping and recording woodland resources was
first recognised and commissioned in the 1662
publication Sylva, A Discourse on Forest-Trees and
the Propagation of Timber in His Majesty’s
Dominions by the English writer John Evelyn. 
The myForest service builds on this concept by

enabling woodland owners and managers to create
a free woodland account to map their woodlands
using online aerial photography, record inventory
information and then to market timber and wood

products on the myForest map. Photographs can be
uploaded of each woodland compartment and all this
information is easily converted into a management
plan which is compatible with the Forestry
Commission’s template and can be printed, saved
or e-mailed as a PDF document. 
Wood-using and forestry related businesses such as

sawmills, firewood merchants, woodland contractors
etc. are able to promote their business free by signing
up to the myForest map-based business directory. 
A direct link is provided to each business’s website

letting local woodland owners and members of the
general public know the products and services that
the business offers. 
The service is continually being improved and

developed with SYLVA aiming to provide a central
platform for forestry stakeholders to communicate and

link with each other. Stakeholder
focus group meetings are organised.
The group’s are made up of
individuals from a cross-section of
the forestry sector, ranging from
Forestry Commission representatives
to self-employed contractors and they
review and suggest improvements to
the site’s function. 
A core aim of the site is to create

an easy to use system to market and
raise the profile of local woodland
products. Timber can be marketed
as standing or as felled lots to
ensure flexibility and achieve the
best possible price at the forest

gate. Optimising timber values for woodland owners
is seen as a key step in funding woodland
management activities. 
The site is well positioned to support the recent

upsurge in interest in wood as a biomass energy
source. The map-based system enables searches to
be carried out on a local basis, thereby supporting
close-to-source procurement of wood and ensuring
‘woodmiles’ are kept to a minimum. 
Forestry, and how we can best use our woodlands,

is moving up the political agenda with the range of
environmental, social and economic benefits being
clearly detailed in the government’s UK Forestry
Standard, 2004. SYLVA hopes that the site will promote
the beauty and benefits of home-grown timber,
support low carbon communities and ensure that our
woodlands are properly cared for in the 21st Century.S

www.myForest.org.uk
Adapted from the Last Word article in the Historic

House Magazine, Autumn 2010 issue.

“myForest is a
stunning use of new

technology in a
traditional industry.
It has the potential to

be a major step
forward in the

regeneration of our
woodland

management
culture”

Paul Orsi, Blenheim Palace
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Looking like a giant
turtle clinging to the
side of an Oak tree

(right) and more than
19 feet above ground, was
this extraordinary growth
which called for further
investigation.
The 150 year old Oak

was felled as part of a
thinning in an Essex

woodland in 2010. It was brought back to
Witnesham Sawmills in Suffolk for conversion.
As the photographs show, the boards displayed
concentric annular rings running right through
the wart – whereas the grain on the outside
was running from top to bottom. Why should
this be?
Closer investigation revealed that the wart’s

annular rings were approximately 40 years, so
what happened in 1970 to make the tree produce
this extraordinary growth?

The resultant timber was
surprisingly hard and white
in colour – only stained
grey where it joined the
main stem. 
It has been planked

into 1-inch and 2-inch
thicknesses. It will be air
dried and examined by
experts in more detail
later. S

All is revealed!

A Giant Turtle or an Oak Wart?
by Peter Goodwin

Cutting on a horizontal log saw.
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Gary Battell - “A man with a love of trees”
Suffolk’s remarkable Woodland Advisory Officer

Gary Battell’s passion for trees and woodland
may have its origins in his time as a boy
scout in Ipswich when he first learned to

wield an axe. Gary is Suffolk County Council’s
Woodland Advisory Officer and his job is to
maximise the economic potential of woodlands in
both public and private ownership by bringing them
back into management, and to help create and
develop new markets for timber.

While Suffolk’s woodland cover has increased over
the past few decades and now extends to 8.3% of
all land (the national average is 7.4%), an estimated
50% of the county’s woodlands are currently
“undermanaged” – not providing sources of saleable
timber and, consequently, not maximising their
wildlife potential.
Demand for firewood and woodchips – to feed

wood-burners and boilers – is increasing in an era
when people and organisations are looking for
sustainable, low cost fuels as well as wanting to
reduce carbon emissions to help the fight to slow
down global warming.
Woodlands where trees are felled and planted in

rotation offer benefits in terms of biodiversity and,
increasingly, in terms of income.
“A lot of people seem to think the amount of

woodland is still decreasing and that hedgerows are still
being pulled out to create bigger fields but this is not the
case and there is quite a positive story to be told.
Little bits of woodland are still being nibbled away

but huge amounts of new woodland have gone in
and one landowner – at Heveningham Hall – has
put in a million new trees.
We’ve seen the Green Light Trust and the

Woodland Trust help create a large number of new
woodlands. We’re also seeing better management of
our ancient woods.”

Gary’s county council role brings him involvement
in a range of organisations in the eastern region
dedicated to stimulating more woodland
management and he is instrumental in trying to
create new markets for timber products and able to
advise on grants available.
“There are lots of people doing a great deal of

good work in terms of woodland and markets.
It doesn’t matter if it is recreation, biodiversity or

timber – they are all products of maximising
woodland opportunities.”
With deer populations causing major problems

for woodland owners, Gary is also active in a
new campaign to promote the eating of venison –
a campaign which, if successful, will lead to
greater control of deer numbers in order to feed
dinner tables.
Whether rabbit can be eased back onto the menu

for the masses may be a much more difficult target to
achieve but it is one which would be likely to bring
benefits in reducing the impact the furry creatures
have on tree plantations and arable crops.
“If game animals are processed and marketed to

the highest standards and if the public know the
reasons why they are back on the menu, then I think
there will be a future in terms of using them for
food,” said Gary who once dined on coypu, a
creature now extinct in the UK.
Gary worked for the Forestry Commission for fourteen

years before his job was made redundant in 1990.
He became head forester at the National Trust

property at Felbrigg Hall in north Norfolk.
“There was not only a remarkable woodland there

with a history going back to the earliest plantations,
but it was a wonderful heritage surrounding the
whole property.”
During the seven years Gary spent with the

National Trust he was much influenced in his thinking
by David Russell, the Trust’s chief forestry adviser and
the head gardener, Ted Bullock.
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“David was a great philosopher of forestry and
great advocate of natural processes. He didn’t tell you
what to do, he made you use your own thought
processes to realise what you should do.
Gary is adviser to Anglia Woodfuels, which he

helped to set up and which carries out a timber
chipping service throughout the eastern region
for people with woodchip boilers, and for
Eastern Woodfuel, which supplies Suffolk County
Council and many other customers with woodchips
for boilers.
They include 21 of Suffolk’s schools, which

currently have such boilers. Three others are
being installed and Gary believes the installations

make good economic sense, paying the capital
investment back with dividends after only a few
years.
Gary, who edits and designs the regional woodland

newsletter In Leaf, also chairs the Suffolk Biodiversity
Woodland Working Group and promotes the work of
organisations such as the Suffolk-based Green Light
Trust, which help local communities to establish new
woodlands and create recreational opportunities for
local people.
In his spare time he looks after an ancient tree

nursery, newly established at Staverton, where some of
the finest of Britain’s veteran trees can be found, some
of them 1,000 years old. Funding is provided by
Woodland Heritage.
What drives a man who spent the first 14 years of

his life in a children’s home, was brought up by
foster parents at Sible Hedingham and who chanced
upon a love of trees and woodland while wielding an
axe as a boy scout? His answer:
“I love my planet and I love Suffolk and I always

hope to make a difference in everything I do.”
He urges landowners to seek advice to get their

woodlands back into productive management.
“Energy and fuel prices are going to keep on going
up and there is a tremendous opportunity. There is
lots of help and support out there.” S

John Everard is gone. John died on 1st Januaryafter several years of illness affecting his
memory. Throughout that time his wife Shirley

fought valiantly against the
memory loss by keeping John in
touch with the things and the
people he loved. He loved life and
travel, but most especially he
loved people. That was very
evident at his memorial service
at the Church of Saint Michael
and All Angels of Mitchel Troy
near Monmouth and the Forest
of Dean. 
The church was filled to

capacity by his family, his friends,
his colleagues and co-workers
from the Forest of Dean, the
Forestry Commission, Forest
Research and those from all the organisations he
supported during his illustrious professional
career and during his retirement. I am pleased to
say that The Continuous Cover Forestry Group
(CCFG) was well represented which is testament
to the great debt of gratitude the group owes John

for his years as chairman. John had a knack of
doing things with apparent effortlessness to the
very highest standards. He gave us all a sense

of direction, making sure
everything we did was done
correctly with the right and
proportionate amount of
accountability while also letting us
explore the ideas that make the
group what it now is. I think that
he most enjoyed representing
CCFG during the annual ProSilva
conferences and foreign visits.
When the meeting was held in
Austria he and Shirley stayed on
and combined the visit with a
holiday where they spent days
crossing the Alps, and at night,
staying in the mountain refuges

on the high mountain pastures.
I last saw John at the CCFG conference at

Westonbirt where he came to see us with Shirley.
He will be greatly missed.

Philippe Morgan, 
Chairman CCFG

A Tribute to an Old Friend
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Harry Stebbing Workshop
“Specialist in English Oak – anything else would be a compromise”

It seems an awfully long time agowhen I made up my mind that I
wanted to be an electronics

engineer, but after three years and a
degree under my belt I very quickly
realised that embracing a new
concept every week really wasn’t
what I wanted to do!  
Having always enjoyed practical

subjects at school I decided that
becoming a wood and metal work
teacher must surely offer tremendous
job satisfaction and allow me to pass
on my skills to the next generation;
which indeed it did in the early years,
before the government decided to knock the teaching
of any useful skills on the head, and eventually
watered down the subject so much so that the only
thing that was important was the National Curriculum
and League Tables !  

However, to start the new
millennium I jumped over the edge
and changed direction completely to
become a bespoke furniture maker, a
personal hobby I’ve had for as long as
I can remember. Somewhere along the
line after a chance phone call to Peter
Goodwin, whom I approached on the
off chance he would know where I
could buy some good quality English
Oak – I found myself being
“persuaded” to become a member of
Woodland Heritage!
Having subsequently enjoyed several

field weekends we made friends with
a considerable number of people, all with an interest
in timber, and if I recall correctly, Alan Johnson and
his lovely wife Patricia were probably the first people
to befriend us, so imagine my surprise when Alan
and Tricia approached us to make a pair of drive
gates for their daughter’s house. Alan will no doubt
be the first to admit this was hardly the speediest of
commissions because we are always so busy with
work for the National Trust, Parish and Town
Councils and a considerable number of private
commissions, when Alan said .. “Oh there’s no rush”.
I rather took him at his word!
However they are now completely finished and we

all can now stand back and breathe a sigh of relief
and know that as a result of this commission another
Oak tree is planted through our initiative with
Woodland Heritage which enables us to “put
something back”. S
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Last year I was lucky enough to take part in an
apprenticeship with Ben Law at Prickly Nut
Wood to learn the ins and outs of coppice

management and the associated crafts and products,
from hedge laying to round wood timber framing. 
Starting the apprenticeship in the winter gave Nick,

the other apprentice for that year, and myself a
fantastic feel for the reality of the work involved in
this trade. We had hours and hours of practical
experience in the woods and were able to learn a
great many things. 
The start of our education began with the basics

such as tree identification and how to sharpen bill
hooks but quickly moved into greater depth and the
finer details of coppice management such as species
selection and cutting rotations. 
I must give many thanks to the generous support

Woodland Heritage gave me early on in order to

obtain my chainsaw certificates; it greatly increased
the work I was able to do there and, with months of
practice afterwards, I had the perfect opportunity to
consolidate what I had been taught during the course.     
Being a coppice worker is a very satisfying way of

life. At times it can be physically demanding,
especially during harsh winters when the snow is
thick on the ground, but there are rich rewards to

counter any of the hardship. I worked hard, ate
heartily, slept soundly and grew stronger but most
importantly I felt proud to be able to play a part in
the continuation of the traditional coppice cycle. 
At the end of the coppice season, when the days

were getting longer, I was able to see the changes
created by our hands over the winter months. I
could relax safe in the knowledge that what had
been unmanaged, neglected coppice when we
started had now taken its first step in returning to
its ancient cycle. 
The timber was stacked and ready to be turned

into various products, the cut stools and newly
planted trees would grow (what is just a sapling Oak
now could, with care, be prized timber in a hundred
years) and Spring would bring with it all manner of
surprises in the form of long dormant wild flowers,
butterflies and other animals. 
The mosaic pattern of coppice management is, I

think, the closest we have to a symbiotic relationship
with the landscape in the modern Western world.
Not only is the coppice worker able to make an
income from the timber but in doing so we create
new habitats and increase the bio-diversity of
the woodland.
Woodland Heritage’s “Woodland to Workshop”

course in September was an excellent addition to my
education, covering every stage and aspect of wood

My Learning Curve
by Kristian Vill
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growing and the timber industry. I gained an
important insight into the management and
operations of plantation forestry, an area in which
I had almost no previous experience, as well as the
requirements of large scale timber users. 
The course brought participants together in Hay-on-

Wye from various fields and the length and breadth of
the country who would have never met otherwise. The
evening lecture provided us with time to talk amongst
ourselves, as well as to the course leaders, and to learn
from each other’s experiences. 
I want to give special thanks to those who ran the

course: Will Bullough, Gavin Munro and Peter
Goodwin. All were interesting and entertaining in
equal measure, imparting a wealth of knowledge
and speaking with the confidence that can only
come from a lifetime’s work.  
Thanks to them, the mystery of measuring timber in

the Hoppus foot was finally cleared up, requirements
for growing high quality timber explained, special
features such as a “pippy” Oak and ripple grained
Sycamore pointed out and defects like ring or star
shake demonstrated. 

The Whitney Sawmill in Herefordshire was an ideal
venue for the course, containing every conceivable
feature of the industry on one site: woodland, timber,
drying kilns, milling machinery, joinery and storage
for sawn timber.
Many thanks to Geraint Richards and Graham

Taylor for hosting a fascinating and informative day
at the Duchy of Cornwall’s Timberline woodland
and for answering all the questions with which we
bombarded them. They have the whole range of
forestry and management systems: coniferous
plantation, high forest and coppice. It was an
excellent insight into growing timber of the very

highest quality and the important role which the
continuity of management and long term care plays
in such an enterprise.
Due to this education last year I have been able to

follow my calling and have taken on the management
of a piece of coppice woodland near Canterbury with
the confidence to begin a lifetime’s work. Our county
has hundreds of acres of unmanaged woodland and
unused potential but from this year on that number is
a little less and the future of our woodlands a little
more secure, all thanks to people like Ben and
everyone at Woodland Heritage who shared their
knowledge freely and made this course possible. I am
assured that the future of our woodlands, and those
who wish to work in them, is in safer hands thanks
to people such as them.     

S

Kristian (left) at the W2W course.

Woodland Heritage is proud to announce the dates for
our unique three-day training courses in 2011.

An innovative course linking ‘tree growers with wood
users’, to broaden horizons and raise awareness by
educating participants from the forest through to the

workshop and beyond…

Supported by knowledgeable practitioners and eminent
speakers from the industry, our 2011 groundbreaking

courses will take place from

Tuesday 3rd to Thursday 5th May 2011
and

Monday 12th to Wednesday 14th September 2011
at Whitney Sawmill & Joinery Workshop

Whitney-on-Wye, Herefordshire

Based in the woodland, timber yard, sawmill and
joinery workshop. Numbers will be restricted to enable
a ‘hands on’ and highly interactive approach, ensuring

a learning opportunity of enduring quality.

Some subsidised places will be available to deserving
and committed individuals.

For further information please contact Woodland Heritage

01428 652159   enquiries@woodlandheritage.org.uk

“The ultimate
course for those
who want to meet
and learn from the

real experts!”
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Visits to two impressive sawmills
Vastern Timber Co Ltd and West Dean Sawmills

by Nick Goodwin and Peter Savill

Vastern Timber Co Ltd is a fourth generation
100-year-old family-owned sawmilling
company and timber merchant that has an

annual throughput of about 200,000 ft3 (~7,500 m3).
It is one of the largest hardwood sawmillers in
England. The company owns two mills, located near
Wootton Bassett in north Wiltshire. We were shown
round both of them by members of the family –
Peter Barnes and his son, Tom. Both mills are
certified by both the Forest Stewardship Council
and PEFC. This guarantees that the timber comes
from well-managed forests.
The company is unique in that it concentrates upon

sourcing and processing British-grown hardwoods.
There are very few other sizeable hardwood sawmills
in the UK that do this. Only if long, straight, clear
lengths are needed for a specific purpose is a limited
amount of French Oak bought.
Most of the throughput is Oak and at the Studley

Mill they can convert logs that are up to six feet in
diameter and 33 feet long on their big horizontal
bandsaw that has specially shaped teeth for cutting
Oak. Few sawmills in Britain have this capability.
Depending on the timber, a saw blade will last up to

a day before it needs resharpening in the company’s
sawshop. Beams and planks are cut in a smaller
vertical mill on the same site. We were shown a
container full of bits of metal that had been imbedded
in trees and which had done untold damage to band
saws. Because of the risk of such damage, the
company has a total ban on accepting any plane trees
from London because so many contain shrapnel from
World War II. Attempts are made to buy winter-felled
Oak, but apparently this can be difficult because
shooting on so many of the estates that sell Oak
tends to take precedence.
The company sells seasoned sawn timber of many

different kinds including a significant quantity of
British “Green Oak” for construction purposes. Its
new office building at Wootton Bassett bears excellent
testimony to their abilities at designing and building
very attractively. Shaped timbers are produced for the
buildings when necessary. The mills also produce
beams and planks, and the lower quality material is
converted for cladding and flooring material, though
we were told that in this area it is very difficult to

Peter Barnes.

Tom Barnes of Vastern Timber Co. Ltd
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compete with Eastern European material. The lowest
quality timber goes for “sleepers” for constructing
raised beds in gardens. There are markets for “burr”
and “pippy” Oak, though the fashion for pippy
material is tending to decline at present. Really
valuable prime logs constitute about 10 to 15% of the
throughput. Seasoning involves overlaying the logs
for about 12 months and air-drying one to four inch
planks of Oak for 12 months per inch of thickness. If
the period is any less, it tends to warp badly. Four-
inch thick planks need four years of air-drying, and
then two months in the company’s kiln, where about
25% of the timber that is sawn is dried.
Species other than Oak are also dealt with. Large

(and very fluted) Elm logs are still available in
Scotland; Ash, Sycamore, Cherry, Walnut and

especially Sweet Chestnut (which is exported to
Portugal and Spain) are also processed as well as
limited quantities of Western Red Cedar for cladding,
and Douglas Fir, the latter mainly at the Wootton
Bassett Mill.
A particular speciality at Wootton Bassett is the

emphasis on the profitable conversion of second

quality logs to attractive end products. This is mostly
achieved by finger jointing and subsequent use for
cladding and panelling. The boards for finger jointing
are cut in the mill, but the jointing itself is done by
another company which then returns the product to
be finished.
In discussing the future of timber supplies, Peter

Barnes was rather pessimistic, feeling that since the
Forestry Commission has become largely concerned
only with “park keeping” and “biodiversity”
encouragement to plant and grow future hardwood
timber trees for commercial purposes has been
abandoned, or at least marginalised, in Britain.

Samples of metal found in trees, which have been
processed by Vastern Timber Co Ltd.

The Green Oak office building of Vastern Timber Co Ltd.

Finger jointed second quality Oak before finishing.

And after finishing.
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The UK imports in excess of 93% of its hardwood
requirements and the long-term supply of British
hardwoods will be in terminal decline unless our
Government takes a long-term, rather than the
current short-term view of future forest needs, both
commercial and aesthetic. Remember an Oak will not
reach commercial age before 100 to 200 years, during
which time there will be 20 to 40 general elections
with possible changes in policy.
Hardwoods require long-term investment and that

will only come from investors, industry and financial
corporations with the backing from Government in
terms of tax concessions and NOT subsidies (they do
not work). We do not want a return to the Wogan era
of misled softwood plantations in inappropriate
locations. Invest in the future of woodlands; it is not a
simple question of planting but of long-term
management of this precious natural resource.
The Forestry Commission have hang-ups about

planting only indigenous species. Why not grow what
is right for the terrain? American Black Walnut and
Western Red Cedar, to name but two species, are
perfect timbers to grow along side our native trees
and produce timber that the market requires.
Tom Barnes told us that demand in Britain for timber

with character is increasing. There is no longer the
insistence upon a completely uniform “plastic” product
by users, though it is proving much more difficult to
convert joiners and fitters to this view. Joiners by
nature want to use timber free of defects, which is
contrary to many customers’ aesthetic requirements.
We ended this most interesting visit with the

impression that here is a company that is concerned
for the long-term future of Britain’s woodlands, and
which is doing a very impressive job of contributing
what it can to making them profitable by providing
markets for their produce.

www.vastern.co.uk

West Dean Sawmills

The family-run West Dean Sawmills are located
in Wiltshire, 11 miles East of Salisbury.
Established in 1886, there are now three

sawmill lines, normally one each for Corsican Pine,
Douglas Fir and Oak, though hardwoods or
softwoods can be cut on any line by changing the
band saw blades. There is also a stock yard. Their
products include pallets, flooring, decking, cladding,
structural timbers, fencing timber, joinery timber
and large sectioned timber for civil engineering
projects. The annual throughput is about 23,000 m3

(650,000 cubic feet) of which about 55% is Corsican
Pine, 25% Douglas Fir and 20% Oak. The latter is
virtually all bought from France. All produce is
FSC approved. 
The mill also deals in a more limited way with a

number of tropical timbers, Opepe, Sipo, Sapele,

Iroko and Framire. These complement the temperate
British and imported European stocks.
We were met and shown round the mills by the

owner and Chairman, Andrew East, who explained
that, in terms of business, about 15% of the value, or
one third of the total volume of wood is used for
relatively low value products, particularly pallets,
though the emphasis is generally to produce as much
high quality material as possible, rather than high
volumes. The company regards the “old fashioned”
values of attention to detail and understanding their
customers’ needs as being extremely important, it also
maintains the attitude that no order is too small. All
orders are hand picked with great attention being
paid to quality, specification and texture. They buy
only from suppliers who pay the same attention to
their requirements!
Very large logs can be cut: the maximum

dimensions are about 13m in length and 125cm
diameter. Logs are debarked before being sawn.

West Dean Sawmills from the air.

Andrew East, owner and Chairman of West Dean
Sawmills.
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Fully automatic electronic Stenner scanning and
laser positioning systems have recently been installed
in the mills. They are linked to each saw blade and
mounted on overhead gantries. Laser lines are
projected along the log, or in the case of the resaw,
along the slab, to show where the blades will cut.
This saves time and assists the sawyer’s decision-
making. Scanning involves measuring the position of
a log in relation to the axis of the saw line. For
example, a log is automatically skewed on the
carriage to achieve any desired square section from
the centre and at the same time put in the best
position for the first cut based on parameters set by
the sawyer. There is also a resaw machine that has
multiple moveable circular sawblades, which can be
adjusted by the operator to achieve the desired
widths of cut. Lasers are linked to each blade 
The investment in this equipment has paid dividends

because the yield from the mills at 66% to 70% is
unusually good and is attributed to the technology, the
skill of the sawyers, the use of thin bandsaw blades
with teeth between 2.5 to 2.9 mm thick and the
conversion of slab wood and similar material that
would be discarded in many mills. Time is, of course,
saved too. Mr East explained that the sawyers still
make skilled judgements to determine the best cut, but
the system is nevertheless highly effective, ensuring
that high value timber cutting is maximised, with the
lower value material such as “palletwood” minimised.

We spent a fascinating half hour with the
company’s saw doctor, Ian Perman, who explained
and demonstrated how the bandsaw blades are
maintained to give a high performance.
There are extensive kiln drying facilities on the site.

After sawing, most timber is dried. For Oak, the
moisture content is reduced to 20% by air-drying for
three years, and then kilned to reduce it to 12 to 14%.
Andrew East showed us a cheap and very effective
way he had devised of removing condensed water
from the drying kilns: essentially it involves
pumping cold water from a nearby stream through
a radiator located in the kiln. Steam condenses on
the cold surface and can be removed. This method
seemed to be more effective than using
conventional dehumidifiers.
Though the equipment at West Dean Sawmills is

very modern and impressive, the technology is seen
as a means of assisting the work rather than replacing
skilled sawyers. It was very clear to us that they are
highly competent and confident people who can use
the equipment very effectively and well.
In contrast to the view of some British saw millers,

Mr East’s praise for the work of the Forestry
Commission was fulsome. He thinks it is a
magnificent organisation that has done a truly
marvellous job over the years since its creation in
1919. They have more than doubled the area of
forests in Great Britain and have created an industry
based on wood. He is equally impressed with their
current work in tackling recent tree diseases,
including red band needle blight and various types
of Phytophthora. S

www.eastbros.co.ukLaser lines on slabwood, showing where the cuts will be.

Ian Perman:West Dean’s saw doctor.
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The Marteloscope
A Training Aid for Continuous Cover Forest Management

by Andy Poore, SelectFor Ltd 

The Marteloscope is a permanent plot within the
forest in which tree measurements and
associated software are linked to provide a

framework for in-forest training in selection and
marking and as part of integrated training in
Continuous Cover Forest Management. 
The methodology and software were developed

in France by Max Bruciamacchie of AgroParisTech -
ENGREF, Nancy, and has been widely used in the
state and private sector in France to provide
training in the management of irregular forests.
The word ‘marteloscope’ comes from the French
martelage: to mark.
The technique has been adapted for British and

Irish conditions by Phil Morgan and Andy Poore of
SelectFor Ltd. Currently four marteloscope plots have
been established in SW England, four in Wales and
one in SW Ireland.
The Marteloscope is a one hectare rectangular plot

in which the species and diameter of every tree
greater than 17.5 cm are measured and recorded.
The location of each tree is mapped and labelled with
an identification number. Each tree is also assigned to
one of four quality classes: the definition of these
classes relates to the interaction between quality and
the selection process. 
Trainees, usually in pairs, are given the

opportunity to mark removals from the designated
one hectare plot. During the exercise they record

the tree number to be removed and the reason for its
removal, taken from seven standard categories. The
software allows the evaluation of the present and
future condition of the stand and how the removals
from the different quality classes affect the economics
of transformation. 
SelectFor Ltd have run pilot courses in Ireland

incorporating marteloscopes for forest managers and
forestry students. They now intend to run CCF
courses using the marteloscopes based at the
Stourhead (Western) Estate, Wiltshire, this summer
and have plans for similar courses in Wales. 
Courses incorporating a marteloscope exercise

could be of varying levels of sophistication depending
on the training need and position of trainees within
the industry. An initial identified training need in the
Britain and Ireland is for fairly basic courses in
marking in stands in the earlier stages of
transformation to permanently irregular structures
aimed at forest managers and workers/machine
operators involved with marking and selection. Such
a course would involve a detailed introduction to
Continuous Cover Silviculture and the stand and
forest in question. 
During the marking exercise, six groups of trainees

are guided by two instructors who circulate around
the groups during the marking exercise; this ‘live’
interaction is the key benefit of this approach. The
major questions to address are: how much material to
remove and what form do these removals take?
On completion of the marking exercise, the

trees selected for removal are recorded on a
spreadsheet which provides a detailed summary of
the silvicultural and the economic consequences of
the marking exercise. This data can be compared
between the groups and with the local manager’s
marking. The evaluation of the present and future
condition of the stand and how the removals from
the different quality classes affect the economics of
transformation is quantified and graphically
demonstrated in the results.
The marteloscope is also a very useful tool for

illustrating the key ideas and principles of CCF
Management and it is envisaged that courses aimed
at higher management level forestry staff and
other associated professions will be developed in
due course.Stourhead (Western) Marteloscope.
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•Marking is a difficult skill to teach, particularly
within a new discipline such as Continuous
Cover Silviculture. 

• The marteloscope is a tool which facilitates
efficient and effective training in these skills.
It allows trainees actually to undertake the
marking decision process for themselves in-forest
with the ‘live’ interaction with an experienced
practitioner.

• The marteloscope provides insights into continuous
cover silviculture required for managers and policy
makers not directly involved in stand manipulation.

• The software allows for demonstration of the
practical use of mensuration data within the
marking process and this can be applied at
varying levels of sophistication. It also allows for a
degree of assessment of the skills demonstrated by
the trainees.

Locally-grown, locally-used
Alistair Phillips graduated from Reading

University in 2004 with a BSc (Hons)
in Landscape Management. He is a a 

self-taught wood turner, specialising in bowls
and plates, with an emphasis on making pieces
of tableware.

Living and working in the Chiltern Hills, Oxfordshire,
enables him to source virtually all of his timber locally
from nearby sawmills, private woodlands and local
Nature Reserves.
Woods used include Beech, Ash, Oak, Cherry,

Sweet Chestnut, Elm, Holly, Cedar-of-Lebanon, Yew,
Birch, Field Maple and Sycamore.
His coracle boats are also made from timber milled

at local sawmills. Frames are made from Ash, although
Beech, Oak and Hazel are acceptable alternatives.   
He has successfully been running two-day coracle

making courses throughout the UK for a number of

years using traditional
materials. Each
participant is presented
with a pile of 30
“green” Ash laths, all
about 8ft long, which
Alistair prepares in
advance, and with just
a few hand tools,
participants are able to
make their own
Ironbridge coracle. 
The frame is either

covered with a skin of
the traditional calico,
or, for those preferring
low maintenance and
a choice of colours,
a durable waterproof
tarpaulin. If time allows this is followed by ‘launching’
and a spot of paddling practice, before loading the
coracle onto a roof-rack for the journey home.
Aside from woodturning, Alistair has worked on

other diverse projects, including living Willow
fencing, design and construction of iron-age
roundhouses, yurt building and rustic chair making.
He also makes didgeridoos! His other interests
include wildlife photography and nature conservation,
mountain biking and charcoal burning. S

For further information please contact:
alistairphillips@btinternet.com
0118 9723309   07776 00 2467

Editors Note: To support these Continuous Cover Forestry courses, Woodland Heritage will be sponsoring
two places in 2011.  Students and young foresters, in particular, are encouraged to apply and successful
recipients will be asked for a short report for publication in our next Journal and/or the CCFG Newsletter.  

For further information please contact: Andy Poore MA (Cantab)(Econ), MSc (EnvFor)
SelectFor Ltd
andy@selectfor.com 
www.selectfor.com
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Grow it organically
by Jake Willis

It was time for a change. Desk-basedforestry work no longer did it for me.
In the Spring of 2009, inspired by the

work of two Scottish NGOs, the CWA
and ASHS1, I was about to submit a
planning application and a grant
proposal for a small-scale sawmill in
the west Highlands. 
But first I travelled south to seek

support for my plans in the Welsh
Borders. As I walked across the timber
decked Whitney Toll Bridge to reach the start of the
2009 Woodland to Workshop course, I hadn’t fully
realised the journey that I was about to embark on. 
Surrounded by the sharp smell of sawn Oak in the

Whitney Sawmills yard, I was about to meet a group
of people who firmly believe that forestry in the 21st
century needs to rediscover the skills of the early
foresters, their tradition of hands-on craftsmanship
and their intimate knowledge of the processes
involved in creating and maintaining woodland right
through to converting its products into fuel, food,
furniture. In our technology-driven, high-speed,
capitalist society, the idea that early silviculturists did
forestry better is not exactly fashionable and is easily
derided with the catch-all word ‘uneconomic’ when
discussing species choice or rotation length. 
Indeed, the W2W course tutors’ idea of a new

generation of hands on, wide-ranging foresters
conflicted markedly with my own experience as a
forest officer working in mainstream forestry. There, I
encountered a culture of compartmentalisation where
each task, such as forest planning, timber marketing,
harvesting, native woodland restoration, timber
research, is apportioned to a specialist forester with as
little overlap as possible between functions. 
Rather than promoting an overview of a forest’s

complementary benefits to the economy, environment
and society, this division of labour teaches one set of

foresters that their function is, at its core,
a series of fossil fuel intensive operations
designed to maximise production (i.e.
volume) and financial returns. Outside
this core, another set of foresters tries to
implement a thin layer of social and
environmental agendas (termed ‘fluff’
locally), which compete for a slice of
the budget and a few hectares on the
forest plan2. 
Does it have to be like this? I decided

to find out for myself by setting up an enterprise that
would do forestry differently, on a small scale, with
vertical integration from woodland to product:
1. develop local markets for woodland products (e.g.

Oak, Wych Elm, Sycamore, Ash) from neglected
policy and native woodlands as a means to support
woodland management;

2. source roundwood and suppy local construction
timber from minority conifer species (Douglas Fir,
Western Red Cedar, large diameter Larch) and
encourage replanting of these species;

3. develop local biomass supply and increase the
quality of the product in terms of seasoning and
consumer awareness.
The SoundWood enterprise, on the Sound of Mull,

is initially processing c.150 m³/annum local hardwood
and minority conifers into structural timber, cladding,
and hardwood planking. A large slatted barn houses a
timber store and a Woodmizer bandmill, while a solar
kiln (a large polytunnel with vented sides originally
designed for overwintering stock and lambing) and
vented bulk bags are used to dry the firewood. I built
a small kiln with an Arrowsmith unit and added a
planer-moulder in a separate shed to enable more
value to be added at source. The business received
50% RDP for capital items and ERDF support.
Working capital is being funded with a loan. I hope
to grow it to the stage of employing and training
others though I need to develop local timber supply
and markets first. The best advice I received along
the way was to ‘grow it organically’ which is exactly
what Whitney Sawmills, ASHS and others have done.
Last winter I felled some of my own burry Wych

Elm in our policy wood. Probably few practising
foresters get the pleasure of processing and using
trees that they grew and felled themselves. Maybe a
stay at a small-scale sawmill and wood workshop
should be part of every forestry curriculum. S

Jake Willis
01967421746 / 07875752264

soundwood@ymail.com  www.sound-wood.co.uk

1 Community Woodlands Association and the Association of Scottish Hardwood Sawmillers.

2 The idea that, for example, native woodland restoration sites could be partly planted with productive hardwoods or that planting minority conifers like Douglas Fir or Western Red Cedar for the local
markets of the future, are too much of a cross-over for many foresters.
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‘FATHER’ OF BRITISH FURNITURE DESIGN
HOLDS FIRST SOLO SHOW

R enowned furniture maker and Woodland
Heritage member John Makepeace is holding
his first-ever solo exhibition showcasing 50

years at the forefront of British furniture design. 
The exhibition of his outstanding furniture was

launched at The Devon Guild of Craftsmen at Bovey
Tracey in September and with Arts Council England
support, it is now touring historic venues throughout
the UK and for the rest of the year. 

“John Makepeace – Enriching the Language of
Furniture” brings together 25 pieces from collections
in the UK and abroad, with recent work including
designs made in limited editions from a single tree, as
well as some pieces not previously seen by the public. 
Exhibits will include the famous ‘Mitre’ chair made

to celebrate the Queen and Prince Phillip’s Silver
Wedding Anniversary and ‘Ripple’ – a chest carved
with wave forms in Oak from a tree planted in 1740
which was harvested in 1980. 

John’s visionary career places him as the father
of British furniture design. Inspired by Danish
designers in the 1960s, the young craftsman built
his own workshop and soon earned national
acclaim for retail products for Heals, the Centenary
Dining Room for Liberty’s and by winning prestigious
design competitions. In the 1970s he was a founder
trustee of the Crafts Council and gained international
renown for setting up Parnham College, which
integrated the teaching of fine craftsmanship in
wood with design and entrepreneurship. Many
former students of the college have become
leaders in their field.
Through the ’80s and ’90s, while directing the College

and running his own studio, John addressed some of
forestry’s most pressing environmental concerns. He
brought together foresters, chemists, material scientists,
structural engineers and designers to research and
develop sustainable new technologies and building
systems. They used forest ‘thinnings’ – low value trees
of small diameter removed to enable the better

specimens to develop. The award-winning buildings at
the Hooke Park campus are proof of a most successful
cross-discipline collaboration. Since 2000, he has been
leading initiatives with the Victoria & Albert Museum
(V&A) to encourage more adventurous design.
John’s own work is represented in numerous

collections including the V&A, London, the
Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, the Museum fur
Kunstandwerk, Frankfurt and the Arts Institute,
Chicago. He now works to commission and has
recently introduced a range of affordable limited
editions. www.johnmakepeacefurniture.com
In 1988, John received an OBE for services to

furniture design and in 2002 the Lifetime Achievement
Award from the Furniture Society (USA). He is an
Honorary Fellow of the Devon Guild of Craftsmen,
the organisers of the exhibition and tour.
He says, “The Guild is exceptional in the UK for

its support of artists and craftspeople, mounting
travelling exhibitions of extraordinary quality and
generally heightening public awareness and
appreciation of craft.” S

www.johnmakepeacefurniture.com 
www.crafts.org.uk/touring-exhibitions.aspx

Mitre chairRipple
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“Elliptical” low table, 2009. Burr Elm.
One of an edition of ten low tables from a single tree
of burr Elm, designed to complement the grain and
colour of this extraordinary tree. Burr is the knotty
excrescence occasionally seen on the trunks of Oak,
Elm and Walnut but in this case the whole trunk is
affected. Why this happens is not known. Indeed
foresters would dearly like to know because the wood
is much more valuable than normal.”

Exhibition tour dates:
Collins Gallery, University of Strathclyde, Glasgow: 

15 Jan - 5 March 2011
Somerset House, London: 
16 March - 15 April 2011

Crafts Study Centre, Farnham, Hampshire: 
26 April - 16 July 2011

Lotherton Hall, Aberford, Leeds, Yorkshire: 
23 Sept - 20 Nov 2011
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A Woodland Management Dilemma
by Nick Abbott

For just over 30 years Kathleen and I have owned
and managed Slough House Wood, Danbury,
Essex, some 25 acres of plantation on an ancient

semi-natural woodland site, in other words, a PAWS.
The old wood had been managed for many years as
Oak standards with Hornbeam and Sweet Chestnut
coppice, but between 1960 and 1963 the mature
Oaks were felled and many of the Chestnut stools
poisoned in preparation for a grant aided replanting
scheme which put in a mix mostly of Beech but with
some Oak and little groups of various conifers, all
planted at six foot centres. 
Management for the next 20 years appears to have

consisted of a five-yearly visit by a forestry gang who
would cut back any Chestnut regrowth to give the
Beech a better chance. No thinning seems to have
been done before we acquired the wood in 1980. A
maintenance grant of £48.96 was by then being paid
annually, under Basis 2. We are not professionally
trained in forestry, but our previous rather casual
interest in trees and timber was enlivened by our
reading Oliver Rackham’s Trees and Woodland in
the British Landscape which in spite of the claim
in its title concentrates on the ancient woodlands
of East Anglia. 
The replanting scheme had left untouched a narrow

band along the road frontage of coppice, mainly
Hornbeam but with some Chestnut, which had been
left neglected and unfenced for some 30 years. Poorly
protected from the road by a medieval ditch and
bank, which from the ’60s onwards attracted
motorcyclists and horse riders to ride into the wood,
eroding the bank and laying the place open to
flytippers. Coppicing seemed the obvious first step
towards protecting the road frontage, and was a task
we could tackle with friends and hand tools, though
we quickly came to see the advantage of chainsaws,
and I got myself trained appropriately. 
We made some lengths of cleft Chestnut and wire

fencing and gradually fenced the wood off from the
highway, which dramatically reduced the flytipping,
though this still continued on the highway verge at
one particular point. We cleared a trailer full of
mostly domestic refuse from this unofficial lay-by and
at the bottom of the heap we found an official notice
board from Essex County Council declaring sternly
but ineffectively “Tip no rubbish here, Civic Amenities
Act…etc”!
After five years or so we had done as much

coppicing as seemed right and rather timidly turned
our attention to thinning the planted crop. This
provided firewood for ourselves and a few friends
who have helped us for years and share our love for

the wood and our idea of “work as play”. We were
all working full-time at other things, so the time we
could devote to the wood was limited and we
gradually realised that we were not going to be able
to put in the energy required for thinning to keep
pace with the incremental growth of the trees, and
we didn’t have a market anyway for the timber that
would be produced by greater activity. 
Add to this the fact that from age 30 the Beech

trees were being very aggressively attacked each
summer by grey squirrels nibbling the bark at the foot
of the tree, usually the best (and juiciest?). The trees
were not often ring-barked and killed, but were quite
severely checked and virtually everything that has
been felled since has had black fungal staining at its
heart. We turned to a firewood merchant for help and
for about the last ten years he has taken the trees
which we have marked in return for his labour. We
appreciate that the market has changed in that time
and we should probably be charging him for what he
takes out, but he is a good and sensitive worker with
a very light footprint, and we prefer to keep him
happy in return for a big trailer load of logs delivered
to our home each year.
We have invested in a chain saw mill which enables

us to convert some of our own Oak and Chestnut
into worthwhile boards and beams on a small scale.
We use some of this timber in our own furniture
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making, just as we have used some of the coppice
product for Windsor chair making.
Now here is the dilemma: whose advice should we

take about the future management of the wood?
Back in 1980 an adviser from the Nature

Conservancy (remember them?) urged us to fell all
the conifers at once – they had no place in an ancient
woodland. I couldn’t bring myself to reduce to less
than pulp trees which had been planted with a chunk
of public money, so most of them are still there,
minus a few taken for tipi poles by a children’s
camping organisation which brings very urban
children (and urban adults too) to do some basic
camping there each year. We have converted a few
more into planks and have used some poles to frame
three shelters which provide us with a kitchen, a
workshop and a combined timber store and bedroom
when we camp there. Meanwhile the conifers keep
on growing, the Silver Fir especially. The firewood
merchant doesn’t want them.
Secondly, a succession of officers from the Forestry

Commission in discussions about our Five-year Plan
of Operations have made encouraging noises, which
really amount to “You’re doing fine, if you could do a
bit more that would be even better!”
Thirdly, last year two different Woodland

Management Consultants walked the wood with us:
both said basically the wood is too small to interest a
commercial timber merchant, the entrance is too
narrow for their huge lorries, and it would be difficult
to put a worthwhile parcel together. One suggested
that we should open up areas in the middle of the
wood where the Chestnut regrowth was stronger than
the Beech plantation and start coppicing these areas
again. One consequence would be a further spread of
the wood anemones and bluebells which carpet most
of the wood in spring. The other warned that Acute
Oak Decline and the Platypus beetle would probably
render our 120/130 year old Oak trees worthless as
timber in the very near future. Should we therefore
take them all out now? They would fall into the
category of “character Oak” as timber.

Finally another consultant is urging us to go flat out
to restore the wood to Chestnut coppice with Oak
standards, arguing that not only is this the traditional
and appropriate form of management for a wood like
ours, but also there is money to be made from
producing Chestnut fencing stakes and posts if you
can do so fast enough. He acknowledges, however,
that it may be 15 to 18 years before any new planting
is big enough to harvest in this way. He too reckoned
that the Beech plantation was unlikely to be
commercially attractive – ever.
On the other hand, we have several times hired in a

skilled man with a mobile bandsaw who has milled
more timber in a couple of days than we can use in
our furniture making business in a year. We have

certainly had our money’s worth from him, and
maybe in future it would make sense to try to
negotiate a price from him for the timber he mills and
takes away. 
I accept that our work with a chainsaw mill is really

only playing with the problem, and even now, at 71,
I find it convenient to let one of our younger friends
start its engine; I no longer have that explosive
strength to pull the starter cord sharply enough. I
wonder if I’ll last long enough to acquire one of the
four stroke saws when they become available. 
My tentative conclusion is that at my age we would

do better for ourselves to continue to extract such
timber as we can use ourselves, favour Chestnut
standards over the Beech, and find a market for the
conifers. We don’t think the wood would suffer from
such a regime.
I have been to enough meetings of foresters to know

that as many opinions may be offered as there are
trees in the wood, but nevertheless we would be very
glad to hear from other members how they would
approach the future for this wood. S

Nick Abbott
chairs@nkabbott.co.uk

www.nkabbott.co.uk  
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The APT & GW has grown from a small
group of like-minded individuals
into a strong and vibrant

organisation, which boasts over 650
members. Each year we come
together for a long weekend of fun
and friendship, whilst exchanging
ideas, skills and methods to keep this
traditional craft alive. Members start
to arrive on the Friday ready for a
weekend of turning, chair making,
competitions, races and demonstrations by
experts. It is also a good opportunity to ‘catch up’
with old friends, make new ones, as well as for our
members to attend the AGM and Bodgers Ball.
In 2010 our weekend was held in the village

playing field at Stratfield Saye near Reading, next
door to one of our founder members, Veronica
Upton’s, home. She gathered a good team of helpers
before and after the weekend and although the
weather was cold it kept fine and we returned to a
“Back to Basics” weekend with demonstrations and
plenty of hands-on action for our members. During
the weekend over 200 people visited our site. A
campfire site had been prepared in advance and this

woodland area was used for barbecuing and
singing as well as consuming some
refreshments into the night. Here also
Robin Wood took time off from bowl
turning to demonstrate the art,
Swedish style with a hand adze and
a carver’s axe.
We had a good number of entries

for all our competition categories, but
overwhelmingly Katie and Nick Abbott

were voted “Best in Show” with their
continuous arm Windsor chair and they

received the Woodland Heritage Trophy. 
They came second in the Stool category; Katie

also won the Themed Item with her garden dibber,
which required no bending down to use, and the
Other Wooden Item category with a small child’s
table built in cleft Chestnut with a cage underneath
for zoo animals. 
Nick is a former Chairman of the Association and

he and Katie have been members of the APT since
the beginning and continue to support the
Association with multiple entries each year. 
They also hold a weekend meeting for members in

their woodland in Essex. Their efforts at managing
their own woodland for the last 30 years to provide
useable timber for their furniture making have made
them natural and enthusiastic supporters of
Woodland Heritage. 
Katie organised the AGM weekend for APT

a couple of years back at Wallington in
Northumberland. She is a Liveryman of the
Worshipful Company of Turners and, along with
Stuart King, has energetically promoted the interest of
the Association within the Company. This year the
Company held a national competition for our
members to design and turn a candlestick, as well as
offering bursaries to assist talented turners to achieve
their professional aspirations and enhance their career
opportunities. We hope the links which Katie and
Stuart have formed will continue to encourage our
members to aim high and gain success.   S

Nick and Katie’s Windsor chair – The ‘Best in Show’.

The Association of Polelathe Turners 
and Greenwood Workers 2010

21 years of the APT
This year we are planning to make our weekend

something special to celebrate 21 years of the APT.
Our Bodgers Ball and AGM will take place from
Friday 6th to Sunday 8th May 2011 at the
National Trust’s Lower Brockhampton Estate,
Herefordshire. Further details about this and our
activities can be found at: www.bodgers.org.uk
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Letters to the Editor ... 

Tbilisi, Georgia
Dear Peter and Lewis, 
I wish you and other Woodland Heritage members
Merry Christmas and a very Happy New Year!
I hope you all are fine.
Last year has been very productive in my work at

WWF Caucasus Programme Office. We managed to
restore up to 1,400 hectares of native forests in
Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan (floodplain and
mountain forest ecosystems). In this coming year
we plan to maintain the restored sites and conduct
transformation of mono-cultural forest plantations
(mainly Pine) into more species-diverse native
forest stands, to make those forest ecosystems
more resilient towards climate change.
Best wishes, and good luck in all your activities
in 2011!
Ilia Osepashvili
Forest Officer, WWF Caucasus Programme Office
www.panda.org/caucasus 

Dear Lewis, 
Thank you for having arranged for ten copies of
the very excellent WH 2010 Journal to be sent to
me, and the tree guidance leaflets which are excellent.
They have been well received and if you care to look
at our website www.littlehiddenfarm.co.uk you will
see notice of our conservation workshops with one or
two video clips of last season’s activities.

The first Journal out of the box has gone to a
good friend who tragically lost a son in an avalanche
accident in Scotland. In 1993, and then only a lad, he
had helped me with the planting of what is now a
very diverse plantation at Little Hidden Farm and
there, for me anyway, lies his memorial which
grows on.
I also passed your Journal to my chum – himself

with a great interesting in trees – at the beginning of
the final rehearsal for a big choral concert only
yesterday and I suspect he may have been absorbing
it line for line with the score! I hope he may become
a regular reader, even rejoicing in the music of trees
as he does so.
We’ve enjoyed running a series of workshops at

Little Hidden Farm over the winter with Hazel
coppicing. The main theme is centred around a small
copse of semi-natural ancient woodland which, after
many years of neglect, we are trying to restore to
coppice status in an attempt to add appropriate

woodland habitat to a nearby species-rich area of
grassland where we are intent on providing for
the increasingly threatened Duke of Burgundy
butterfly. The larvae of this small creature must
have nice green primula leaves upon which to
feed during May and June. It is hoped that primrose
in semi-shade might out-last the more exposed
cowslip leaves in the neighboring grassland. It seems
that the Duke of Burgundy butterfly was formerly
more closely associated with woodland than open
pasture but that, with the demise of regular
coppicing, both the primrose and the butterfly
declined.
Interestingly we have come across four or five

semi-circles of Field Maple stools, extant only on
their northern arcs, whose diameters are some 10 to
12ft with groupings of 6 to 12in stems growing from
each stool. We are convinced that the DNA of each
spreading arc will be of the same origin from a
parent tree of many hundreds, even thousands, of
years past. Nice thought anyway, putting our own
lifespans into perspective!
Thank you once more for the Journals, which I will

delight in spreading abroad. 
Best wishes,
Bill Acworth
www.littlehiddenfarm.co.uk

Berkshire

Essex
Dear Peter, 
Just a short note to thank you for the most recent
copy of the Woodland Heritage Journal, which
found its way to my desk. I enjoyed reading it and
found it practical, informative, interesting and
inspiring – a breath of fresh air !
Regards,
Matthew Allen 
Fenn Wright 

Dear Ilia, 
We remember you well and are immensely proud of
the way you have taken your enthusiasm and
knowledge back home to Georgia. Last year you
wrote of political restrictions on your work and so it
is encouraging to read now that you are able to
begin the restoration work of your native forests
which are so important to us all.
Please keep in touch.

Peter and Lewis
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Hereford
Dear Woodland Heritage Trustees, 
As you know I was unable to be present in
Cornwall for the presentation of the Peter Savill
Award to Gavin and myself; but yesterday Susan
Bell kindly handed it over to me at her home.
I am deeply grateful to you all for considering

me worthy of this award, which carries the name
of such a prestigious figure in the world of forestry.
I certainly never expected to be thought of in the
same bracket as those who have previously
received it.
As I explained to Susan, I have long wanted to

take a little time off to study the making of musical
instruments and I hope to use your very generous
cheque to this end before too long. Some time ago
Peter Goodwin made me a present of a rippled
Sycamore fiddle back and it sits in my office as a
constant reminder that I would love to make the
complete violin.
When I get there I’ll bring it to show you all.
My thanks and kindest regards to you and of

course particularly to Peter Savill himself.
Will Bullough www.whitneysawmills.com

Hi Peter Goodwin and Peter Savill, 
I received Woodland Heritage’s latest impressive
publication; so much handy information all in
one place. 
As I realised it was coming round to another

Woodland to Workshop course for you guys, I found
myself reminiscing about spring days surrounded by
sharp-smelling Oak and enthusiastic tutors, the only
time I have felt that way since being on a course
Oxford ten years ago. 
It really came at just the right time as I was about

to submit my grant application and was finalising my
lease for a work site. As well as learning to look
closely at timber, to price it, to measure it, and to
replace it with the next generation, what I found
most refreshing was to be around people who cared
about traditions of woodland management and
woodwork, something that is often missing in
mainstream Scottish forestry. 
I hope this year’s course is similarly successful as

the one I attended. 
I believe ASHS plans to continue to sponsor

Scottish millers to participate, which is good news. 
My sawmill and consultancy business is coming

together well. As predicted, I am having to sell
‘bread-and-butter’ high value conifers Western Red
Cedar and Douglas Fir as beams and cladding while
developing the hardwood processing and drying
side of the business. 
I have found a very receptive regional market for

my small stock of Ash, Wych Elm, Oak and
Sycamore. A local estate is interested in getting me
onboard to manage neglected policy woodlands for
timber, firewood, biodiversity etc. 
I had two French students from the forest

engineering school in Nancy prepare a management
proposal that will start this process. This winter I
also felled some of my own Elm, which is what I am
cutting at the moment. Few of the larger sawmillers
are likely to get the pleasure of processing trees they
felled themselves.
If either of you chance to be up this way, do drop

in and please pass on best wishes to Will and co. on
the course. 
Jake Willis,
SoundWood
www.sound-wood.co.uk

Argyll

Surrey
Dear Belinda, 
I just wanted to send a quick e-mail to once
again thank all the tutors and organisers of the
course, which I attended last week.
I had an excellent time and learnt one hell of

a lot, it was brilliantly run and flew by! I wish we
had been there for a week. 
Personally as I feel we only scratched the

surface and I would love to understand in greater
detail forestry management and log buying
techniques.
Thank you all and I hope that the course

continues for many years to come!
Have a great time in Cornwall next week and

I hope the event is a hit as I am sure it will be.
You never know, I might make the next field

trip!

Thank you and best regards,
Ben Goodwin 
www.nhgtimber.co.uk

Letters to the Editor ... 
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Our Field Weekend 2010
by Mark McCallum

In the middle of May this year, I (together withabout 100 others) had the pleasure of attending
my first Woodland Heritage field weekend, having

started my WH ‘career’ the year before by taking part
in the fantastic ‘From Woodland to Workshop’ course.
It promised to be an exciting weekend in Cornwall,
combining a varied itinerary with the usual
wide spectrum of tree lovers and experts in
attendance. 

Day One – Boconnoc Estate
Tea, biscuits and a warm welcome on a cool, grey

and rainy morning at the beautiful Boconnoc Estate,
home to Anthony and Elizabeth Fortescue and their
family, was a wonderful way of starting our tour.

Situated three miles east of Lostwithiel, near the
southern coast of Cornwall, the estate can trace its
roots as far back as Norman times and it has a long
list of renowned dignitaries in its history including
Thomas Pitt, former Prime Minister William Pitt’s
grandfather. He purchased the estate with the
proceeds of the infamous Pitt Diamond, which he
sold to the Regent of France where it ended up in the
hilt of Napoleon’s sword. 
The estate and the 18th Century house have both

been rescued by the current owners from conditions
of near dereliction. It was very encouraging to see
the changes that have been made in recent years
from neglect and dilapidation of both the house and
estate to a thriving and apparently prospering
business.
Boconnoc boasts a stunning, undulating landscape

that surrounds the house, so we had frequent stops to
discuss the history of the estate and the Fortescue’s

inspiring plans for its secure economic future. These
range from a commitment to Continuous Cover
Forestry in its beautiful mature mixed broadleaf
woodlands and well thought out management to
provide good quality timber trees, to an intention to
be fully organic agriculturally in the very near future. 
The usual debates raged about the exact value of

certain prize timber trees and one I remember, in
particular, whether English Oak and Turkey Oak
hybridise. I’m in the “yes camp” on this one though a
current MSc student at Reading University is
attempting to establish their true identity, via
molecular analyses, and this should settle the matter1.

There was also a lengthy discussion about the value
of a large Burr Oak (above) which stood at the
entrance to the deer park. Our chairman, not to be
outdone, bid a price way beyond his wallet – only to
be dismayed when a member stuck his umbrella
deep into the rotting burr !
We passed the Wellington Clump on the top of a

hill by Penvose where Esmond Harris (see page 82)
explained how to distinguish between sessile and
pedunculate Oak trees from a distance at a point
where there was one of each, side by side in
parkland. Sessile Oak tends to have ascending, fan-
shaped branches arising at different points from a
longer stem or trunk, whilst pedunculate Oak has
more horizontal “squiggly” or irregular branches
arising from a single point on a shorter stem. Peter
Goodwin then described how Turkey Oak had been
used in the Navy of George III (see page 44).
During the lunch period, the Peter Savill award was

presented to Gavin Munro. The other joint recipient
for 2010, Will Bullough, was unfortunately unable to

1 The project student, Kevin McGinn, eventually concluded that Q. cerris x Q. robur hybrids probably do not exist. The molecular work indicated
nine of the possible hybrid specimens studied to be pure Q. cerris – see http://sppaccounts.bsbi.org.uk/content/quercus-cerris-1.
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come to the meeting. The award was given to them in
recognition of their significant contributions to the
popular and very successful Woodland to Workshop
courses run by Woodland Heritage twice each year
and based at Will Bullough’s Whitney sawmill, near
Hay-on-Wye.

After lunch and with the rain still falling, we made
our way by tractor and trailer to a damp valley
located below the main house. We were led into a
small barn complex that housed the estate’s water
powered sawmill (above), a beautiful piece of
Victorian engineering recently restored to its former
glory and skilfully controlled by Will Geach,
Boconnoc’s Head Woodsman and his assistant. 

We watched as the mill effortlessly (and quietly !)
cut large planks of Sweet Chestnut that had been
felled and extracted from the nearby woodland.

Powered by hydro-pressure generated from two lakes
situated above the mill and channelled via a leat and

a large down-pipe (above) to the generator below
the cutting room, it relies solely on the water level
of the lakes and so, particularly in summer, is limited
in the number of hours it can be used during any
one day. 

The final part of the day was given over to a
motorised tour of the beautiful woodlands and
included the estate firewood operation and deer park;
and finally a gathering back where we started,
thankfully with a slight improvement in the weather.
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We were given talks by WH members Tino Rawnsley
and Colin Milburn on progress in their businesses –
both are committed to producing high quality timber
products from local Cornish woodlands. We also had
the pleasure of viewing some of the fabulous turned
bowls produced by WH member Richard Chapman
and furniture made by Anthony Fortescue.

Day Two (a.m.) – The Duchy Woodlands
The morning began with beautiful blue skies and

sunshine at the 13th Century Restormel Castle near
Lostwithiel, which once provided accommodation for

the Dukes of Cornwall. The perfectly circular castle
walls enclose the principal rooms which are in
remarkably good condition. It stands on an earlier
Norman mound surrounded by a deep dry ditch, atop
a high spur beside the River Fowey. It saw action

during the Civil War in 1644 and commands fantastic
views from its turrets over the surrounding Duchy of
Cornwall’s Manors of Restormel and Penlyne. 
Having been given a brief history of the castle by

Geraint Richards, WH trustee and the Duchy’s Head
Forester, we were led down towards the River Fowey
passing a narrow strip of ride-side timber planting of
Cherry, Oak and Ash. Although the trees were young,
it was obvious which of them would turn out to be
potentially valuable stems in the future and this
provided a good opportunity to discuss the value of
group planting, early formative pruning and selective
thinning if quality timber is to be ensured. 

A short walk led us over the river, past the recently
restored Restormel Manor (above), one of the most
historic and attractive houses owned by the Duchy of
Cornwall, into a stand of fine quality Douglas Fir,
planted in 1969 and rated at yield class 24. Continuing
on through the varied softwood stands we came to a
40 year old stand of Japanese Larch, at the time
unaffected by Phytophthora ramorum, and further
on to a stand of Western Red Cedar where the merits
of its potential for products such as exterior cladding

and shingles discussed. We also had a demonstration
of high pruning with a Silky Saw (above). 
A brief tour of the Duchy’s Lostwithiel Nursery

followed, and preceded lunch in the castle car park. 
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Day Two (p.m.) – The National Trust, 
Lanhydrock
For the afternoon, we travelled four miles north to

Lanhydrock House, a Grade1 listed building built of
local grey slate and granite. The house dates from
1640 and is set in 360 hectares of parkland and
woods. Lanhydrock was the property of the Robartes
family from 1620 to 1969, when the estate passed to
the National Trust. It provided an interesting
afternoon visit for us all. 

Led by the National Trust’s Matt Lewis (above), we
viewed a recently constructed community allotment
area. This was a new venture for the Trust but take-
up has been good and we were all impressed by the
quality of the fencing which keeps the rabbits and the
deer away from the vegetables !
Lanhydrock boasts a fantastic parkland with a

wealth of highly significant ancient trees. We greatly
enjoyed our stroll through the park, with several
stops being made around individual specimens. Matt
spoke passionately about the importance of these
trees as landscape features and for the biodiversity
they host. He also described what the Trust is actively
doing to protect such trees.
Lanhydrock has been described as a jewel in the

National Trust’s crown and nothing we saw would
lead us to disagree with that statement. A day that
began at Restormel Castle ended at another property
of such historical interest and we are grateful to Matt
for making our afternoon so enjoyable.

See inside back cover for another picture of this
remarkable Oak.
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Day Three – Trewithen Gardens
We travelled 20 miles to the south of Bodmin to

the privately owned Trewithen Gardens Estate
near Truro. 
The estate was originally acquired by Philip

Hawkins in 1715 but his cousin, Thomas who
succeeded him in 1738, was responsible for its fine
trees and landscaping. Descendents of the same
family still own Trewithen. 

The Estate boasts 20 Champion Trees – trees that
have been officially measured by the Tree Register
and declared Champions either for being the tallest of
their type or for having the largest diameter. 
After a warm welcome from the owner Michael

Galsworthy (above) we were handed over to

Gary Long, Trewithen’s head gardener (below), a man
imbued with a vast knowledge of his subject and
clearly possessed with a passion for plants, and so
begun an enthralling tour of the glorious garden. 

We passed a host of giants of their species from
across the globe, including Acer cissifolium, Magnolia
campbellii and Ilex cyrtur. Other memorable trees
were Nothofagus menziesii and a beautiful specimen
of Metasequoia glyptostroboides. The “official” part of
the tour ended with lunch in the estate nursery which
also signified the end of an enthralling three days in
Cornwall. 

Many thanks to all at WH who organised the
weekend and to those who generously gave their
time to make it such a success. Roll on next year! S
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Field Day Snapshots

Anne

Richards

and Susan
Bell. 

Richard
Adams (left)
and Phil
Hinton.

Left to right,

Ed Clark,

Tony Button

and Andrew

Pickup.

The group
admiring
Trewithen
Gardens.

Belinda and her trucklo
ad of

happy souls.

Outside Restorm
el Castle.

Susan Bell, Judy Barry, Joe Barry and
Sally Goodwin at the Trewithen nursery.

Left to right, 
Des Needham,
Matt Lewis with
his trophy, and
James Reid.

James Reid, Harry Stebbing, Mary Reid
and Alan Johnson (about to fall over).
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Field Day Snapshots
Left to right,

Christine Cutler,
Sally Goodwin
and Elizabeth
Fortescue. 

The
Richards
Clan.

Left to right,
Christine Cutler,
Tim Cutler and
Sally Goodwin.

Left to right,
David

Duxbury,
Susan

Trevor and
Trevor

Trevor. 

Our Chairman
shows the strain!

Ellie Woolley, 
Dean Oak Cooperative.

Susan Bell, Judy Barry, Joe Barry and
Sally Goodwin at the Trewithen nursery.

Left to right, 
Des Needham,
Matt Lewis with
his trophy, and
James Reid.

Geraint Richards and his family head home
from Lanhydrock.
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The use of Turkey Oak in the Royal Navy
by Peter Goodwin

During our Field Weekend
at Boconnoc I recounted
the Turkey Oak tale but it
needs to be put into some
sort of context. This is it:

In 1969 we atTitchmarsh & Goodwin
decided to run a sawmill

ourselves rather than
source all our timber from
merchants. We approached
some old family friends
who had a derelict mill
atWitnesham near to Ipswich. It was in a dire state,
but we took it on and put our top cabinetmaker in
charge because he generally “knew it all”. I was
deputed by my father to learn the tricks of the trade.
First we managed to find an old reciprocating log

saw, buried under seven feet of sawdust, and after
several months of engineering work we were ready
to cut our first Oak log. The boards emerged as wavy
as the sea, but we gradually worked it all out. Then
came the day when I was charged with going out
into the wilds of Suffolk to buy logs direct from
farmers and landowners.
When I told our landlord, Mr Barker, what I was

about to take on, he went into a frenzy about
making certain that I never bought a Turkey Oak.
I told him that I had never heard of it. So my instant
tuition began in his sawmill cottage – with botanical
prints showing the leaves and peduncules, whilst
photos of the typical bark of Turkey Oak were
located and discussed. The importance of not being
caught out by the “cunning farmers” was stressed
time and time again. I asked myself why my father
had never brought me up to know about the
dangers of Turkey Oak. He could have saved me
from all this pressure…
Eventually, I plucked up the courage to ask Mr

Barker the obvious question - why were Turkey Oaks
planted, if they were to bring furniture makers and
“new” saw millers to their knees? In a flash, he
reached into his bookcase and produced an ancient
encyclopedia, which had all the information. I have
never seen that book since, but this is my recollection
of what it said:
In the mid 1700s (George III) British warships

were involved in a sea battle with the Turkish fleet
(I forget where). The British cannon balls tore into
the Turkish ships but they never sank any because
they were made from Turkey Oak, which, because of
its poor lateral strength, allowed the British cannon

balls to make neat round
holes. These were relatively
easy for the Turkish sailors
to plug up, whereas the
British ships were hit by
cannon balls which heavily
splintered our English Oak
timbers, making it hard for
our Jolly Jack Tars to
prevent huge quantities of
water from getting in. I do
not know the outcome of
that particular
engagement, but the story

said that the naval “top brass” were astonished at
how hard it had been to sink their lowly rated
opponents – but after some time they became aware
that Turkey Oak was actually far superior for
warship hulls than ours.
The King listened to his naval commanders and set

about buying “staves” of Turkey Oak seeds every year
– with strict orders that they be planted near the
English coast where warship builders could take full
advantage of the mature trees in years to come. The
trouble was – some smart Alec spoilt the plan by
building iron-clad warships before the Turkey Oak
reached their “due date”! 
In conclusion, I have to say that I have never been

sold “A Turkey”, but our knowledgeable sawmill
manager was! My intensive training had paid off…S

Editor’s note
Peter Goodwin has not been able to locate the
1929 Encyclopedia Britannica from which this
story was taken because there were several editions
at that time. If any reader can help to establish its
authenticity, please contact the editor
(enquiries@woodlandheritage.org.uk). With your
help, we hope to have a more complete article next
year. Ships were certainly made from Turkey Oak
in Turkey as Selby records in his History of British
Forest Trees, indigenous and introduced,
published in 1842. He gives seven pages to the
Turkey Oak and is a very strong advocate of it
saying that ‘in the south of France it is even
preferred to any other for shipbuilding’ and is also
used for ‘naval timber in Constantinople’. Nisbet
and Brown (1894) also state that it was used for
ship building in Turkey in the 6th edition of their
book The Forester. In the 3rd (1861) edition,
however, they say Turkey Oak is “...comparatively
worthless as a timber tree being very brittle in the
texture of its wood”.
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Trewithen Estate Gardens
by Joe Barry

Ihave always been a fan of Woodland Heritageand so look forward to receiving each issue of
its excellent magazine. 
There is something very practical and sensible

about WH’s approach to woodland management and
for me this is summed up in one of the quotations on
the website: “Growing quality trees ensures
woodlands have an economic value – and valued
woodlands provide a sustainable natural
environment”. Wise words, for once we ensure there
is an economic value along with all the other benefits
trees bestow on us, the future of our woodlands will
remain secure.
I have been involved for many years with Crann,

the Irish woodland organisation, which was originally
set up with the aim of “Releafing
Ireland”. At least part of that aim
has been achieved in that
broadleaved trees are now very
firmly on the map here and
make up 38% of all new planting
under our national afforestation
schemes. Crann has always
strived to work with and
encourage others while avoiding
negative confrontation and
argument and in that regard we
have much in common with WH
and have many shared interests.
While reading the Woodland

Heritage magazine I saw that it
was planned to spend the 2010
field weekend visiting Cornwall
in mid-May. The famous gardens
there are at their best at that time of year so, not
wanting to miss a unique opportunity, I asked if my
wife and I could join the tour. We had been planning
for some time to visit Cornwall and this looked too
good a chance to miss. 
We met at the Trewithen Estate Gardens, which

are among that elite group of “Great Gardens of
Cornwall” and were greeted by the owner, Michael
Galsworthy, who gave us a fascinating short history of
the estate. He firmly believes that climate change is
happening and said that flowering in some of the
species at Trewithen has advanced two to three months
since the 1950s. Fresh additional species are now being
chosen and planted to take account of this fact.
The estate itself runs to 10,000 acres and the head

gardener, Gary Long, is only the third head gardener
there in the past 100 years. Clearly this job increases
longevity and what a job it is. There are plans to

establish a pinetum at Trewithen with species from all
over the world and Gary will have to travel widely to
collect the seed. He told us that Vietnam is now the
“New China” for plant collectors where whole
mountain ranges have yet to be botanised. Tough
work but I suppose someone has to do it !
He then took us on a memorable tour of the

gardens and his enthusiasm and knowledge were
limitless. Trewithen is a woodland garden which
houses unique Camellias, Rhododendrons and
Magnolias as well as hundreds of other exotic species
from the world over. There are seven champion trees
in the lawn area alone. I was puzzled that some
species that I had thought of as shrubs could be
classified as trees and later on I checked this out

further and found the following
definitions among our own Forest
Service rules and regulations. They
state that a tree is either “A woody,
perennial plant generally with a
single well defined stem and a
more or less definitely formed
crown” or “A free standing woody
perennial plant having a more or
less definite crown and capable of
reaching a minimum height of five
metres at maturity.” Mmmmm, I
am still not sure what a “more or
less” definite crown is but there
you have it. It’s all fascinating stuff
and undoubtedly gardening and
managing woodland in the sunny
and benign climate of Cornwall
must open up all sorts of

possibilities, especially given that many species grow
faster there than in their country of origin.
On returning home I reflected on what was a

wonderful trip but also pondered on the fact that I
felt I was almost suffering from something akin to an
overdose of exotic scents and colour. The great
gardens of Cornwall simply have to be seen and
experienced but it was also nice finally to relax
among the softer greens of the woods and fields of
Co. Meath. 
I learnt so much from the trip though and my

special thanks to Peter Goodwin and the team from
Woodland Heritage for their generous hospitality.
Those of us who love trees and woodland have so
much in common and we must keep on meeting up
and exchanging ideas whenever possible.
Check out Crann on the website www.crann.ie

or e-mail info@crann.ie S
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Letters to the Editor ... Field Weekend

Dear Lewis,
Thank you for assisting me during my stay in
Lostwithiel during your Field Weekend. On the
Sunday, I took up Des Needham’s kind offer to
convey me to Trewithen Estate Gardens, as he was
keen to check out the route to Coffee Lake Meadow. 
As you may recall, I stayed a while in Totnes,

Devon, where I successfully tracked down my
great grandparents’ home from this postcard
dated 1902.

I was also fortunate to attend a Royal Forestry
Society meeting, where I hoped to spread the word
about Woodland Heritage. You will probably
recognise one individual in the picture below.

The visit to Trewithen on Sunday was outstanding,
after which Des expressed a desire to visit the Lost
Gardens of Heligan.
We were especially impressed by the ‘Jungle’,

which inspired Des to consider further additions to
his arboreal collection.
I moved to Callington, via Plymouth, on the

Monday, and spent the next day exploring the
delights of a piece of woodland belonging to my
brother-in-law. 
I tried to persuade him to remove the ivy from an

unusual burr Oak. 

I then journeyed to Ashburton and Newton Abbot,
which involved visiting two of my mother’s cousins. 
I finally reached Norwich on the Thursday

evening, feeling rather tired, but exceedingly pleased
to have accomplished my mission.
Thank you again for enabling me to get around.

Kind regards,
Chris Sharples

Norfolk
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Dear Mr Galsworthy,  
Thanks to your kindness, our members had a
memorable visit to Trewithen last Sunday.
Gary Long was quite outstanding (although I

expect that that you knew that already!) and his
tour was full of anecdotes and amazing botanical
information. The garden itself is an absolute gem
and you have cleverly manipulated it after the
storm of 1991 to bring in even more species and
surprises for the visitors. It was a fitting finale to
our Cornish Field Weekend.
We send our very best wishes from everyone at

Woodland Heritage.
Kindest regards,
Peter Goodwin

Cornwall
Dear Peter,  
I was greatly touched to get your generously worded
message following the Woodland Heritage visit to
Trewithen recently. I am so glad you all enjoyed it
and you felt the guided tour was worthwhile! Gary
Long is never short of a word or two and he
certainly knows his business extremely well.
I was also overwhelmed by your most generous

present in the form of a beautifully turned wooden
bowl which now resides on our kitchen table and
is filled with fruit. Nothing could have been nicer
and I am greatly touched and not a little conscience
pricked as I had to dash to London shortly after
your party got here! Anyway thank you so much for
your good wishes and for letting me know that the
visit went so well.
Kindest regards,
Michael Galsworthy

East Sussex 
Dear Lewis and Peter,  
Thank YOU so much for last weekend! I loved it,
and so did Tony. As usual with anything WH, I
came away totally inspired and chuffed to be part
of an organisation populated with so many
similarly-minded tree fanatics! 
I’m just in the process of writing up the article so

will get that to you ASAP for your perusal.  
Thanks for letting me know about the Trekkasaw

on the ‘Forum’. I would love to buy it but am not
in a position to do so at present. One day....
I don’t know if I mentioned it before but I am

about to complete the RFS Cert Arb course at
Plumpton College. I have a great tutor there, Paul
Collins, who is hugely knowledgeable and another
tree enthusiast. I would really like him to know
more about the great work that WH does and think
he could be a good future partner. Would it be
possible to send me another copy of the 2010
publication to give to him to wet his whistle?
Speak soon,
Mark McCallum
BioRegional Forestry
www.logsforlondon.co.uk

Suffolk 
Hi Belinda,  
We would both just like to say that we thoroughly
enjoyed the field trip in Cornwall; thank you for the
organisation and effort put in by all.
Regards,
Pete Fordham MBE

Herefordshire
Dear Lewis and Peter, 
A fantastic Field Weekend full of variety, some
glorious trees, fabulous gardens and excellent
company – and many, many laughs. 
The Boconnoc Experience was truly memorable. 
I, too, loved the Duchy/Lanhydrock day and huge

thanks are due to Geraint for all his hard work on
our behalf. 
And Peter – inspiring as ever! 
My thanks to you all for making the whole thing

‘happen’. 
All the very best
Susan Bell

Kefalonia, Greece
Dear Mr Scott, 
Whilst we now spend most of each year in Greece,
we plan come to the UK about twice a year and
hope that this might coincide with your Field
Weekends.
I always enjoy the Journal, find it very

informative, and hope that it will be possible to
continue to post it to my Greek address.  
Keep up the good work! I think that Woodland

Heritage fills a very important gap in the current
forestry coverage – particularly in relation to
quality wood production.
With Best Wishes,
David Danbury
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North Uist, Hebrides 
Dear Lewis,  
I am replying on Colin’s behalf to say how much
he really did enjoy the WH Field Weekend in
Cornwall and that he is so appreciative of all the
support you have given him. Both Cador and Isolde
enjoyed coming along too. 
The WH student members who stayed with us

were all very nice and we had some interesting
discussions in the evening. I am sorry not to have
had the chance to see you all, but it was flat out
here getting ready for the exhibition.
Colin’s work had a tremendous response during

the Open Studios week and at the Royal Cornwall
Show too, where he won “Best Stand in the
Forestry Section”. 
He also had an audience with the Prince! It was

good to see the wide range and scope of his work
collected in one place, which attracted much
interest and appreciation. He also gave out lots of
your literature to interested people.
I hope all is well with you. 

Beatrix Milburn
aurora@macace.net

Nottinghamshire
Dear Woodland Heritage,
Just a brief note on behalf of the four recent
Bangor graduates who made it down to Cornwall
(Pete Weiland, Rob Parkin, Ed Clark and myself).
We thoroughly enjoyed the weekend and would
like to pass on our thanks to everyone involved. 
The visit to Boconnoc was particularly inspiring,

seeing an owner facing the challenges of managing
maturing, neglected estate woodland with such
energy and enthusiasm. At Boconnoc, and in the
Duchy Woodlands, we saw genuine multi-purpose
forestry in action. It was refreshing to see
investments in quality timber for the future, with a
long-term view to maintaining a versatile natural
resource rather than short-term grant chasing. 
This, of course, is exactly what Woodland

Heritage is about and the dedication and hard work
from everyone behind the scenes ensured a very
enjoyable and informative weekend. 
Woodland Heritage fills a significant gap for

forestry students enrolled on a course where
precious little time is devoted to the harvesting,
marketing and utilisation of hardwood timber.  
On that note, I am also seriously interested in

your ‘Woodland to Workshop’ courses. Please send
me details and application forms. 
Once again, many thanks from us all and we look

forward to next year!
With kind regards,
Andrew Pickup
Stourton Forestry
www.stourtonforestry.co.uk

Cornwall 
Dear Lewis, 
Thank you for your e-mail, but you should not be
thanking us – we should be thanking you, both for
the excellent arrangements for last weekend and for
suggesting your members come here to Ferry Farm
on their way home. We had people on both the
Sunday afternoon and the Monday morning which
was a great pleasure to Jeanette and me. Several of
them took away Elm plants, which we were very
pleased for them to have.
Are you able to let me have Steven Bedford’s

postal address? I have something to send him on
timber quality following a discussion we had here,
but all I know is that he has a sawmill in Devon. 
With best wishes
Esmond Harris MBE

Oxford 
Dear Lewis and Peter, 
A brief note to say how much we enjoyed the Field
Weekend. It was, as always, memorable thanks
largely to your efficient organisation. Very many
thanks from Mich and me. 
Best wishes,
Peter Savill

Devon 
Dear Woodland Heritage, 
Just a note to say ‘thank you’ to everyone involved
in organising the Cornish weekend, the days were
all varied and very interesting.
Restormel Castle was amazing! 

Hopefully, see you all next year.
Steven Bedford

Editors Note: Colin and his family have now
moved to North Uist in the Hebrides, where they
are hoping to secure a croft. We wish Colin all
the very best and I know that he is keen to make
new contacts to continue his excellent work. 

Letters to the Editor ... Field Weekend
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Co. Meath 
Hi Belinda, 
Would you please pass on to Peter and Co my thanks
for a wonderful day at Trewithen Garden. Both Judy
and I enjoyed every minute of the visit. It was great
to meet face to face with the members of Woodland
Heritage and be allowed to be part of the tour. 
The gardens of Cornwall are astonishing but Gary

Long, the head gardener at Trewithen, made the visit
there truly memorable with his entertaining style and
extraordinary knowledge of plants. 
Following a week of colour, scent and exotic

species we finally staggered home and I must admit
that returning to the gentler greens of Co. Meath was
a calming therapy after the acres of stunning
Rhododendrons and Camellias. 

I hope to write a short description of our visit,
which you might like to use in a future issue of your
Journal. I will forward it in a week or so but first
have to write an article for Crann magazine, on the
same topic, which will be of great interest to our
members, all of whom admire and are envious of the
huge amount of work and worthwhile undertakings
that Woodland Heritage complete each year. 
Many thanks again for allowing Judy and I to join

you for the day. 
Regards,
Joe Barry
PS. Here is a lovely picture of a laughing Peter
Goodwin making the presentation to Gary Long at
Trewithen, and a few others from our trip. 

This is a wind-pruned Beech in Devon, which I
thought a wonderful example of how trees and
shrubs are shaped, especially near the coast. 

Wooden 
horse made

from odd
branches of

dead wood on
display at the
Eden Project
in Cornwall.

Thatched summer-house
among the exotic

woodland at Trebah
Gardens, which we went on

to visit after Trewithen. 
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Sydney Draper
‘Growing and working with trees gives such a lot of joy and solace;

I suppose some of us will do it even if it costs a pound or two’

My forestry career started in
1947 with the Forestry
Commission. In 1955 I was

able to persuade the Colonial Office to
recruit me as a forester to work in
Kenya where my first posting was to
Nyanze province. After that, I was
assigned to establish a new forest
station, to rehabilitate former Mau
Mau detainees and their families with
whom they had been reunited. This
was in a state-owned area of natural
woodland containing large volumes of
commercial timber trees, which was
licensed for private sawmilling.
Resettlement employment at the new forest station

was created by replanting the exploited natural forest
with fast growing softwoods (Pines and Cypress) to
sustain the sawmilling and other wood product
industries into the future. 

To make the most of the
exploitation, after the sawmillers had
taken what they could use – and they
did a good job of converting a large
proportion of the timber by producing,
besides lumber, Pencil Cedar
(Juniperus virginiana) slats and
roofing shingles from small
dimensioned logs and off-cuts and
distilled Cedar oil from the sawdust.
We then put in private pit sawyers

to salvage what they could from
misshapen logs rejected by the mill,
followed by private fence post cutters,
and lastly by private charcoal burners.

They all paid their dues according to fixed royalty
charges, which like most government revenue went
into the central coffers. 

The workers were known as “resident labourers”,
and were housed, rent-free in a Forest Department
village. They had access, also rent free, to land for
cultivation and growing personal food crops, and
were guaranteed paid employment for nine months a
year. The reforestation programme reminded me in
many ways of Kershope forest and my experiences of
forestry with the Forestry Commission in 1947.
Many of the workers there had been unemployed
through a slump in the 1920s and had been recruited
from industrial areas in Northumberland, given
tenancies of smallholdings with houses and steadings,
and a guaranteed six months paid employment a
year, with the possibility of full-time employment.

Eroded hill area planted with Cypress
(Cup.Insitanica).

Nursery work before the age of plastic bags.
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By 1947, the scheme had waxed strong and the
workers who taught me my first lessons in forestry
had made a success of both their smallholdings and
the forest areas they had helped to create. 

Getting the new forest station up and running
included establishing a water supply, building a
school, a rudimentary health clinic, a couple of
privately operated shops, basic sanitation, access
roads and a variety of other things. We were creating
this human settlement in a forest area that had been
the province of baboons, wild pigs, antelopes,
buffalos, elephants, rhinos and leopards. But these
men were so grateful after their long detention, to be
able to participate in creating a livelihood for
themselves and their families that, with little
encouragement, they really excelled in uninhibited
enthusiasm for work. 
Money was tight (initially funded by special

Colonial Office grants for resettlement) and amounted
to a basic wage of 20 Kenyan shillings (£1) a month
plus, for the first year, a similar amount for providing
food rations for a family. The food allowance ceased
thereafter because by that time it was expected that
the cultivation areas allocated to each worker would
be productive. By a bit of creative accounting we
were able to find a way of paying some of the
women a small wage as a reward for their work in
the tree nursery and cutting grasses and thatching the
village houses.
Using the construction funds to employ a few

talented artisans was a stroke of pure wisdom. The
master mason, carpenter, brick maker and stone
quarryer were willing and able to share their special
knowledge with the former detainees and we made
rapid strides in building a dam, getting an orderly
village constructed with a school, dispensary, shops
and eventually offices and stores, a garage etc. After
all the workers were housed, a house was made for

the foresters – the splendid one they built for me was
something to be proud of. It was constructed from
our own quarried stone and converted timber,
including Cedar block parquet floors.
After Kenya, I spent three years in Malawi and

then, in 1975, joined the World Bank’s newly created
Rural Development Division to promote forestry in
that context. This took me to see large scale
deforestation in Indonesia (Sumatra and Kalimantan)
and South Korea.

I ceased working for other employers in 1987 and
have since been endeavouring to renovate the 70-acre
rump of a small estate in Dumfriesshire, which
formerly had some excellent woodland that had been
heavily exploited and then neglected. Fortunately, a
few good specimen trees remained. So over the past
twenty-three years the effort has been to emulate
some of the work we, as privileged members of
Woodland Heritage, have had the pleasure to witness
during our field weekends.

S
Sydney A Draper

Local village tree block (Eucalyptus saligna) – four
years old.

Jubilation after successful resettlement.

Barren hillsides following destruction of Pine forest
and exhausted maize cropping.
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The Marcus Wallenberg Foundation
by Peter Savill

The Marcus Wallenberg Foundation announced
in April that the 2010 Marcus Wallenberg Prize
of two million Swedish kroner (£200,000)

would be awarded to Professor Hans Joachim Blass,
of the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology in Germany,
for his groundbreaking work regarding innovative
and reliable structural timber connections which
have a high load transfer capacity and can be
efficiently applied at construction sites and within
industrial processes.

Wood as a construction material offers several
important environmental benefits. It is renewable, it
stores carbon that has been sequestered from carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere, it provides excellent
opportunities for reuse and, when recycled, it serves
as a carbon neutral source of energy.
The competitiveness of timber as a building material

depends on the properties of the wood components
themselves but also to a large extent on connections
between components. In engineered wood structures,
the capability of connections to transfer loads is
commonly a limiting factor. The anisotropic nature of
wood – with significantly weaker mechanical
properties across the grain compared to along the
grain direction – makes design and modelling of load
bearing capacity of connections complicated. This has
been a constraint to the use of wood in general and,
in particular, for larger constructions like bridges, big
stores, sports arenas, agricultural buildings, industrial
buildings and spectacular official buildings.
Professor Blass has by extensive research provided

fundamental engineering knowledge on timber
connections and converted this knowledge to a
usable format for practising engineers based on
principles of mechanics. He has also developed

methods for designing connectors and connections
and played an important role in the international
standardisation of these methods. 
Professor Blass has pioneered the application of

self-tapping screws in timber constructions, promoting
the manufacturing of very large screw dimensions and
developing and introducing these connections for
high load applications. This work has led to much
simplified methods for repairing damaged beams and
reinforcing new ones.
The development and introduction of efficient

connections which are easy to install make it possible
to construct large timber structures and save timber
material while offering attractive logistic solutions by
use of prefabricated elements.
The developments made by Professor Blass have

been of importance for the increased use of larger
wood based construction elements like glulam, which
in Europe has increased in use by more than four
times since the mid 1990s. They have also contributed
to the significant increase in the timber frame market
share of new housing, which, in UK for example,
has more than doubled over the last decade. S

www.mwp.org

Upper Farm, Church Hill, 
Sutton, Dover, Kent CT15 5DF

Tel: 01304 366360

sales@stilesandbates.co.uk
www.stilesandbates.co.uk

Open 9 to 5 every day except Sundays and Bank Holidays

• FREE
mail order
catalogue

• Online Shop
• Blanks

• Timber
• Courses
• Sorby
• Record Power
• Crown

• Craft Supplies
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• Microclene
• Planet 

and more...
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The Building Crafts College, Stratford

The Building Crafts College was founded
by the Worshipful Company of
Carpenters, a City of London Livery

Company, in 1893. Throughout the 20th
century it was based in Great Titchfield
Street in the West End of London, but the
old premises were cramped and outmoded
so the Company relocated the College to
land it had owned for more than 200 years in
Stratford, East London. This proved to be an inspired
choice as the College is now adjacent to the Olympic
Park, and at the heart of the largest construction site
in Europe: the Thames Gateway Project. 

At the time of its move in 2001 the College had six
staff and 60 students and it has increased twentyfold
in the last decade. It now has 60 staff and over 1,000
enrolments each year – testament to its success as a
National Centre of Vocational Excellence. 

The College’s flagship courses in fine woodwork
and stonemasonry reflect the skills perfected in the
building of medieval cathedrals, and some graduates
from the College become apprentices at the likes of

Canterbury Cathedral or the Tower of London;
or with prestigious furniture-making firms,
such as the Edward Barnsley Workshop. 
The College has also recently developed a
Foundation Degree in Historic Building
Conservation in conjunction with Kingston
University. But the broader curriculum
remains firmly focussed on delivering

vocational and employable skills to students of
all ages, including a wide range of joinery, shop-
fitting, wood machining and metal roofing courses. 

The College is heavily subsidised by the Carpenters’
Company Charitable Trust, which keeps fees to an
absolute minimum (currently £7,500 p.a. on the two
flagship courses), and many students also receive
individual bursaries from the Company. 
The College holds its End of Year Show in Carpenters’

Hall in the City of London at the beginning of July
each year, which brings the wide-ranging craft skills
of its students to the attention of the public.

S
www.thebcc.ac.uk

www.thecarpenterscompany.co.uk

A Pedestal Desk in Oak with 850 yr old Burr top.
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MOON PHASES AND LUNATICS
Ihave never been able to forget the derision that metmy first attempted contribution to a Royal Forestry
Society (RFS) field discussion at Sennowe Park in

Norfolk in 1993. The topic of debate was the timing of
felling of Sycamore and Ash in terms of maximising
quality and with particular focus on Ash’s habit of
splitting if felled in the summer.
I had recently returned from working for

six years in the Mahogany trade in and
around Rondonia, northern Brasil, where I
encountered a common code of practice
that I had not come across in this country.
I explained to the group that timber is

never felled there in the last week of a
waxing moon because it was believed that the
gravitational forces of the full moon create a tidal
effect on the forest that increases water pressure in
the stems which made them split. When the sugary
sap was rising at the beginning of the growing
season, the logs became a magnet for wood boring
beetles. (I was quite put out when the chairman of the
day, to much group hilarity, stated that my offering
served only to confirm his suspicions that I was a
lunatic – this turned out to be none other than Peter
Goodwin, who is now abjectly apologetic!)
On many occasions I had witnessed, with my own

eyes and with great sadness, magnificent Mahogany
logs with gaping splits on their ends covered in what
appeared to be sack loads of sawdust that was being
mined by the pinhole borers. These logs were
produced by unscrupulous loggers who, driven by
greed, did not observe the correct seasons and lunar
cycles for felling. Some South American timber carries
a ‘moon stamp’ which states at what stage of the
lunar cycle the timber was felled. It is believed that
the physical properties of the timber varies in
accordance with the timing.
It was not until recent discussions at the excellent

Acute Oak Decline (AOD) workshop held at Gipping
in Suffolk, well organised by ConFor and superbly led
by Dr Sandra Denman, that I first heard mention of
the moon in this country. Peter Alderson, the log
buyer for W L West & Sons in Sussex, who was well
versed in the lore surrounding lunar cycles and
timber practice in France, confirmed that the French
certainly fell trees on a waning moon – in fact, from

1669 up until the French Revolution, timber was only
permitted to be felled with a waning moon – by law.
It was music to my ears !
It appears that the period for felling prime timber is

brief, to say the least, and one has to sympathise with
the dwindling pool of forestry contractors and

craftsmen whose operations are already
severely hampered by the European Habitat
Directive and the growers’ nurture and
pursuit of pheasants.
Judging by the torrent of liquid that has

been pouring out of some autumn felled
Sycamore stumps that line the road to my
house over the last fortnight, it would

appear that this year’s sap is already rising. It is early
January and the trees are coming out of dormancy.
So perhaps the ideal time for felling high quality logs
has passed until next July to the end of December.
The seasonal flow of sap is regulated, not caused,
by the moon.
Growers of low grade timber clearly benefit from

spring felling on a waxing moon as their woods will
produce more tonnes per hectare of timber, or water,
if cut or thinned under such conditions. Growers of
high quality logs will always be happy so long as
they can sell their produce. Current demand outstrips
supply for top quality hardwood, particularly Oak,
and even early summer felled timber finds its way to
timber yards where it attracts swarms of pinhole
borers causing massive degrade.
The Brasilian Mahogany loggers continued their

logging into their rainy season (the equivalent of our
spring) for short term profit because the rainforest
was destined for conversion to agriculture anyway.
Slash and burn. Some attempted to realise some value
by observing the rule of not felling on a waxing
moon, but it should not be forgotten that despite all
the logging activity in Rondonia, over 70% of the
Mahogany was burnt on the ground.
In this country we fell timber at adverse times

either because we are ignorant of, or have forgotten,
some basic rules that we used to abide by.
To fell fine timber, of perhaps 150 years of growth,

just to create match wood and beetle fodder is surely
the work of a true lunatic…!?

Andrew Falcon

CHECK FOLIOS WHEN PAGES ARE MOVED
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This Moon Phase matter is fascinating. I have discussed it with my log supplier from 35 years back in
Liberia (a Spanish expat). He confirms that they never fell any valuable logs during a full moon because
the sap rises then and the trees are full of water. The felling impact is immense and causes ring shakes. 
I have also heard this from other loggers in Africa. Some logs are “ringed” allowing the sap to run out.

Others burn the buttress of the logs to achieve the same affect.
Sadly, these days, few people take this amount of trouble. Nick Goodwin, NHG Timber.

An analysis of present data by Dr Peter Savill

Believers in Moon Phase Harvesting might be
associated in many peoples’ minds with such
things as alternative lifestyles: vegetarianism,

wholemeal quiches, hippies, travelling, crofting and
Druids: in other words not something that serious
minded people do or believe in. Yet such people
would not be entirely correct. There is incontrovertible
evidence of phases of the moon influencing
biological organisms.
One of the most widely known examples of lunar

periodicity is the relationship between the phase of the
moon and the emergence of the marine palolo worm
(Eunice viridis) in the Pacific waters around Samoa. It
was first described scientifically at the end of the 1800s. 
Much less well known is the effect of the moon’s

influence on trees. Ernst Zürcher of the Swiss Federal
Institute of Technology, and associates, published an
article in the enormously scientifically-respected
scientific journal Nature in 1998 (pages 665-666 of
the issue published on 16th April 1998) showing that
tree stems undergo rhythmic fluctuations that are
independent of things such as light, but are strongly
correlated with the timing and strength of tides,
indicating that the moon influences the flow of water
between different parts of trees.
Much more contentious, however, is the suggestion

that timber is less prone to decay and insect attack if
it is cut at the correct phase of the moon, which,
according to advocates (e.g. Eco Design, in South
Africa – see http://www.ecodesignarchitects.co.za/) is
the three days before the New Moon, but only
between the autumn equinox and winter solstice.
They say that cutting should stop at least ten to fifteen
minutes prior to the proscribed new moon time just to
be safe. Once felled, the cut end of the tree should be
left at a higher level than the crown, which should
have leaves, branches and bark left on it for three
months. Similar beliefs exist in many other parts of the
world. Advocates exist in many countries and claim

that doing this will result in:
• Superior quality
• No infestation of insects
• No cracking, splitting or warping of wood 
• No toxic poisons needed
• Longer durability
• Lower carbon footprint
• Extracting lighter timber uses less diesel
• No kiln drying needed
Like most folklore, there are elements of truth in all

this that our ancestors discovered in a pre-
technological age. For example, the timing of felling,
between the autumn equinox and winter solstice is a
period when much of the starch reserves in a tree
stem are moved for winter storage into the roots. 
Both wood-boring insects and fungi feed on the

starch in the stems of broadleaved trees. If trees are
felled at the time of year when starch is at a very low
level, it follows that the wood will be less vulnerable
to attack. 
It has long been the practice in European countries

to fell broadleaves in winter. Leaving the butt end of
the tree at a higher level than the intact crown makes
sense because the water in the trees’ vessels will tend
to drain towards the crown if the base of the stem is
kept high. 
Most water loss from a tree is by transpiration

(evaporation) from the leaves during daylight hours.
If leaves are left on for a period, the transpiration
will cause water to be lost from the stem much more
quickly than if they were not present, and it can, of
course, no longer be replaced from the soil. Both of
these factors will assist the drying of the wood,
reducing risks of attack and decay, though
broadleaved trees in Britain are mostly leafless during
the recommended period. They will also cause the
stem to become lighter as it loses water. However,
what part the moon can possibly play in all this is
totally obscure! S
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Staverton
With its awesome atmosphere and 4,700 trees this is one of the great wonders of

our natural world.
It is one of the greatest collections of ancient Oaks to be found anywhere!

The ancient woodlands of Staverton Park and
The Thicks are both of great historical and
conservation interest. Today, the name

‘Staverton Park’ is restricted to three main blocks of
woodland named Staverton Park, The Thicks and
Little Staverton, consisting in total of around 280
acres. However, the original boundaries of the park
were an area of at least 370 acres.
The name of Staverton is thought to be of Saxon

origin, either from the word ‘steorfar’ meaning
slaughter or Stauertuna – a settlement of staves. 
Staverton Park was more than likely created as a

hunting ground by enclosing open woodland and
rough pasture between earthen banks thrown to
encompass a circle. In 1086, the Domesday Book
refers to “woodland for thirty swine” for the manor of
Stavertuna, however, it is assumed that Staverton was
not actually emparked by 1086 for there is little or no
mention of a park in the Domesday Book although
deer parks flourished at this time with the
introduction of the fallow deer, an oriental beast
which was easier to keep in confined parks. 
The earliest reference to the park is in the Hundred

Rolls of 1275. It has been supposed that the actual
date of the emparkment of already mature trees was
1178 because the Pipe Rolls of that year record a
sharp increase in rent to the King from £14 to £20
which may indicate emparkment.
During the 13th Century records of Staverton Park

show that bark was stripped from felled Oaks and
sold for tanning leather, acorns were sold for
fattening pigs, wood was sold for timber and fuel and
grazing rights were let for sheep and stock. Later,
probably in the 16th Century, many of the standing

Oaks were pollarded; the ‘wattlesticks’ or ‘stallons’ cut
from them were used to form woven walls plastered
with mud from which the early huts were constructed.
These mature Oaks were then pollarded at 50-year
intervals and, thus, formed into the present day shape
of crown Oaks when the pollarding ceased.
There is an earthwork at the northern end of the

park in the shape of a horseshoe called Cumberland’s
Mound. This has been reputedly been linked with the
1381 Peasants Revolt in which Staverton Hall in Eyke,
owned by the Baron of the Exchequer, was burnt to
the ground in the rampage. However, there is little
evidence to show that the mound was directly linked
to this event; it has been thought possible that the
mound was simply a place for slaughtering deer.
The Park was sold in 1528 to the Priors of Butley

Abbey during the monastery’s prosperity by Thomas,
Duke of Norfolk. It was in this year that Butley Priory
Chronicle recorded the visit of Mary Tudor (Henry
VIII’s sister), the Dowager Queen of France and
Duchess of Suffolk. She hunted foxes and had a
picnic lunch with cheerful, laughing gentry ‘sub
Quercubus’, under Oaks in ‘Parcum de Staverton’
(see page 59). In 1540, however, the “farm of
Stafferton” is listed once again in an inventory of
particulars for a grant to the Duke of Norfolk.
By 1601 the park changed hands again to Sir

Michael Stanhope who commissioned John Norden to
produce the first ever detailed survey of the area
which is still in use today. This map shows the park
as “well wooded” with sheep paths and heathland
and many features, which can be seen on the present
day map of the farm. During this century, after the
production of Norden’s map, several areas of the park
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were cleared and cropped, reducing the area of
woodland to roughly its present size of 280 acres.
At some time during the 1700s, a large circular

table was made from Staverton Oak for a banquet
held at Orford Castle for the Marquis of Hertford (a
friend of the Prince Regent) which is still to be found
in the castle today.
In 1764, Kirby recorded that pollarding was

continuing at a slower pace for the production of fuel
and the popularity of pollarding was waning with
sheep grazing taking precedence. By the mid-1800s
pollarding ceased altogether and the park was sub-
divided by Hawthorn hedges. 
One of these sub-divisions was The Thicks, which

contained Oaks and Holly. The Hollies were never
recorded until 1819 when Cromwell wrote about
“Hollies in great quantities, a beautiful sight in
winter”. Even though there has been little mention
of them, it is presumed that the Hollies were
present for many years before but were not really
noted since they were so common in the Middle
Ages, playing a large part in both Christian and
pagan ceremonies.
The Thicks is an area of extraordinary growth,

where the Hollies are thriving and are dominating the
Oaks. The tallest Holly tree in the British Isles has been
recorded there with a height of 73' 9", a girth of 7' 9",
and a crown diameter of 39'.
In 1900 sheep grazing stopped and the Park and

The Thicks were used as a game reserve, promoting
the regeneration of Birch, Rowan, bracken, mosses
and lichen. Since then the vegetation of Staverton
Park has not altered greatly, leading to the discovery
of many rare mosses, lichen and beetles.
Between 1939 and 1945 the Park was used as a

military camp for tank exercises and trials for
developing ‘Funnies’, a machine for breaching enemy
sea defences. A visit of inspection by George VI was
recorded with photographs now in the Bovington
Tank Museum. During World War II, two aircraft
crashed into the Park, one German and one
Canadian, burning a large clearing in the wood.

Mr J H Kemball bought the Park and Farm in 1946
and by 1950 he noticed an increase in deer numbers;
by 1982 the deer were considerably higher in number
and doing much damage to the crops. The answer
was to fence approximately 50 acres of the Park to
keep the fallow deer off the fields; Red deer were
also introduced into the pen. After 200 years an area
of the Park is once again what it was originally
supposed to be, a deer park. 
Today the Kemball family plant and care for young

Staverton Oaks, control the bracken, cut the paths and
manage the deer with advice from English Nature.
Staverton is a highly valued conservation site and has
been designated a Site of Special Scientific Interest
(SSSI) by English Nature. S

Gary Battell 

The Woodland Heritage Tree Nursery 
at Staverton, Suffolk

The Trustees of Woodland Heritage identified the
urgent need to collect seed from the unique
Staverton Oaks, following recent identification of
Acute Oak Decline on the edge of Staverton Park.
Since acorn ‘masts’ only occur every five to six
years it was vital that this winter’s crop of acorns
was secured and planted out – protected by the
excellent deer and rabbit fencing.
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Laudamus Rex sub Querqubus!
The Ancient Tree Forum field trip to Staverton

In the world of trees, woodland and landscape,Oliver Rackham is king. Clearly I am not alone in
thinking so as the 200-strong throng at the Ancient

Tree Forum’s 2010 Summer Field Trip to Suffolk
proved. The opportunity to walk with our hero
around the wondrous venerable Oaks of the
Staverton Estate drew followers from all over the
country – the most distant I spotted was from
Plymouth.
But, chronologically, first things first. The opening

of the two-day gathering comprised a series of talks
focusing on the cultural and biodiversity value of our
ancient trees along with the trials and tribulations that
threaten them. While fewer ancient trees are being
‘created’ they are beset by climate change as well as
pests, pathogens and diseases.  
The Ancient Tree Forum’s Chairman, Neville Fey,

described it as a “rabble of passionate enthusiasts”.
Born out of English Nature’s 1996 Veteran Tree
Initiative (VTI), the Forum was established ten years
ago. It learned from, and follows, the VTI’s example
of achievement through cross-agency and interest
group work and it influences policy by providing
good, reliable information on identification and
management, sound survey and record methods,
advocacy of best practice and dealing with
inappropriate ‘over management’ in the interests
of safety. 
Now they are keen to go beyond the trees and

policy and make stronger connections with people
through direct involvement in projects and education. 
Mr Fey strongly asserted that trees are “naturally

eternal organisms – they don’t die but we sometimes
put them in conditions in which they cannot live”.
Attention will now be devoted as much to soil and
ecosystems as to the above-ground part of the tree.
Rather enigmatically he forecast that in future we

“will look to the soil rather than the chainsaw”,
presumably looking to prevention rather than
surgical cure.
That said, however, he went on to advocate the

revival of pollarding as a means of assisting ancient
trees’ natural capacity for survival. Acknowledging
that such management can prove highly destructive
if done wrongly, the Forum was sharing experience
on best practice and was working on how to revive
pollarding as part of the tree management cycle.  
There followed learned talks on what was needed

and what was available, but threatened by budget
cuts, to protect and extend lowland wood-pasture
and parkland; the role of the county Biological
Record Centres; the importance of ancient trees,
(estimated as 89 million non-woodland trees) to
the English landscape and the advice and support
available to those responsible for them; and the
fearsome over-reaction caused by case law on
tree safety. 
The risk to humans by tree failure (average six

deaths per year) is deemed by the Health & Safety
Executive to be broadly ‘acceptable’ and would have to
increase by a factor of ten to be even classified as
‘tolerable’. And yet the fear of liability has spawned a
‘risk entrepreneur industry’ and driven owners and
managers to fork out huge sums on surveys and tree
surgery and removal, according to the CLA’s Forestry
Adviser. But when litigation depends on the definition
of what is ‘reasonable’ in duty of care, it is not
surprising that landowners and local authorities will
continue to veer on the side of caution rather than the
common sense he advocated. 
With due acknowledgement and thanks to the

leadership and practical help of Woodland Heritage,
and its Chairman Peter Goodwin in particular,
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JoanWebber of Forest Research then gave an
excellently clear but chilling exposition on the terrible
threat of Acute Oak Decline (AOD). She described
the research work now underway and what still
needed to be done – budget permitting. Not least it
remains necessary to satisfy Koch’s Postulates. Yes, to
the non-scientists amongst you, that is what she said!
This includes testing the most likely bacteria that are
causing the problem not only on potted trees and
logs of healthy trees but also on live mature trees. 
Her answer to the question posed in the title of

her talk – “Is AOD the biggest threat to ancient trees?”
– was “Don’t know, yet, but they are very resilient,
so don’t write them off”. The unspoken question
left hanging in the air was “how do we ensure that
the funding is found and invested in the necessary
research to give our national tree its best chance
of survival?” – a question that became even more
pressing when we went out amongst the mighty
Staverton Oaks and saw the tell-tale lesions
already present and evidence of the dreaded
disease increasing.
Waiting to greet us stood the affable figure of

Professor Oliver Rackham (below) – a fount of
knowledge, wisdom, stories and gentle good humour.
We set off at a good pace and in a few vivid
paragraphs were introduced to the geography,
ecology and history of the Deer Park and Thicks
(woodlands) of the Staverton Estate. 
He described how the five species of trees – Oaks,

Holly, Rowan, Birch and Hawthorn – had achieved
their slow-grown longevity on the ‘savannah’-type

acidic sandy soils and low rainfall. The astounding
4,000 ancient Oaks, each one with its own remarkable
individuality, constitute the biggest collection in
Europe. As we walked he ‘read’ the landscape for us
making its history since the Iron Age come alive with
the unusual survival of its physical fabric.
He told delicious stories such as the visitation of

Henry VIII’s sister who described in her journal how
they “hunted the fox and had fun and games under
the Oaks” – “Cum joco et ludo sub Querqubus”. 
He gently questioned the conclusions of fellow

historians notably on the ageing of trees. The oldest –
The King’s Oak, so named “because it nearly
committed high treason by having the misfortune of
colliding with King George IV’s carriage” – he
estimated to be getting on for 1,000 years old.  
Whilst clearly deeply concerned about the threat

of AOD and other pathogens infecting the various
species in Staverton and other wonderful wooded
sites, the Professor pointed out that we must not fall
into the error that the normal state of trees is perfect
health (any more than it is us mere mortals) and
that trees are not immortal. Nevertheless they are an
enriching part of our history and historic fabric as
well as our everyday environment. The whole Field
Trip stressed the importance we should attach to the
protection and good management of these much
loved giants. S

Susan Bell
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British and Irish Hardwood Improvement Programme

Silviculture for Fine Oaks in Britain
Q. What exactly are we trying to achieve? 
A. Fine Oaks, for ultimate sale.

The current price curve puts most money on
veneer butts, then barrel staves, first quality
planking, beam, lower grade planking and

finally fencing, before dropping to firewood grades.
The first two are rare in Britain, requiring slow and
even growth of eight to ten rings per centimetre of
radius for well over 150 years and in our windy
climate their crowns may become much broken up.
First quality planking commands a good price, at
sizes from 60cm dbh upwards and this will require
well over a century if growth averages four rings
per centimetre (ten rings per inch). To achieve and
retain this sort of steady growth means trees with
ever-expanding crowns. The final crop is likely to
stand between 12 and 15 metres apart, depending
on the Oak grown – pedunculate needs more room
than sessile – and on the site characteristics of soil
and climate.
Fine Oak, like a well-matured Stilton or claret of a

favoured vintage, is always in demand. All begin with
carefully chosen ingredients, with careful tending and
when mature, all require skilled presentation – and all
three, being products of Nature, carry a degree of
unpredictability which is the manager’s duty to
interpret and to steer to perfection. While the Stilton
may hold at its peak for a week, and claret for a
decade, a stand of fine Oak can achieve fame, then
be held in readiness for a quarter, or even half a
century until market conditions are right.
The “ingredients” for fine Oak are an acorn,

suitable soil and climate. Blending these for the final
product is the art of the silviculturalist. The Oak Group
within BIHIP is working towards breeding Oaks whose
acorns can be virtually guaranteed to have the
potential to grow into fine trees.
Selected acorns, from a tested seed source,

grown by a skilled nurseryman into good quality
transplants form the foundation for a crop of fine
Oaks. Thereafter, the forest owner and his managers
have a limited influence. 
At the forest scale the climate is fixed but at the

stand level, especially when the trees are young, the
microclimate can be modified by adjacent shelter, or
even light top cover. Soil can sometimes be improved
by drainage, subsoiling or phosphate fertilizing; and
in later years, by leaf litter from trees in mixture with
the Oaks.

If a final crop of between 50 trees (14m apart) and
100 trees (10m apart) is envisaged, how many should
be planted? A spacing of 1.5 x 1.5m requires over
4,000 per hectare; at 2 x 2m the figure is 2,500. All
need to be purchased, planted and weeded but (at 2
x 2m) about 2,400 (or 96%) of these plants will be
removed in cleanings, or thinnings as cordwood,
fencing or lower-grade planking, to leave and the
best to maturity. 
What is more, a pure Oak planting is just as much

monoculture as wall-to-wall Sitka Spruce, so many
careful Oak growers have always planted mixtures in
groups or in lines, tending them thereafter to give
well-considered results suited to the growing site.
Care is needed to avoid “pyjama stripes” in
prominent views!
Simple rules apply. The ideal nurse, or “infill” will

last to the end of the Oak rotation; will not outgrow it
and will not make a compacted acid litter. In
addition, should grey squirrels become active, the
nurse will be damaged in preference to the Oak.
Thus Hornbeam, Lime, Alder, Sycamore and Beech
are candidates. Lime outgrows Oak but trees removed
as thinnings will coppice; Alder and Sycamore will
also grow fast and coppice, but will not last the full
course and Beech can be too aggressive as well as
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making a felted, acid litter layer which can deprive
the Oak of moisture in dry times. 
Among the conifers Norway Spruce is the classic

nurse and Thuja is often better, though less likely to
survive into the Oaks’ final years. Using a nurse can
improve the growing conditions and form of the
Oaks, can retain better site fertility, increase the range
of habitats, keep the Oak stems shaded and also save
useful sums in plants and tending. Different nurses,
and combinations of nurse species can be used but
in all cases it is Nurse’s duty to care for her charges,
the Oaks.
With this in mind, the planting can be planned.
Once planted, the battle begins. Rabbits, deer, even

wild boar may need to be controlled – and worst of
all, grey squirrels’ bark gnawing which has been
observed on Oak from year six, to trees of 125 years.
Bracken, bramble unwanted coppice and other weeds
must be adequately controlled to let the young Oaks
develop until the canopy is closed when the crop
enters a critical time – just when it is most impenetrable
with bramble, honeysuckle or old man’s beard. 
This is where a wise choice of nurse species can

help. Hornbeam, Lime, Alder and Thuja suppress
weed growth well and allow access so that the Oaks
can be inspected, freed from clinging weeds and
pruned of such low forks as result from frost damage.
Over-competitive nurses, or seeded-in Goat Willow
can also be cut out in good time. 
Brash as early as practical. Reduce costs by only

brashing potential fine Oaks and enough nurses to
allow ready access, when the Oaks can be revisited
and further pruned before the long, repeating cycle of
thinnings is begun.
British literature on thinning tends to concentrate

on “What shall I remove – how much volume will it
produce”. When growing fine Oaks the boot is on the
other foot. What trees am I favouring? How far apart?
The aim should be to bring on not only (in racing
terms) the winners but also enough for the each-way
bets. Should a potential winner stumble at age 80 due
to gale damage, there should be a second ready to
forge ahead in its place.
The late Charles Venables insisted that an even

rate of growth is of prime importance for producing
stable Oak timber. This requires a steady increase of
crown room so before each thinning, inspection of
the chosen trees should show a few fairly small
dead branches in the lower crown but a vigorous
main canopy. 
Pure Oak is a difficult crop to thin in its later and

most important years. Removal of Oak from Oak can
lead to crown damage. Oak-sized holes are left in the
canopy, thus exposing the trunks of the remaining
crop to the risk of epicormic shoots developing. 
All the nurse species discussed earlier are softer

trees whose removal will cause minimum damage to

retained Oaks. Shade-tolerant nurses will be capable
of remaining as a trunk-shielding understorey,
preferably until after the final Oak thinning. 
While the Oak is in the long process of growth,

what is happening at the places which we cannot
see? How fast are they growing? Test borings can
damage first-quality trees, but before a thinning is
marked, trees of similar sizes and crown spreads,
which are to be removed can be bored to gain an
insight into the current rate of growth. Note also that
trees derived from “BIHIP’s Best Acorns” should not
have ring or star shake hidden within them. 
Skilled and well-supervised felling gangs will not

cause butt damage but roots can be severely cut by
heavy use of big machinery on wet soil. Early
establishment of access racks should reduce this risk.
The final thinning is particularly critical because

large trees will be removed, yet the chosen final crop
individuals are likely to have 25 or more years to
grow. At this thinning it is less important to keep the
steady growth rate of earlier years. The last 25 years of
an Oak’s growth is all sapwood and of little value to
the timber merchant, whose proper interest is in the
dark, brown heartwood – so fulfilling the Gospel
which says “...where a man’s treasure is, there will
his heart be also”. S

Bede Howell, Chartered Forester
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Act 1: “Who is this Marine Biology Student?”

When I think back to
my arrival at
Timisoara Airport

and the first time I met the
other members of the
Continuous Cover Forestry
Group (CCFG), I realised it
was not easy for them to
understand why I had applied
for the Woodland Heritage Bursary to join this study
trip. Everyone seemed to enjoy reminding me that we
were not visiting kelp forests, but were going to have
a look at some of Europe’s oldest canopies and
Romania’s newest forestry management strategies.  
I wanted to get an insight into the functioning and

management of the world’s “green lungs” and was
thrilled to have the opportunity to do this in a foreign
country with a different point of view.
In this context the first day was very valuable,

even though we did not see a single forest ! An
introduction and history about Romania during a
tour through Timisoara (a city in western Romania),
helped change my preconceptions and outlined
what was to be in store for the next few days. 

Act 2: The understanding of diversity

The second day of our trip was full of excitement
and anticipation of seeing more than one species of
tree in the Izvoarele Nerei Forest Reserve in the
Semenic Cheile Carasului National Park. On arrival,
it was interesting to note the expressions of members
of our group while walking through 5,000 ha of
homogenous virgin Beech forest without hearing a
single bird, or seeing any wildlife. For me, as an
aspiring biologist, it was hard to understand, when
our guide from the University of Timisoara explained
that there would be barely any diversity studies in
this area. He only knew that there had been sightings
of brown bears and wolves. Even without any studies
it was obvious that this forest of majestic Beech trees
was not an example of species diversity. It made me
question whether species diversity is really the most
appropriate measure of a valuable and stable
ecosystem when setting up conservation policies.
Perhaps we should consider extending horizons and
take this Forest Reserve as an example of an
exception to the rule?

Act 3: Different faces

The next day we visited Domogled National Park.
In additional to the extensive information about
Romania’s smallest National Park, I was impressed
by the pride with which every single peculiarity of
the landscape was described. The next visit, to
Herculane, a village close to the Park, revealed
another side of the story. The once beautiful tourist
village, which was popular for its hot springs, shows
numerous signs of disaggregation. After the
revolution in 1989, tourism (mainly from the former
USSR) decreased dramatically, resulting in a lack of
funds for maintenance of the historic buildings.

Another Woodland Heritage Garthwaite Travel Bursary
Marine Biology Student stranded in Romanian Forests
Romanian National Park and Woodland Management through diving goggles

by Saskia Wischnewski
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We were standing in a village whose attractiveness
would at one time have matched its surroundings,
which are comparable with any scenery that I have
seen in other parts of Europe. The only thing
missing was the ocean of tourists who visit
equivalent areas in Germany or Austria. No one is
going to question the huge potential for eco-tourism
in this village, but more strategies need to be used
to create an awareness of Romania’s beauty among
other Europeans.

Act 4: Retezat

The key for creating this awareness might lie in
Retezat, Romania’s oldest National Park. As one of
WWF’s PAN parks, which have very sophisticated
management plans, it should serve as an example for
the others. It was during our fourth day that we were
able to witness this and enjoy the stunning scenery of
the Carpathian Mountains. The day was as diverse as
the park in terms of habitat and species. After a
reasonable walk uphill leaving Spruce, Fir and Beech
forest behind, as well as the tree line, I identified my
first dwarf European Pine by actually knowing what I
was looking at. 
Once again, it was surprising and at the same time

saddening to note how few people actually visited
the park. I thoroughly enjoyed the pristine wilderness
of the mountains and have decided to return in the
future for some much longer hikes. However, there
are also large woodland areas in the park, which are
under high levels of protection and where no forest
management of any kind is permitted. Coming from
Scotland and with no knowledge of such restrictions
there, I found this difficult to understand. The
obvious reason was soon pointed out by the
inspirational Erika Stanciu, former director of the
Retezat National Park and now Head of WWF’s
Carpathian Forests and Protected Areas Programme,
who said that you only need to protect pristine forest
where there are some and Romania has some of the
biggest patches left in the whole of Europe.

Act 5: Forestry lecture

I was reminded of the harsh truth: I am not a
forestry student. Even though Claire, the other
student sponsored by WH, constantly made huge
efforts to extend my knowledge, I felt that I was not
going to get any deeper into forestry during this trip.
Well, so I thought!  
The final day was spent in Oak forests managed

by the State Forest Service and I am still absolutely
convinced that everyone immediately started to talk
in a different language. Without Claire taking on the
role of the interpreter, I would probably still be lost,
not knowing what ‘Leaf Area Index’ and other
expressions mean. This last day gave me the insight
I had been looking for and forestry courses will be
part of my next Semester.

Although I have not changed my degree to
forestry, this trip has opened my eyes. I now have
an appreciation of forest management as a complex
and powerful link between economics and the
environment. I would wholeheartedly recommend
that every Marine Biology student takes a forestry
study trip and reflects on what the word ‘forest’
actually means. S

Another Woodland Heritage Garthwaite Travel Bursary
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CCFG Study Tour of Romania
by Claire Wightman

The Continuous Cover Forestry Group (CCFG)
Study Tour of Romania was my first experience
of forestry outside the UK. I was really

interested to find that some of the presentations on
multi-purpose forestry and national park
development echoed similar discussions currently
taking place in the UK, while other aspects of their
forest industry presented entirely different challenges
and produced some innovative solutions.

Forestry in Romania
Romania has forest cover of 26.7% which, although

far higher than coverage in Britain, is lower than the
European average. However, only 6% of these forests
are on the plains. Most are in the Carpathian
Mountains which means they are often inaccessible,
especially since there is limited infrastructure. This
puts increased pressure on the accessible areas which
can lead to over-exploitation. This can have serious
consequences. For example one forester hinted that
the recent landslides might have been caused by
unauthorised clear felling.
Curiously, while the legal harvesting of timber is

strictly monitored (every tree to be removed is marked
and measured and the standing volume must tally with
the roadside volume produced), illegal harvesting is
still a problem. Control is also enforced through
allowable annual cuts which are set very low to ensure
sustainability. For example, in the Retezat area which

covers 24,000ha, the allowable annual cut is just 14,000
cu m. Compare this to the Forestry Commission’s South
East England District which harvests 100,000 cu m out
of just 22,000ha. In fact, Romanian forestry seems to
have an abundance of regulations. 
However the regulations also change with

frightening regularity, allowing people to over-exploit
the forests by using legal loopholes. It also makes it
very difficult for the foresters to keep everything up to
date. As one forester commented, ‘the only stable thing
is the instability’.
In terms of timber markets Romania is just

beginning to flourish. Foreign investors are starting to
develop processing facilities within the country.
Turkish investors for instance recently put EUR 100
million into an Oak processing plant. In the main
though, the veneer produced is still sold to the
international market, particularly Spain, Germany and
Austria. Yet foreign investment is a double-edged
sword – as other countries invest directly, the export
price has dropped.

The National Forest Administration
– Romsilva
The main force in the Romanian forest industry

is the state forest service, known as Romsilva.
With 21,000 staff it manages 4.7 million hectares,
1.1 million hectares of which are FSC certificated.
However a staggering 54.4% of the forests are under
some form of special protection, meaning that no
harvesting takes place there at all.
In the productive areas the species breakdown is:

Conifers (mostly Spruce and Fir) 27.9%

Beech 31.7%

Oak 18.3%

Other hardwoods 15.9%

Other softwoods 6.2%

From this, the annual harvest is approximately 18
million cu m. About 15% is harvested directly by the
state but most is done by contractors. Approximately
60% is sold standing, with the best quality veneer logs
being sold at roadside. The restocking programme
averages 7,800 hectares per year by natural
regeneration and 13,700 hectares of planting.
Like the Forestry Commission in Britain though,

Romsilva aims to be much more that just a timber
grower. It also:
• Implements and monitors the national forest strategy.
• Provides public services (e.g. walks, information).Claire Wightman.

Another Woodland Heritage Garthwaite Travel Bursary
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• Researches forest pests and diseases.
•Manages 6.3 million hectares of hunting grounds.
• Runs fifty trout farms.
•Owns 700 hectares of seed orchards and 58,000
hectares of seed reserves.

•Manages twelve national parks (307,461 ha) and ten
natural parks (539,816 ha).

• Runs fifteen stud farms for Romanian breed horses.
• Runs the only research centre for wild animals
(e.g. wolves, bears, foxes) in the country.

• Produces bespoke wicker work, charcoal and
timber houses. 

• Operates a factory which produces natural juices,
jams and purees from forest fruits and fresh, frozen,
dehydrated, or pickled mushrooms.
Romsilva is a profit-making organisation which

receives no funding from the state, except when
they are involved in infrastructure or water
catchment projects. They also have to pay 3% per
cu m of total sales into an environmental fund for the
country. Until earlier this year, they retained 50% of
their profits for re-investment, but now all of it is paid
back into the state funds. Moreover, like many state
organisations in Europe, deep cuts seem likely in the
future. The number of employees in the forest service
has been dropping since the Communist period, but
some politicians still seem to believe that the state
forest service is overstaffed by up to 50%. On our
last day, our hosts were informed that they were
facing a pay cut to their already meagre wages of
approximately 250 euros a month.

Despite this, Romsilva has ambitious plans for the
future. Through its recently acquired management
of national parks, it has assumed a major role in
the protection of most of Romania’s endangered
species and habitats and is therefore involved in
numerous plans to restore and protect them.
Other projects include:
• Creating a nation-wide GIS system.
• Using forests for natural flood defence systems.
• Improving the forest infrastructure.
• Expanding the forest area by planting up poor
agricultural land that is not being used.

• Expanding the opportunities for eco-tourism,
internally as well as internationally in order to
increase public awareness of ecological issues.

Private Forestry
Private forest ownership in Romania is complicated

by the fact that it is still going through the legal
process of restoring the land to those who owned it
prior to the Communist period. This started in 1991
with each owner being given back 1ha (in any part
of the country), regardless of how much they had
previously owned. In 2000 this was increased to 10ha
each. Then, in 2005, a third attempt to resolve the
situation was made through what is called ‘Integral
Restitution’. This re-examination was intended to
restore the land ownership to exactly what it was
before, but it has been a very problematic process
with allegations that politics and local influence have
swayed the decision making process. There is also a
discrepancy in that the total area of forest that people
have claimed for is larger than the total land area of
Romania! Suffice to say that many disagreements
about ownership are still in the courts and no forest
operations are allowed to take place until one definite
owner has been legally identified.
Once a single owner is established though, he is

required by law to employ a management company.
Romsilva administers the vast majority, but recently,
private management companies have appeared which
are allowed to take on the management of forest
blocks larger than 250ha. There are an estimated
700,000 private woodland owners in Romania, each
of whom now has to renew their management
contract on an annual basis. With so many small
woodland owners this requirement has turned into a
logistical nightmare. In the Timis Forest District which
we visited, they estimated they had 4,000 private
owners covering just 6,000ha. They have had very
little success in forming collectives.
Over and above this beaurocracy, the financial

incentives for small woodland owners are very poor.
They are required by law to follow the management
plans provided and pay any costs involved. There is
also an annual land tax of approximately 2 to 3 euros

Romsilva District Office in Faget.
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per hectare. If an owner refuses to pay, the state is
legally required to carry out the operations as per the
management plan and bill the owner directly. Overall
there is no real motivation for small woodland owners
to be actively involved in their woodlands. It is
therefore perhaps not surprising that many are not
well informed about forestry matters.

Woodland Management Plans
Every forest compartment in the whole of Romania

has a management plan based on a complete survey
of all forest holdings which started after World War
Two and was finished in 1956. Since then, every
compartment has been managed in accordance with
the productivity potential it was assigned. Complete
compartment records are kept which give detailed
information about site conditions (soils, elevation,
climate etc.) and records all previous operations and
sets out future plans. The detail of these records and
the fact that they have been carefully preserved
through so much political upheaval is very impressive.
The plans are updated every ten years based on a

rolling programme of mensuration sampling. However
future harvesting is based purely on the rotation
length assigned to the species not yield class or target
DBH, so this mensuration data does not significantly
impact on the plans. In fact, the most recent data

shows that there is 20% more standing volume than
had been expected (due to over-reporting of
harvesting production under the Communist regime)
yet this has not caused any major change to the
harvesting plans. In practice, the foresters said it was
difficult to implement any changes to the 1956 plans,
except where the land classification has changed, for
example by being designated as a natural park. 
There was a very interesting discussion when it was

suggested by one of our party that they could improve
revenue by increasing rotation length in veneer

quality crops in order to produce a larger diameter
final product. The Romanian foresters agreed in
principle but did not think that they would be able to
change the management plans in that way. There was
clear frustration from some of them that they were
sometimes forced to follow the plans even when they
knew that they could do things better in another way.

Oak Shelterwoods
We were taken to two different Oak shelterwood

systems, one in Faget district and the other in Lugoj
district, giving a fascinating insight into how they
operated their continuous cover systems. All
harvesting takes place between October and April in
order to protect the existing regeneration and the soil.
No large machines are used for the same reasons.
Permanent racks are not used, but routes to the forest
road are temporarily marked. Thinning is carried out
virtually everywhere and the market for thinning
material is good enough to make it profitable. In very
inaccessible areas they will fell to waste. In mixed
crops, Cherry can often produce some good early
income when it matures at about seventy years old. 
For Oak the seeding fellings were usually set at a

third of the canopy per intervention, starting at about
105 to 110 years old. The trees to be retained after the
first seeding felling were selected mostly by their
position to help aid even regeneration across the site,
then by phenotype.
The forest in Faget district which we were shown

had regenerated entirely naturally. However any
failed areas after the final crop felling would be
replanted. The establishment phase is generally
considered complete at canopy closure, usually after
six to seven years. While the management plans
have no target for tree density, basal area or DBH,
there is a target species composition given in rough
percentages. This was addressed through weeding
and removing unwanted species at first thinning.
In fact it was impossible to think how they could
accurately monitor species composition in pole stage
stands with a density of at least 40,000 trees per
hectare! The site we were shown was incredibly species
rich with Oak, Cherry, Hornbeam and Birch to name
just a few. The foresters were clearly as proud of their
successful Oak regeneration as we were envious.
However when we discovered they had only about 20
deer per 10,000 ha at this elevation it began to make a
little more sense!
The woodland in Lugoj district was an interesting

example of where they were very actively trying to
control the regeneration composition. There was a
mixed crop overstorey of Quercus frenetto and
Quercus cerris. However Q. frenetto is worth 70 euros
per cu m compared to 35 euros per cu m for Q.cerris.
Consequently, the foresters were trying to manipulate

Presentation of the forest plan and compartment
records of a site we visited in Faget.
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the regeneration to increase the percentage of
Q. frenetto by ensuring all the Q.cerris was removed at
the first seeding felling. We were also shown one area
where the Hornbeam in the regeneration layer had
been removed (after the first seeding felling) to give
the Q.frenetto another chance to colonise it. We were
told that approximately 10% of the district budget is
allocated to clearing works like this. In this case, they
were also using more of a group felling strategy,
designing crown fellings around gaps and gradually
enlarging them in accordance with the regeneration.

Lessons Learned
For me, the trip to Romania was an eye-opening

experience that really pulled into focus many aspects
of managing CCF forests. The main points that I came
away with were:
• There needs to be significant budget commitment to
the maintenance work that is required.

• It is critically important that detailed information on
the crop and site is maintained and available for
future foresters. There must be an effective way to
store and retain this information.

• Continuous cover methods could be a very effective
way of producing quality broadleaves. CCF could
be very profitable if we could achieve and maintain
high-density broadleaves.

• It is essential that management plans are responsive
not only to market or policy demands but also to
conditions on the ground. CCF can be really
effective only where flexibility is built into the
management system.
I would like to thank Woodland Heritage for their

support and the CCFG for the opportunity to join this
excellent study tour. S

www.ccfg.org.uk

Oak regeneration in an area now due for final felling
of the overstorey crop.
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The British Festival of the Working Horse 2012
The first event of its kind in Britain

Held over three days from 7th to 9th September 2012 in Windsor Great Park

His Royal Highness, The Prince of Wales, seen here with a Percheron mare
in a forwarder, has formally agreed to become the Patron of the ‘British

Festival of the Working Horse’ in addition to already being Patron of the
‘British Horse Loggers’ and of the ‘British Horse Loggers Charitable Trust’.
Horse-power is a source of pride and pleasure when seen working in

harmony with man and his surroundings.  We know a lot about them and how
to use them. By taking advantage of the technical advances made in agriculture
and machinery design and applying this to traditional uses, we can improve and
preserve the use of the horse in partnership with man and nature.
Our celebration will promote the role that horses have played, do still play

and will continue to play in our lives. It will feature aspects of horses working in forestry, agriculture, horticulture,
urban work, tourism and leisure. There will be competitions and demonstrations by horses and their handlers in
docility, speed and endurance.  
Part demonstration, part competition and all celebration, it is an event that should not be missed!

The British Horse
Loggers are
organising
a major festival of
working horses 

Teams of horses
and other draught
animals, handlers
and supporters from
all over Europe and
Great Britain will
take part

There will be no
showing in hand 

All horses taking
part will work,
demonstrate,
compete and
perform

Please
contact: 

B
H
L

British Horse Loggers
Keepers of the Art of Low Impact Extraction Systems

Patron – HRH The Prince of Wales

Doug Joiner, Heavy Horses, Hill Farm, Stanley Hill, Bosbury, Ledbury, Herefordshire. HR8 1HE. 
doug@heavyhorses.net  01531 640236  07773 900751  www.britishhorseloggers.org 

www.britishfestivaloftheworkinghorse.co.uk
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by Peter Savill

Although BIHIP, in common with most other
charities, has found 2010 a difficult year for
fund raising, there have nevertheless been

some remarkable developments that are significant
milestones in our evolution.

Improved tree seed – orchards bear fruit
BIHIP’s first seed orchards were planted with Ash

in 1993 on four sites. Based on statistical analyses,
decisions were made for three of the orchards as to
which trees should be left as the parents for improved
seed at the end of 2008. In 2009 the orchards received
the first of two thinnings, with the less well performing
trees being removed. After the first thinning, the seed
can be sold as “qualified” under the EU’s Forest
Reproductive Material regulations, and after the second
(carried out in 2010) it reaches the highest category of
“tested”. Qualified seed was collected this year from
the orchards at Little Wittenham (Oxfordshire) and The
Scarr (Gloucestershire).

Seed being collected from the Ash seed orchard at The
Scarr, Gloucestershire.

Changes in personnel
During the year, Andrew Clark

was succeeded as Secretary of
the Sycamore Group by Dr
Rodrigo Olave of the Agri-Food
and Biosciences Institute at
Loughgall in Co. Armagh, and
Gabriel Hemery took over from
Sir Ben Slade as Chairman of
the Walnut Group

Dr Rodrigo Olave, new
Secretary of the Sycamore Group.

Group at the Spring meeting at Loughgall,
Co. Armagh

An avenue of Yew at the AFBI research centre, where
Dean Swift used to walk accompanied by his
Loughgall hosts.

Meetings
Two general meetings were held in 2010. The first,

on 26th and 27th May, was at Loughgall near
Armagh in Northern Ireland where we were guests
of the Agri-Food and Biosciences Institute at
Loughgall. Dr Jim McAdam, its director, and Dr
Rodrigo Olave welcomed BIHIP members and gave
us an interesting tour of their trials. The second was
on 20th October at Ross-on-Wye where the day was
devoted to promoting the use of improved seed, if
not from seed orchards then from registered seed
stands. There were talks by Drs David Boshier
(Oxford University) and Simon Pryor (Forestry
Commission, England) on seed stand management
and policy relating to the use of species and
provenances in England. These were followed in the
afternoon by a visit led by David Sykes to Oak seed
stands in nearby Dymock Wood, owned by the
Forestry Commission.
During the weeks after the autumn meeting, BIHIP

had an opportunity to contribute to the section on
provenance and seed in a new Forestry Commission
Practice Guide “Managing ancient and native
woodland in England”. It is pleasing to be able to
record that all our suggestions were accepted and
included in it. In particular, the new Guide
emphasises the importance of: 
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1. Using seed that will provide a broad adaptation at
the regional rather than local scale...to build in
adaptability to an unpredictable future climate.

2. Seed collection from whatever source should not be
from just a small number of seed trees, as this can
give a narrow genetic base. 

3. Abandonment of the previous insistence of using
seed from the local ‘seed zone’ to acceptance that
seed stands in the same ‘region of provenance’ may
bring significant advantages in terms of resilience
and adaptation. 

4. Upland sources (over 600m approx) should be used
for upland sites and corresponding elevations
below 600m for lowland sites.

5. Where timber production is an objective, a
significant proportion of the restocking should be
with ‘improved’ planting stock of the type that
BIHIP is beginning to produce. If improved seed is
not available, planting stock should generally come
from registered seed stands.

6. Clonal material: if cuttings or other clonal material
is used it is vital that a mix and broad range of
clones is used.

Intellectual Property
All the 27 seed orchards (see Table 1) that have

been established under the auspices of BIHIP have
been created by the combined effort of numerous
people and organisations, ranging from those who
originally identified the plus trees from which seed
or scions are collected, to nurseries which grow
the seed, landowners who establish and look after
the orchards and researchers who analyse the
performance of the trees and advise on which should
be retained for breeding and which should be
removed in thinnings. It is difficult to apportion the
contribution of each so it has generally been accepted
that the ownership of the orchards and any profits
accruing from them should go to the owner of the
land on which they are planted.
During the year, BIHIP employed a former Oxford

University student, Bryony Morgan, who now
specialises in intellectual property (IP) issues related
to agriculture and forestry to produce a report on
BIHIP’s activities in respect of IP. At a meeting to
discuss it, there was broad agreement that the present
state of affairs is satisfactory.

Development Officer
Through the generosity of the John Ellerman

Foundation, BIHIP was given the funds to appoint a
Development Officer who will help to raise the
profile of BIHIP, co-ordinate the activities of
members, and assist in raising funds. The post
will be filled early in 2011. S

www.bihip.org

A seed stand of Oak at Dymock Wood, 
near Ross-on-Wye.

2010 has been a prolific year for seed production in
the Forest of Dean area.

Table 1: 2010 numbers and total areas of selected seed stands, numbers of “Plus” trees and numbers of BIHT seed
orchards derived either from seed or scion material collected from selected parents.

Birch Ash Cherry Sycamore Chestnut Oak Oak Total
(Q. robur) (Q. petraea)

No. of seed stands 5 6 5 4 35 25 80

Area of seed stands (ha) 15 16 10 23 180 315 559

No. of ‘Plus’ trees 176 468 205 100 189 174 1312

No. of seed orchards from scions and seedlings 3 8 6 (1)* (1)* 8 27

* to be planted in 2010/11
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Roundwood Timber Framing

East Meon in Hampshire provided an
appropriate venue to celebrate both
building with roundwood timber

and the launch of Ben Law’s new book
– Roundwood Timber Framing.
East Meon features some of England’s

oldest standing timber-framed buildings,
some of which have provided
continuous domestic accommodation
since the early 14th Century.
Author and roundwood timber-framer

Ben Law invited the Duchess of
Norfolk to cut the ceremonial ivy garland
to declare the new Sustainability Centre Woodland
Classroom building open. This roundwood building
stands in a woodland setting and Lawson Cypress
timbers cut from that woodland were employed by
Ben Law to construct the classroom building.
The book provides a fully illustrated insight into

Ben’s development and promotion of the concept of
building using roundwood timber i.e. tree trunks that
have neither been hewn nor sawn. Apparently this
results in timbers being up to 50% stronger in service
since none of the fibres of the wood have been cut
by a timber conversion process.
As the owner of a woodland that has blocks of

Larch, Douglas Fir and Western Red Cedar (all of
which were planted by Kenneth Rankin – founder of
the Economic Forestry Group) I find myself keen to
examine any application that will potentially allow
the felling and use of these trees in a manner that
both respects and takes full advantage of their
properties, and this appears to be Ben’s earnest aim.
The book is not a standard “how to self build”

reference book. Instead, Ben has selected many
photographic examples from his growing catalogue of

completed roundwood building
commissions that include woodland
based houses, barns, shops and
now a classroom!
As a Chartered Engineer with a

Master’s degree in timber building
conservation I find myself
questioning some of the practices
illustrated in the book, but apparently
that is no bad thing. One of Ben’s
declared aims is to draw architects
and engineers into discussion in order
to help formulate an acceptable

roundwood building recipe or code of practice that
will help obviate the need and cost incurred by
roundwood builders in having to employ professional
input into the design, construction, testing and
inspection of roundwood buildings. I’m in!
The book is published by Permanent Publications

(www.permanent-publications.co.uk) (ISBN 978-1-
85623-041-4) and is priced at £19.99 in hardback
form (162 colour pages) and is well worth the
investment. S

Ken Hume 
BSc MSc PEng CEng MIMech.E

The Duchess of Norfolk chats with Tim Green (BBC
film maker).
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Woodland owners,
managers,
environmental

conservators and naturalists
will be delighted to discover
that Oxford University Press
has recently published a book
on Wytham Woods written by
Oxford University staff and
other associated researchers.
The contents of this book have
been nearly 70 years in the
making since the 1,000 acre
woods were gifted to Oxford
University by Raymond
ffennell in 1942. It charts
the history of the woods,
the researchers, changes
in management policy
and the known outcomes
from various research
programmes that have been
undertaken in the woods on trees,
mammals, birds, insects and other life forms.
I was excited at the prospect of learning from a

reliable, evidence-based source about the outcomes
that have stemmed from the adoption of various
woodland management practices.
The book is written clearly by various contributors

and has been ably edited to provide an easy read
with an excellent and extensive reference section
provided to help the enthusiastic reader delve even
more deeply into published research. The book
provides much in the way of “joined up” thinking
about the behaviour, interaction and dependency that
exists between the various life forms to be found in
the woods.
I made contact with editor Peter Savill and 

co-author Nigel Fisher to arrange a visit to
Wytham Woods to see at first hand the subject
matter of the book. The University freely grants
and issues permits to bona fide researchers and
the public alike to visit the woods with very little
restriction other than respecting the requirements
of ongoing research taking place in the woodland.
The book is published by Oxford University

Press (www.ukcatalogue.oup.com) at £55.00 in
hardback form (263 pages). Students and people on
a limited budget will be pleased to discover that a
paperback edition will be available in June 2011
priced at £27. 

This book is liable to run
to many reprints with
updated editions anticipated
over the years and is likely to
become recommended
reading for various forestry
and environmental
conservation courses.

S
Ken Hume

Post Script: 
Co-author Nigel Fisher,
Conservator of Wytham Woods,
has confirmed that he will be
delighted to host the 2011 AGM
of the Oxfordshire Woodland
Project at Wytham Woods
including provision of a guided
tour of same.

Wytham Woods
Oxford’s Ecological Laboratory
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No forester needs to be enlightened about
the attraction of a woodland that can be
planted, then simply abandoned in the

knowledge that no beating up or maintenance will
be required. They all know how often the perfect
spraying day comes round!

SHEET MULCHER
The Sheet Mulcher has been about since May 2001.

It is a tractor drawn device that lays one-metre wide
degradeable matting, with a layer mulch on top
simultaneously in a continuous strip. This is a pre-
planting, long term treatment and thus can be
administered at almost any time of year and well in
advance of the planting itself. In this way, the best
can be made of ground conditions and where it is
applied directly on top of grass, the sward will have
‘died off’ completely before planting.
The matting currently being used is made from

thermo-degradeable polythene. This product does
exactly as its description suggests and disintegrates
over time in relation to how much heat it receives.
The current formula is designed to give a working
life of three to five years. The machine lays the
matting, with the mulch on top simultaneously in a
continuous strip, 1m wide.
The mulch that holds the matting in place is

currently all derived from composted Green Waste
and is all PAS 100 approved. 
The combined function of the mat and mulch is to: 

• Eliminate competition from weeds.
• Retain moisture.
• Control soil temperature.
• Release nutrients.

Woods were first planted using the thermo-
degradeable matting in 2005 and results, measured
in both strike rate and growth rate, have surpassed

all expectations. The aim of finding an alternative,
competitive system to mainstream practice has
been achieved.
Planting is very elementary and thus cheap.

The contractor simply walks down the treated strip
planting through it as he/she goes. No lining out and
no screefing required. Planters achieve 1,000 trees per
working man day as a matter of course.
Removing the need for summer maintenance is of

great benefit to important ground nesting bird species
such as the woodlark, nightjar and grey partridge as
they are not disturbed. The partridges and other game
birds have proven fond of dusting in the mulch.
Enhanced Growth Rate is achieved through the use

of this system. I quote the local Forestry Commission
operations manager, “This is the first time that I have
inspected a new plantation, in year one, and felt as
though I’m walking through a wood”.
The attractiveness of enhanced growth rate has

been amplified of late by two important factors: 
1. the explosion of the firewood market, and 
2. the explosion of the deer population. 

ZERO PESTICIDE – ZERO MAINTENANCE ESTABLISHMENT
by Andrew Falcon

May 2005

Feb 2011

Planted in 2005
Mixed native broadleaf

plantation showing
canopy closure and

useful firewood
production after five

years.
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COST
The cost of the ‘one off’ treatment, supplied and

laid, varies from 60p to £1.00 per m2 or linear metre
depending on the size of the site. 
Optimum economy is achieved where 2,250 stems

are planted per ha. The plants will be 1.1m apart in
4m rows.
Planting to this specification, and even 5m x 1.5m

under the old Woodland Grant Scheme, where the
specification read “no fewer than 1,100 or 2,250
stems/ha, evenly distributed”, has produced some
very impressive, productive and attractive young
woodland that is easy to manage.
The criteria changed radically under the England

Woodland Grant Scheme in that row width was
restricted to 2.5 metres for a ‘Standard Woodland’.
This ruling compromised the Sheet Mulcher system
as the quantities of materials required per tree, or
hectare, are increased by nearly 70%. Thankfully,
Forestry Commission has finally agreed to relax
their grip and treat each application on a ‘case by
case basis’.
However the benefits of its employment, even in

plantations of 2.5 x 1.6m (£1.20/tree) in terms of
survival rate, growth etc. still outweigh the use of
herbicide or, as is sadly too often the case, no
maintenance at all. Reasons for Wider Spacing. 

E.g. 4m x 1m = 2500 stems / ha.
1.Maintenance: Normal tractor width = 2.4m. It is a
fact that there will only be access for mowing /
swiping of inter row for a maximum of two
growing seasons and even then some damage to
the growing stock can be expected. 
Without the employment of specialised equipment
or excessive use of herbicides, the wood will
become inaccessible to forest workers and even
‘green excercisers’ or the General Public, if desired.
Wider rows permit excellent access for pruning and
closer spacing within the rows leads to rapid
canopy closure which leads to good stem
development through competition and enhanced
weed control through shade.

2.Thinning: The adoption of 2.5m rows dictates that
the woodland will have to be ‘racked’ in order to
effect a first thinning. This leads, at year 15 to 20,
to the introduction of a percentage of 5m rows. 
Where hardwood trees are planted the undesirable
loss of potentially fine quality stems is unavoidable
with ‘racking’.

3.Landscape: The use of wide rows permits harvesting
operations to take place with zero landscape impact.
You will note, from the photographs, that canopy

closure has been achieved in five years. S
For further information please contact

Andrew Falcon, Bridge Farm, Reymerston, Norwich,
NR9 4QD. 01362 821082. 07774 694771 or

Andrew.falcon1@btopenworld.com
Feb 2011

Feb 2011

Planted in 2005 Sweet Chestnut in the mixture
showing exceptional internodal growth.

NB biodegradable matting has degraded and cheap
spiral guards used with success even in an area of

reasonably high deer population.

Planted in 2005
Oak to five metres.

Note alternate
rows swiped
each year for

conservation and
sporting purposes.
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Restoration of Prince Charles’ Spinney, Richmond Park
by Mark McCallum

R ichmond Park, extending over some 955
hectares (2,360 acres), is a heritage landscape
of national importance, located in South West

London. The largest of the eight Royal Parks, it has
changed very little over the centuries with its
original royal connections beginning with Edward I
(1272-1307) when the area was known as the
Manor of Sheen. The name was changed to
Richmond during the reign of Henry VII and, in
1625, Charles I brought his court to Richmond
Palace to escape the plague in London and turned it
into a hunting park for red and fallow deer. 

Essential to its character is the rich landscape of
semi-natural, acidic grassland, areas of bog and
bracken, wetland, woodland and ancient parkland
trees. In 1992, the park was notified as a Site of
Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) by English Nature. 
With the birth of His Royal Highness, Prince of

Wales, on 14th November 1948, a five ha section of
the Park was chosen in his honour to be ‘Prince
Charles’ Spinney’. Located in the southern section of
the Park next to the Isabella Plantation, it was planted
with a majority mixture of non-native broadleaves
consisting of Turkey Oak, Quercus cerris; Red Oak,
Quercus rubra; Swedish Whitebeam, Sorbus
intermedia; False Acacia, Robinia pseudoacacia) and,
to a far lesser extent, traditional native species such
as Beech, English Oak and Hornbeam. Already in the
area were 12 beautiful veteran Oak trees aged
anywhere between 200 to 400 years old. The area
was deer fenced to protect the plantings using high
tensile wire and this has allowed a variety of natural
regeneration to flourish alongside the plantings. It has
also allowed under-storey species such as Elder and

Hawthorn to thrive, a habitat that is in short supply
elsewhere in the Park due to deer predation.  
It is clear from looking at the planted stems within

the Spinney that early formative pruning and selective
thinning of any poorer stems was not performed at
any point during the early years after planting. This
has resulted in the creation of a heavily shaded
woodland with a uniform age-structure across the
site, populated by poor quality, often multi-stemmed
trees with little or no future commercial value and
low biodiversity potential. With this in mind, and with
the Park’s commitment to maximising biodiversity, a
management plan was drawn-up in early 2008 with
the express aim of restoring the site. 
The plan’s fundamental aims were: to create a

diverse age-structure by retaining any mature natives
as standards; to remove all non-natives and to replant
with a varied mix of good quality timber stock such
as Oak and Sweet Chestnut and under-storey species

Entrance to block 1 (cut in 2008).

Bioregional Forestry extracting pulp/cord wood from
block 3 (October 2010).
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such as Hazel; to retain and maximise the long-term
survival of the veterans by halo-thinning and to
maintain a good shade screen to the south side of
them. The site would be divided into five x one ha
coupes and these would be felled progressively over
five years.   
Another key aim of the plan was also to use as

much of the cut produce as possible within the Park.

Good quality saw logs would be processed at the 
on-site sawmill at Holly Lodge, and the products
used within the Park. Any branchwood and timber
unsuitable for milling would be taken directly to a
charcoal burner and log supplier at Oaks Lodge,
half a mile north of the Spinney. Bags of charcoal
have been sold to visiting members of the public
on open-days and logs sold locally to domestic log
burner users. 
Now in the third year of the management plan,

the plantings have been largely successful and the
once shaded woodland has high future biodiversity
potential and an excellent chance of producing
quality timber for future generations. 
For us at Bioregional Forestry, working in

Richmond Park has always been a great privilege
and this project was no exception. Long may
it continue! S

Mark McCallum – WH Member
Bioregional Forestry

Woodland Consultancy, Contracting and Quality
Firewood Suppliers 

From management plans, dangerous tree inspections
and ecological surveys through to specialist timber

felling, extraction and haulage.  
mark@logsforlondon.co.uk

07855 321972
www.logsforlondon.co.uk

One of the mature Oaks felled in 2010, the butt of which
was taken to the on-site sawmill. In the right of the
picture is block 2 with plantings and a single Dawn
Redwood, Metasequoia glyptostroboides, which we
decided to leave as the only non-native in the woodland.
In the left of the picture is one of the Veterans.

HRH The Prince of Wales is passionate about
trees, woodland management and the role of
working horses in forestry.  The British Horse

Loggers (BHL) is indeed honoured to have his valued
support as Patron of their Charity.
The BHL promotes the use of working horses using

traditional methods and expertise, along with modern
equipment for the progression of professional and
traditional skills in contemporary forestry.
In December 2010 HRH The Prince of Wales invited

the BHL and
their supporters
to attend a
reception at
Clarence House
to promote their
2012 Festival of
the Working
Horse.
This exciting

new event in
2012 is also
supported by the Morgan Motor Company, with a
modern remake of their 1930s classic sports car to
raffle and raise much needed funds.  
In true festive spirit, Doug Joiner delivered a

Christmas tree by horse and timber forwarder from
the Royal Mews to Clarence House, where they were
received by HRH with carrots for both the horse and
the handler!

www.morgan3wheeler.co.uk/genevalaunch.html

For further information please visit: 
www.britishfestivaloftheworkinghorse.co.uk 
www.britishhorseloggerscharitabletrust.org

Doug Joiner and Ella about to be
stopped for speeding.

Journeys end – arrival at Clarence House.
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British Horse Loggers Reception at Clarence House
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USES FOR WOOD ASH – LEARNING FROM THE PAST
by Dr James Walmsley PhD

The UK Government forecasts that by 2020 up
to an additional 1.7 million domestic and
144,000 commercial scale renewable heat

installations will be installed in the UK, of which
wood-fired systems will form the majority
(Department of Energy and Climate Change, 2010).
One significant but currently understudied
implication of this level of development will be a
substantial increase in the production of wood ash.  
This review considers some of the scientific

developments that have arisen from the study of
ash, draws together some of its historical uses and
finally discusses current and potential applications
for its reuse.  
In the 16th Century Palissy observed that the ash

content of plants represented material they had
removed from the soil. Then, during heated
discussions regarding the interactions between soil,
plant and air during the 1900s, scientists began to
analyse the ash remaining following the burning of
plant material. Carl Sprengel spent many years in
Göttingen studying the ash constituents of plants,
which he regarded as essential to plant nutrition. The
composition of the ash provided evidence of the use
of mineral substances by plants in their growth and
development. Non-essential substances would be
excreted by plants through their roots, but the
presence of remaining substances was taken as proof
of their necessity. Thus the study of ash is considered
to have made an important contribution towards
improving our understanding in the fields of plant
and soil biology. 

Land application and use in agriculture
In 1563, the French potter and natural historian

Palissy, documented the role that ash can play in
agriculture, “When a plant is burned it is reduced
to a salty ash called alcaly by apothecaries and
philosophers…Every sort of plant without exception
contains some kind of salt.” Palissy continues to
identify the importance of striving for closed nutrient
cycles; “…being burnt on the ground it serves as
manure because it returns to the soil those substances
that had been taken away.”
Land application (both to agricultural and forested

lands) of ash continues in some parts of the world in
the 21st century but is subject to monitoring and
control, due in parts to concerns about contamination
of ash with impurities in the feedstock. Quality
criteria have to be met before ash can be spread onto
the land or otherwise re-used. The importance of the
quality of the ash is not in any way a new idea. In

1908, Gregory noted “All ashes ought to be bought
and sold on analysis. It is true, a man may make a
pretty near guess by testing or by leaching a sample;
but the test of a chemist, though a fool, can far surpass
the best guess of the most experienced man.” 

Potash production
In the United States between the 1700s and the

early 1900s, wood was combusted to produce ash
for chemical extraction. This ash was mainly used
to produce potash, the term given to potassium
chloride but also loosely applied to include various
potassium compounds used in agriculture: potassium
sulphate, potassium nitrate, or double salts of
potassium and magnesium sulphate (such as
langbenite, K2SO4.2MgSO4). Potassium is the mineral
nutrient most needed by plants after nitrogen.
Potassium plays a vital role in the regulation of water
in the plant and sufficient supply helps ensure that
water is used efficiently.   
Initially, the only known way to obtain potash

was through the leaching of wood ash in large
pots. Production of potash in this manner was
unsophisticated and labour intensive. Using leach vats
containing one and a half tons to two tons of wood
ash per vat, and adding ten gallons of water three
times a day for ten days, the soluble potash was
leached. The weak solution produced (referred to as
‘lye’) was then evaporated in pans, then purified in
melting kettles to yield a crude potash containing
around 50% potassium hydroxide, 19% potassium
carbonate, 16% potassium sulphate, 6% potassium
chloride and 8% sodium carbonate.  

Wood ash from the CHP plant in Kalmar, Sweden.
Dr James Walmsley with Dr Sirkku Sarenbo.
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Recognition of the value of potash for agriculture
came to a head in 1751 when an act was passed in
Great Britain to increase imports of wood ash derived
potash from the British Plantations in America to
supply booming textile and glass industries (see figure
1). Patent number one, granted on the day the US
Patent Office opened in 1790, was for an improved
method of making pot and pearl ash.
By 1810, at a price of $300 per ton, assuming

recovery of potash from wood ash was 4% and that
the average ash content of the wood used,
comprising trunks, branches, twigs, leaves and bark
was on average at least 2%, the amount of wood
required to produce this potash can be calculated:
• Potash worth $2,000,000 @ $300/ton = 6666.67 tons
of potash

• 6666.67 tons potash representing 4% of original
wood ash = 166,666.67 tons of wood ash required

•Wood ash representing 2% of original wood =
8,333,333.33 tons of wood.
Although only a very rough estimate, this gives

some idea of the magnitude of the impact that the
potash industry had upon the forests of North
America in the late 18th and early 19th Centuries.
According to these trade figures, by 1810 something
of the order of eight million tons of wood per annum
was being burned simply to produce potash.
At one time, the production of potash represented

a thriving cottage industry. In particular, for early
settlers of the United States, who were allowed to
trap beaver and sell the raw fur in England, but not
permitted to make beaver hats but who could mine
iron ore and export it in bulk, but were not
permitted to make their own nails, potash
production represented a rare opportunity to make
money. Indeed, reports suggest that during this
time, nearly the whole population of some of the
northern counties of Vermont and New York were
engaged in the manufacture and transport of potash
to Montreal. 
However, cracks soon began to threaten this

thriving industry. At some point in the 17th Century,
the use of potash for glass manufacture was
substituted by lime. This improved both quality and
the amenability of the glass to diamond point
engraving and much reducing the risk of chipping.
The potash cottage industry completely collapsed in
the space of just a few years following the discovery
of Germany’s salt deposits in the early 19th Century
from which sodium carbonate could be made far
more economically than the potassium carbonate
derived from American wood ash. However, as little
as 50 years ago, wood ash was still considered
valuable for its potash content. Young twigs and
coppice wood refuse were considered to produce the
most potash-rich ash.
It is important here to ponder the environmental

damage that arises from the production of potash
from mining and to contrast that with the
deforestation that resulted from potash production
from forests. According to the type of geological salt
deposit, 100 tonnes of crude ore will only yield
between 15 and 40 tonnes of potash fertiliser.
Therefore between 60 and 85 tonnes of residue is left
over – containing mainly sodium chloride, as well as
calcium sulphate and magnesium chloride. The bulk
of these have to be disposed of either through
backfilling into the cavities of the mine, or piling up
on the surface. Potential contamination of ground and
surface waters by brines and run-off from such heaps
are major environmental concerns, as well as the
temporary deposition of salt dust.  

Water purification
Johnson (1898) refers to an experience when the

use of wood ash saved him from certain ill-health and
perhaps death through dehydration. Finding a well
following a forty five mile trek on horses in the
Australian desert, he discovered it to contain a
kangaroo which had been dead for weeks. The water
was putrid and unfit for drinking. By filling a billycan,
and heating some of the well water over the fire, a
layer of about two inches of charcoal and ash was
added to the top of the billycan. Johnson was well
aware that this ash contained potassium bicarbonate.
Thus, as the well water came to the boil, all
impurities coagulated, and following half an hour of
boiling, it was removed from the fire, the charcoal
was skimmed out, and the water left to settle. The
result was potable water which essentially saved the
lives of those in his group.

Pottery
The use of wood ash for glazing in pottery is well

documented. Wood ash use in pottery came about
entirely by accident. In ancient times in China, as
potters were firing their pottery, wood ash from the

Figure 1: Annual shipment value (US$) of potash
derived from wood ashes from British Colonies to
Great Britain.
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fire was carried through to the kiln by hot air
draughts, settled on the pots, where the intense heat
turned it into glass. The ash of trees, grasses and
other plants are used principally as fluxing agents.
Of all the different glaze materials, wood ash is
considered one of the most variable and useful,
and a total of 11 different recipes for stoneware
glazes requiring wood ash at proportions of up to
42% can be found in Cooper (1989). Applying wood
ash containing unburnt carbon from a garden fire
can produce a distinct textured speckled glaze.
Ash from bark and twigs is considered to produce
the best ash; as trees age they concentrate higher
amounts of silica, altering the glazing process.
Alternatively, by employing a technique similar to
that used to produce potash – of washing the ash
several times with water and siphoning it off, the
remaining ash sludge can then be dried out and
used as part of a glaze recipe. Single ashes, such as
Apple, Privet or Oak can give attractive and distinct
qualities to the glaze.

Classification of wood ash for pottery glazes
Miss Katharine Pleydell-Bouverie spent some years

between 1930 and 1940 performing trials with
different wood ashes in her stoneware glazes. She
divided them into five different groups according to
colour and quality. For example, she discovered that
Oak, Beech and Elm tended to produce a fat, smooth
pale bluish/greenish glaze, whilst Spruce, Ash, Elder,
Larch and Horse-Chestnut gave rise to a matt surface,
ranging in colour from creamish grey to greyish blue.
Certain wood ash such as those from Elder, Oak, Elm
and Ash tend to behave as reducing agents, whereas
ash from Apple and Walnut tend to oxidise when
heated in a kiln, perhaps as a result of the ratio of
silicates to bases (calcium, potassium, sodium,
magnesium etc).
Leach (1976) devised three categories for ash –

hard, medium and soft. Ashes are categorised

according to the silica, alumina and phosphorus
content of the ash (%), minus the sum of the fluxing
agents lime, potash and magnesia content of the ash
(%). Ash with values greater than 40 are considered
hard, between 40 and -20 medium, and below -20,
soft. The ash derived from the Japanese Isu tree,
considered the best ash for porcelain glazes, is a hard
ash – containing nearly 72% silica, giving it a score of
54, whilst ash from Applewood, once washed,
produces a soft ash. It typically contains less than 3%
silica, more than 54% lime and nearly 35% carbonate,
producing a score of -52.  
Such information underlines the huge variability in

the chemistry of wood ash, and demonstrates the
importance of ash analysis in selecting the most
appropriate end use.  

Soap manufacture
Johnson (1898) describes an old method for making

soap. By boiling wood ash from a camp fire every
day in a small quantity of water, the resultant clear
liquid is decanted and collected. When sufficient lye
has been accumulated, it is boiled and evaporated
until a sufficient degree of strength has been
obtained. This boiling lye is then added to some
melted down mutton fat, and boiling continued until
the mixture is about the consistency of thick porridge,
whilst constantly stirring. The mixture is then poured
into any convenient flat vessel and left to stand until
cool, at which point it can be used as soap.  

Gold mining
Potash derived from wood ash has been used to

make potassium cyanide, and used for the recovery
of gold from tailings and low grade ores.  

Construction and brick making
Johnson (1898) describes how cement can be made

out of wood ash. By adding 25 parts tallow, 40 parts
lard and 25 parts of wood ash, mixed together by
heating, a type of cement can be produced. The
cement is most effective if applied whilst hot.
Much more recently, trials in Sweden have shown

the suitability of fly ash produced from a range of
sources, including wood, wood co-fired with peat and
wood co-fired with sludge from the paper industry in
filler material for cement production, whilst at the
same time reducing the carbon dioxide emissions
associated with cement production (Nordström and
Thorsell 2003). This is the result of the chemistry of
ash, whereby oxides abundant in fresh, dry ash
become first hydrated (upon exposure to water) and
then carbonated (upon exposure to atmospheric
carbon dioxide).  

Forwarder modified for wood ash spreading, Sweden.
Photo: Martin Nikl, Czech Forest Management Institute.
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Road construction
Studies in Sweden suggest that wood ash, in

particular fly ash, can be useful for the construction
of roads. Fly ash has been found to be beneficial for
the stabilisation of gravel for gravel road construction,
contributing qualities of bearing capacity, thaw and
frost capacity, high shear strength, improved road
stability and durability, essentially leading to reduced
road maintenance costs.

Domestic wood fires
Ash is also useful for making wood fires in

domestic fireplaces. It should not all be removed
once cooled, as it provides a bed for the charcoal of
subsequent fires, helping the fire burn longer. A
shallow bed an inch or two thick of ash should be
left when cleaning a fireplace.  

Gardening and horticultural applications
Wood ash scattered around the base of onion and

cauliflower plants can be an effective treatment for
the control of maggots, and can also be used for the
control of problems such as bean beetles, clubroot,
red spider, scab on beetroot and turnip, as well as
aphids on peas and lettuce. Wood ash, the application
of which will raise soil pH, will reduce the incidence
of ‘finger and toe’ or ‘clubroot’ as the pathogenic
fungi, Plasmodiophora brassicae, tolerates acidity
better than its host plant, and thus on acid soils
causes more damage. Application of wood ash high
in potash content can also reduce the incidence of
black spot both in raw and cooked tubers. By making
a thin paste from wood ash and water, and applying
it to the trunks of trees, tree borers can be
discouraged from attacking the tree. Making a
different paste with a handful of wood ash and
hydrated lime, added to two gallons of water, can be
used to make a spray effective for the control of
cucumber beetles intent on attacking both sides of
cucurbit leaves. Wood ash can also be spread around
the edge of vegetable gardens to discourage pests
such as snails and slugs. There is also some evidence
to suggest that wood ash can prevent termite
infestations in coffee and date palms.

Composting
Various sources suggest using a small quantity of

wood ash in a garden compost heap. A ratio of no
more than ten litres (around 12 kg) of wood ash can
be added to a heap of around one to two cubic
metres. Wood ash can be particularly effective when
acidic matter such as Oak leaves or Pine needles are
present because they will help move the compost
towards neutral acidity.  

Numerous reports from the United States refer to
the application and effectiveness of wood ash in
controlling odours from composting operations. Wood
ash containing high amounts of unburnt carbon is
particularly effective for odour control, absorbing
volatile compounds released during composting and
performing in a manner very similar to activated
carbon, an expensive commodity used in a range of
pollution control and remediation applications. Wood
ash is also reported to be effective in neutralising
acidic wastes.

Landfill lining 
Wood ash has been used as both daily and final

cover layers at landfill sites. As a daily cover, wood
ash can be used to fill in voids in the solid waste
matrix, reducing waste settlement after final closure,
as well as decreasing problems associated with pests
and odours.  

Unusual and novel uses 
Reports exist of wood ash being used to make

toothpaste, as a teeth whitener, as a road de-icing
agent, as an ingredient for treating cataract in
livestock in Africa and even as a human mineral
supplement. None of these uses have yet to be
reported in peer-reviewed literature, so their validity
remains uncertain.

Like wood itself, which provides us with a
multitude of products and services, wood ash is
potentially a valuable resource which we should aim
to reuse wherever possible. Further research into
novel, sustainable applications for it are required.
I am convinced that Woodland Heritage members

know of many other reuse options for wood ash and
I hope this article inspires them to share their
expertise and knowledge of this topic in the online
members’ discussion forum. S

j.walmsley@univ.bangor.ac.uk

Wood ash in the forest – returning it from whence it
came. Photo: Martin Nikl, Czech Forest Management Institute.
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The cottage here in the Borders is slowly being
restored. It has a green Oak timber frame
jointed cruck as the main structure, along with

lime mortared rubble walls and lime plaster.
There is a Pitch Pine walkway spanning the kitchen,

which I am working on, and plan to use either Yew
or Oak natural spindles and handrails.
The real bonus for me is that I am fortunate enough

to have the use of a 2.2 hectare plantation on the
Buccleuch Estates, which consists of Sitka Spruce,
Japanese Larch, Scots Pine, Grand Fir, Sycamore,
Beech, Oak, Silver Birch, Holly and Rowan. My plan
is to take it back to native broadleaves of varied
species and age and mill the thinned trees using my
Logosol mobile bandmill. 
My aim is to build a workshop from the trees –

milling the big Sitkas for cladding, and using either
Japanese Larch or Scots Pine for a sturdy timber
frame structure of approximately six by four metres,
complete with traditional mortice and tenon and

pegged joints. I know Sitka is not that durable but
with a good overhang on the roof and some
preservative treatment every now and then, I think it
will be ok. I would much rather use timber from the
woodland than buy it in.
I am also very interested in ‘piece-en-piece’ building,

a French Colonial style of utilising short timbers to
put together in a larger frame. This method also does
away with time consuming corner notching. It also
makes the building more practical and cost effective
in terms of construction speed and the short timbers
are lighter/easier to handle. 
As if that is not enough… I am also working with

another person to design a quicker method of
building traditional log cabins, which can be
constructed using jigs to scribe the wall logs –
hopefully making log cabins more cost effective. 
So, lots of potential projects and ideas, but as usual,

scratching around for a wage!

Comments from Ken Hume
Michael’s work sounds very interesting. I would
certainly welcome seeing some pictures of his cruck
frame, along with a few words on how this was
achieved i.e. timber species employed, how it was cut
and more importantly, how the cruck frames were
reared up.
The term ‘piece sur piece’ is one that is associated

with French Colonial military building especially in
Upper Canada. 
This technique, better known to the British simply as

log building, employs a combination of timber framing
for the main structure, with a heavy log wall system for

Leyland Cypress log cabin built for FC Visitor Centre at
Grizedale, Lake District.

Timber Framing
An update from Michael Read in Dumfriesshire
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the exterior walls to afford the occupants the benefit of
greater protection from musket fire. It would not be a
typical Scottish homeland building tradition and so it
would be interesting to hear Michael’s reasoning for
wanting to adopt this technique.
Michael certainly has my attention because he is

demonstrating that it is possible to achieve positive
outcomes from the exploitation of a small woodland.
However, some of the timbers he mentions are not
well suited to construction (Sycamore, Grand Fir, Sitka
Spruce) since they are deemed ‘perishable timbers’.
When grown in and around the mild climatic
environment of Dumfriesshire they possess very fast
growth rates which tend to result in a lower density
(and hence strength) and thus poor durability.

I am organising an “Open Day” at our own
woodland in SE Oxfordshire (five miles NW of
Reading) on Friday 29th April 2011 for the
Oxfordshire Woodland Project. 
Perhaps some local WH members might also like

to attend? 
We will be examining the post-war experiment

promoted by Kenneth Rankin (a previous owner of
our woodland and founder of the Economic Forestry
Group) to under-plant former deciduous woodland

with coniferous trees including Douglas Fir/Western
Red Cedar/ European Larch.
In particular, how transition to a more

appropriate woodland mix within this area of
outstanding natural beauty can be achieved. 

Pre-booking by e-mail/telephone is required. S

Larch and Phytophthora Ramorum
by Larix

Dutch Elm Disease, Phytophthora Ramorum,
Asian Longhorn Beetle, Emerald Ash Borer,
Bronze Birch Borer, and the list goes on.

All of these are problems which have affected trees
in Britain, are currently affecting, or possibly
waiting at the border to enter the UK. Generally
man’s actions in one way or another have
accelerated the spread of such problems. Easy world
travel, narrow genetic base, non intervention
management systems, and the transport of infested
timber products, have all contributed to the spread
of such pests. Of particular concern is the current
disease affecting Larch.
Like most diseases, there is much to be learnt

about Phytophthora Ramorum, yet if we wait to
learn everything about it all the Larch will have
been killed off. 
Waiting is not an option, action is necessary.
Yet the issue of concern is not just with Larch,

but what happens if the disease jumps over to
some other species, say Sitka Spruce or Douglas
Fir ? The effect on the woodlands of Britain could
be enormous.
For this reason the Forestry Commission has

responsibly brought in measures to deal with
infections. Generally the pattern is that upon
discovery, a Statutory Plant Health Notice is issued
and the trees are to be cut within a set period, all
good in principle. 
However, I have yet to see a timber lorry that

doesn’t shed bark or needles whilst it is travelling
down the motorway. It reminds me a bit of the
foot-and-mouth crisis when livestock was culled
and the carcasses were transported vast distances
to be destroyed. Odd really, considering that the
initial way that the disease spread was through
dealers transporting livestock throughout the
country. But, alas, all these thoughts and
observations don’t give succour if your woodlands
have Larch in them. 
So how would you manage Larch woodland?
Some owners have preemptively felled their

Larch whereas in the past they would have
thinned it. Now it has been clear felled whether
fully mature or young woodland. Principally
the thought has been, “better get rid of it
now rather than have to clear it later with
depressed markets”. S
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Sessile and Pedunculate Oak
How to differentiate the forms by John White

The genetic make up of both species is
inherently variable, there are semi-fastigiate
forms and crooked forms of each of them.

Identification by tree outline alone is not at
all reliable. 
We tend to see a lot of long straight sessiles these

days because those characteristics have been selected
by us for e.g. brandy casks in France, and short
crooked branched Pedunculate Oaks for e.g.
shipbuilding in the New Forest and Kentish Weald. 
Silk Wood at Westonbirt which was originally one

hundred percent Pedunculate Oak has a large
percentage of very fastigiate types. The wood has
not been subjected to any tree breeding or selection
process and no hybrids have been found there. 

Actually hybrids are infrequent anywhere but that
is another ‘can of worms’ that is often disputed! The
best non-standard (non-fastigiate) sessile I know is
the 1509 tree on the Tree Trail up here at Fellbrigg
in Norfolk.

My starting point for native Oak identification is
always stalked or not stalked acorns. Long acorn
stalks and very short leaf stalks feature on the
Pedunculate Oak whilst the Sessile Oak has acorns
which are not on stalks but the leaves do have stalks.
I think every other botanical feature is likely to be
completely unreliable. S

John White is the former Research
Dendrologist of the Forestry Commission and
has written many books on tree identification.
He was based at Westonbirt Arboretum in
Gloucestershire and now lives in retirement
in Norfolk.

Pedunculate Oak.

Sessile Oak.



“A society grows great when old men plant trees, 
whose shade they know they shall never sit in” 

Help us leave a woodland legacy for our children and our children’s children

Contributions from those who really care are used wisely

Woodland Heritage
PO Box 168, Haslemere, Surrey GU27 1XQ
Tel: 01482 652159
e-mail: enquiries@woodlandheritage.org.uk
www.woodlandheritage.org.uk
Registered Charity Number: 1041611

Sustainable woodlands need vision and long-term commitment

We offer the opportunity to leave a growing legacy –
thriving woodland, benefiting us and future generations

“Mighty Oaks
from

little Acorns grow”
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Original cartoon courtesy of 
Private Eye Magazine.
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... Grow trees ... Use wood ... Grow trees ... Use wood ... Grow trees ... Use wood ...

... Grow trees ... Use wood ... Grow trees ... Use wood ... Grow trees ... Use wood ...

The Foxley Estate use and sell the world’s finest telescopic lightweight
pruning saws to make pruning easy!

Silky Fox Saws
Foxley Estate Office, Mansel Lacy, Hereford HR4 7HQ
Tel: 01981 590224  Fax: 01981 590355  www.silkyfox.co.uk

There is no way a tree can grow as well as 
The Sotterley Oak without the help of Silky High Pruning Saws
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